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Vision

A leading solar energy research institute in the world, contributing to global sustainable 
development. 
 

Mission 
To develop industrially relevant materials, components, processes, systems and 
services in the fields of solar energy conversion and solar and energy efficient 
buildings. 

Targeted leadership areas include industrial silicon wafer solar cells, PV modules 
for the tropics, PV module testing, high-performance PV systems for the tropics, 
management of the variability of PV for grids with a high solar share, solarisation 
of Singapore, and PV quality assurance in Asia. 

Solar Energy Research 
Institute of Singapore
National University of Singapore (NUS)

Feedback from Key Stakeholders

Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB)

“As our national solar research institute, SERIS plays a critical role in building the solar PV industry ecosystem in 
Singapore by carrying out leading-edge research, training local talent and providing technical expertise to the 
industry. Its industrial partnerships have attracted many international and local solar companies to establish 
high-value operations in Singapore to serve Asia. SERIS is also instrumental in driving several strategic government 
initiatives, for instance the SolarNova programme and Floating Solar PV testbed.”  

Mr LIM Kok Kiang, Assistant Managing Director of the Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB) and member of the 
SERIS Supervisory Board 

 

National University of Singapore (NUS)

“NUS is proud of the contributions of SERIS to Singapore, the international scientific community and the solar industry. SERIS 
creates economic value and social impact through its development of innovative solar technology solutions, training of skilled 
researchers for local industry and provision of technical expertise and support to the Singapore Government for its 
national solarisation programme.”   

Prof HO Teck Hua, Deputy President (Research and Technology), NUS 

“SERIS has established itself as a key player in the entire solar value chain in Singapore and as a thought leader in the Asia Pacific region. 
Its strengths and capabilities range from upstream materials research to quality assurance of multi-megawatt solar electric 
power plants. With the rebuilding and upgrading of its research infrastructure now completed, SERIS will host and operate 
some of the most advanced solar cell and solar module laboratories in the world, providing an excellent environment for the 
development of next-generation industrial PV technologies.” 

Prof Barry HALLIWELL, Special Advisor to the President, NUS and Chairman of the SERIS Supervisory Board
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Foreword

2015 will be ranked as Earth’s hottest year since the 
start of global recordings in the 19th century, providing 
further support for the long-term warming trend of the 
planet. To avert severe climate change, it is now widely 
accepted that the carbon emissions from the world’s energy 
system must be strongly reduced in the coming decades.
 
Solar photovoltaic (PV) electric power will be a key element 
of this transformation towards sustainability. Fortunately, while 
temperatures are rising, the global deployment of PV systems 
is increasing at an even faster rate. The cumulative global 
PV capacity grew by more than 25% in 2015, thereby 
passing the 200 Gigawatt milestone and cementing PV’s 
reputation as the world’s fastest growing renewable energy 
technology. Adoption of PV systems has also accelerated in 
Singapore, where the cumulative PV installations passed the 
50 Megawatt mark in 2015, representing a 60% 
year-on-year growth. The National Solarisation Centre as well 
as the Asian PV Quality Assurance Centre, both located at 
SERIS, have contributed significantly to this impressive growth 
rate. Clearly, the “Garden City” is on track to host PV systems 
with a peak capacity of several hundred Megawatts by 2020.
  
An important milestone for SERIS in 2015 was the 
completion of the rebuilding and upgrading works in the 
silicon solar cell laboratory, which occupies about 1400 m2 
of space across levels 1 and 2 of the E3A building at NUS. 
The laboratory re-started its operations in October 2015 and is 
capable of processing both wafer-based and thin-film based 
silicon solar cells of different types. Industrial tools with high 
silicon wafer processing rates in the range of 500 to 3600 
wafers per hour are utilised to enable industry-relevant solar
 

cell R&D. Silicon solar cells dominate today’s PV industry 
(> 90% market share), and most experts believe that this 
dominance will continue in the foreseeable future. The state-of-
the-art silicon laboratory puts SERIS in an excellent position 
to develop next-generation industrial silicon solar cells and 
PV modules.  

Another highlight was the commissioning of an R&D pilot line 
for CIGS (copper indium gallium selenium/sulphur) thin-film 
solar cells. The line became operational in October 2015 and is 
capable of fabricating PV cells and modules on 30 cm x 30 cm 
glass substrates. CIGS is of interest to the PV industry because 
it holds the world record for industrially relevant thin-film solar 
cells and the resulting modules are aesthetically pleasing - and 
thus well suited for building-integrated PV (BiPV) applications. 
BiPV will become increasingly important for the solarisation of 
Singapore and other urban centres. Further details on the 
institute’s state-of-the-art infrastructure can be found in the 
section “SERIS Laboratories” of this report 

The majority of SERIS’ activities occur within R&D projects 
funded by industry partners and/or public organisations. 
In addition, to support the solar industry and to accelerate 
the deployment of solar technologies in Singapore and 
beyond, SERIS also offers a range of services to interested 
partners from the private and public sectors. One example 
is testing and performance analysis of PV modules according 
to the standards of the International Electrotechnical Commission 
(IEC). A detailed description of the services on offer can be 
found in the section “SERIS Services”. 

A notable R&D result in 2015 was the development of a 
solution-processable organic solar cell with an efficiency 
of 7.8%. Another R&D highlight was the development, in a 
collaboration with the Singapore-MIT Alliance for Research and 
Technology (SMART), of a 21.3% efficient gallium arsenide 
on silicon tandem solar cell. Details on selected R&D results 
achieved by SERIS in 2015 can be found in the R&D section 
of this report. 

I would like to thank all SERIS staff, adjunct researchers and 
students for their many contributions and achievements 
throughout the year. SERIS sincerely thanks all its supporters 
over the past 12 months, including the Energy Innovation 
Programme Office (EIPO), National Research Foundation (NRF), 
Economic Development Board (EDB), National University of 
Singapore (NUS), our Supervisory Board, our International 
Advisory Panel, and other partners and clients in the public 
and private sectors. 

Solar energy technologies have never been more important, 
and promising, than today. In the interest of our children and 
future generations, let’s all do our part for maintaining livable 
conditions on spaceship Earth. Failure is not an option! 

With sunny regards, 
    
Prof Armin ABERLE 
SERIS CEO 
15 December 2015
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•	 Feb: An advanced PV module performance tester from 
 h.a.l.m. elektronik GmbH is installed at SERIS. It allows 
 measuring PV modules under prolonged flash durations 
 (up to 100 ms) and under a wide range of temperatures 
 (15 - 75 oC) and irradiances (100 - 1100 W/m2) 

•	 Mar: SERIS partners the NUS student organisation Energy 
 Carta in organising an Energy Trail titled “The Singapore 
 Solar Story” for secondary and tertiary school students in 
 Singapore 
       
•	 Apr: A 5-busbar PV module developed by SERIS is 
 showcased at the SNEC 2015 PV Expo in Shanghai, 
 China  
       
•	 Apr: Meyer Burger (Germany) AG and SERIS sign a joint 
 development project to work on advanced Al-LBSF/PERC 
 process technologies for high-efficiency silicon solar cells and 
 modules 

•	 Apr: The German Agency for Technical Cooperation (GIZ) 
 in China selects SERIS for developing a comprehensive 
 training programme on “Application of Renewable Energy in 
 Cities” for the Chinese Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural 
 Development 
      
•	 May:  SERIS’ high-performance PV demonstration system 
 turns 4 years of age, maintaining an excellent average 
 performance ratio of 89% in tropical Singapore 

•	 Jun: SERIS is selected as Technical Advisor for the 
 world’s largest solar farm project (900 MWp), which leads 
 to the development of a new and comprehensive risk 
 assessment tool for solar projects 

•	 Jun: : Dr Thomas Mueller and co-authors win a Best Poster 
 Award at the 42nd IEEE PV Specialists Conference in 
 New Orleans, USA 

•	 Jul: Shubham Duttagupta, PhD student at SERIS under 
 the supervision of Prof Aberle, wins the “Institute of 
 Microelectronics (IME) Prize for Best PhD Project (MTD, ECE, 
 Faculty of Engineering)” in the NUS academic year 
 2014/2015 

•	 Jul: SERIS’ PV Module Laboratory adds two new climate 
 chambers: one for expansion of the testing & certification
 business (for up to 12 standard PV modules) and a smaller 
 one for R&D purposes (up to 6 mini-modules) 

•	 Aug: A collaboration of the Singapore-MIT Alliance for 
 Research and Technology (SMART) and SERIS achieves an 
 efficiency of 21.3% for a GaAs-on-Si 4-terminal tandem 
 solar cell 

•	 Aug: SERIS is featured in the TV documentary “We Needed 
 the Tools”, as part of the “Jalan SG50” programme to 
 showcase the growth of renewable energies in Singapore 
       
•	 Sep: The Organic Solar Cell Group reports solution-processable 
 p-doped conducting polymers with a record-high 
 workfunction of 6.0 eV   
      
•	 Oct: The CIGS Solar Cell Laboratory at SERIS is operational

•	 Oct: The re-built Silicon Solar Cell Laboratory at SERIS is 
 operational 

•	 Oct: SERIS organises the PV Asia Scientific Conference 
 2015 in Singapore 

•	 Oct: SERIS researchers Ankit Khanna, Ke Cangming, 
 Ho Jian Wei and Ce Shang win Best Poster Awards 
 at the PV Asia Scientific Conference 2015 

•	 Oct: SERIS publishes the “Solar Economic Handbook for 
 Singapore” during ACES 2015. It is available on the NSR 
 website (www.solar-repository.sg) under the “Solar Info” tab, 
 together with a comprehensive LCOE (levelised cost of 
 energy) calculator 
       
•	 Nov: Addition of  a state-of-the-art solar cell stringer (TT1800
 from teamtechnik GmbH) to SERIS’ PV Module Development
 Laboratory, with the capability to string full-size and half-cut 
 solar cells with 3, 4, 5 and 6 busbars 

•	 Dec: The Organic Solar Cell Group fabricates a solution-
 processable organic solar cell with an efficiency of 7.8%
 

Highlights 2015

The screen-print metallisation line in the new Silicon Solar Cell 
Laboratory

Poster Award winners at the PV Asia Scientific Conference 2015

79
SERIS Services

97
Facts and Figures

111
Imprint
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Institute	in	Brief
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Introduction

The Solar Energy Research Institute of Singapore (SERIS) at the 
National University of Singapore (NUS) is Singapore’s national 
institute for applied solar energy research. It commenced 
operations in 2008. 

SERIS is sponsored by Singapore’s National Research Foundation 
(NRF) via the Singapore Economic Development Board 
(EDB) and the Energy Innovation Programme Office (EIPO), 
as well as NUS. It has the stature of an NUS University-
level Research Institute and is endowed with considerable 
autonomy and flexibility, including an industry friendly IP policy.

The institute conducts research, development, testing and 
consulting in the fields of (i) solar energy conversion and 
(ii) solar and energy efficient buildings. The R&D spectrum covers 
materials, components, processes, systems and services, 
with an emphasis on solar photovoltaic cells, modules and 
systems. Being located close to the equator, one focus area 
is developing solar technologies for the tropics. 

SERIS’ multi-disciplinary research team includes more than 
100 scientists, engineers, technicians and PhD students. In 
addition, the institute has formal research links with more than 
30 professors from NUS (“Adjunct researchers”).  

SERIS collaborates closely with universities, research 
organisations, government agencies and industry, both locally 
and globally. The collaborations with companies from the global 
solar sector span from small start-ups to industry leading 
heavyweights.   

R&D clusters:

• Novel PV concepts

• Silicon materials and cells

• PV modules

• Solar energy systems

• Solar and energy efficient buildings

SERIS’ multidisciplinary team of scientists, engineers, technicians and administrative staff

SERIS at NUS (E3A building) SERIS at CleanTech Park (level 6 of CleanTech One building)
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PHOTOVOLTAIC ELECTRICITY GENERATION

A wide range of activities at SERIS are aiming at 
accelerating the deployment of PV systems in Singapore, 
Asia and globally.  

•	 National	Solarisation	Centre

•	 Asian	PV	Quality	Assurance	Centre

•	 Photovoltaic	system	technology

•	 PV	grid	integration

•	 Solar	potential	analysis	

•	 Solar	energy	meteorology

•	 Off-grid	PV	systems

•	 PV	module	development

•	 PV	module	testing	&	certification

•	 PV	characterisation	

•	 PV	modelling	and	simulation	

•	 Mono-	and	multicrystalline	silicon	wafer	solar	cells

•	 Heterojunction	silicon	wafer	solar	cells

•	 CIGS	solar	cells

•	 Organic	solar	cells

•	 Novel	passivation	layers	

•	 Novel	solar	cell	concepts

SOLAR AND ENERGY EFFICIENT BUILDINGS

Residential and commercial buildings account for more than 
40% of mankind’s total energy consumption. To reduce the 
carbon footprint of buildings, a holistic approach and a 
comprehensive set of measures - comprising energy conservation 
measures and replacing fossil fuels by renewable energy 
sources - are required. A key issue for energy conservation 
in high-rise buildings is their passive design, especially 
the façade design. The properties of the façade determine 
the indoor environmental conditions and thus the energy 
consumption of the entire building. Apart from integrating 
photovoltaics into façades (BIPV), solar thermal systems for 
hot water generation are another way of harvesting the sun’s 
energy. This is of particular interest for process heat in industry. 

SERIS’ activities in this business area include: 

•	 Solar	thermal	systems	

•	 High-performance	façades

Business	Areas

SERIS focuses on two main business areas: 
 
1.  Photovoltaic electricity generation
2.  Solar and energy efficient buildings

In both areas, SERIS generates innovations for industry and the public sector. The institute’s application-oriented research and 
development is complemented by targeted fundamental research that forms the basis for a steady flow of innovations. 
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Finances

SERIS is jointly sponsored by Singapore’s National Research 
Foundation (NRF) - via the Energy Innovation Programme 
Office (EIPO) - and the National University of Singapore (NUS). 
      
For Financial Year (FY) 2015, core funding from NRF and 
NUS is anticipated at SGD 24.2 million. The core funding is 
complemented by funds from industry contracts and grants 
from public competitive R&D programmes of approximately 
SGD 2.3 million and SGD 12.3 million, respectively. These are 
projected amounts, as FY 2015 will end on 31 March 2016.  
The distribution of the projected SERIS funding for FY 2015 
is displayed in Figure 1. 

Core funding from NRF and NUS forms about 62% of SERIS’ 
projected funding of SGD 38.8 million, while funds from industry 
contracts and public competitive grants make up the 
remaining 38%. 

Since the start of FY 2015, SERIS has won several public 
competitive research grants amounting to SGD 6.1 million. These 
grants range over several years from July 2015 to June 2018.

In FY 2015, SERIS expects to spend about SGD 11.4 million 
on manpower, SGD 8.3 million on operating expenses, and 
SGD 12.6 million on equipment (Figure 2). As part of the 
laboratory rebuilding and upgrading works, we anticipate 
SGD 3.9 million in infrastructure expenses. Other expenses 
amounting to SGD 2.6 million are expected to cover non-
refundable GST (goods and services tax) and indirect
research costs. 

Figure 2: Projected expenses for FY 2015 
(in SGD million)

Operating expenses

Infrastructure

Equipment

Manpower

Others

2.6

8.3

11.4

12.6

3.9

Figure 1: Projected SERIS funding for FY 2015 
(1 Apr 2015 to 31 Mar 2016, in SGD million)

NRF core funding

NUS contribution

Public grants

Industry contracts

15.6
40%

8.6
22%

12.3
32%

2.3
6%
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At the end of calendar year 2015, the SERIS headcount was 
167 people, including postgraduate students and adjunct 
researchers from NUS. The figure below depicts that research 
personnel - including scientists, engineers, technicians, 
postgraduate students and adjunct researchers - constitute 
83% of the total SERIS headcount. Employees from the 
project safety, controlling and development areas form 10% 
of the total headcount, while administrative staff represent 
7% of the headcount. 

Headcount Laboratory	and	
Office	Space	

At NUS, SERIS occupies approximately 5,160 m2  of space at 
the E3A building, including offices, laboratories and lab support 
facilities. SERIS also rents about 1,370 m2 of laboratory and 
office space at its off-campus location at CleanTech Park, 
where the PV Module Development and Testing laboratories 
reside. In addition, SERIS utilises about 3,500 m2 of rooftop 
space at NUS and CleanTech Park for experimental outdoor 
solar installations. 

SERIS’ Organic Solar Cell Laboratory at NUS

SERIS’ Rooftop module testing facility at CleanTech One

Scientists / Engineers / Technicians

Postgraduate Students

Administration

Project safety, controlling and development

24%

18%

10%

7%

Figure 1: Breakdown of SERIS headcount in 
December 2015

41%

Adjunct Researchers
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Organisational Chart

SERIS presently comprises five research clusters and two 
central service units. Each research cluster conducts research, 
development, testing and consulting in the fields of (i) solar 
energy conversion and/or (ii) solar and energy efficient buildings. 
The two service units provide central services such as 
administration, facility support, as well as quality, environment, 
safety & health management. 

The directors of the research clusters and service units report 
to the SERIS Senior Management, which consists of the CEO 
and the Deputy CEO. A Business Development Manager 
and two Corporate Relations staff members also report 
to SERIS’ Senior Management. 
 

Prof Armin ABERLE 
Chief Executive Officer

Dr Thomas REINDL 
Deputy CEO

TECHNICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE

& QESH

ADMINISTRATION NOVEL	PV
CONCEPTS

SILICON
MATERIALS
AND CELLS

PV 
MODULES

SOLAR
ENERGY

SYSTEMS

SOLAR	AND
ENERGY

EFFICIENT
BUILDINGS

Shakander 
Singh 

CHAHAL 
Director

Peter Lim
Director

Prof Armin 
ABERLE

Cluster Director

Prof Armin 
ABERLE

Dr Thomas 
MUELLER

 Cluster Directors

Dr WANG 
Yan 

Cluster Director

Dr Thomas
REINDL

Cluster Director
 

Assoc Prof
Runa	

HELLWIG
Cluster Director

SERIS Senior Management: 

• CEO

• Deputy CEO
 
Research Clusters:

• Novel PV Concepts

•	 Silicon	Materials	and	Cells

•	 PV	Modules

•	 Solar	Energy	Systems

•	 Solar	and	Energy	Efficient	Buildings

Central Service Units:

•	 Administration

•	 Technical	Infrastructure	and	QESH	(Quality,	Environment,	Safety	and	Health)

Eddy	BLOKKEN
Business Development

Aditi SRIDHAR
Sharon	CHEW	Min	Hui

Corporate Relations
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Management Team

SERIS’ Management Team consists of the CEO, the Deputy 
CEO, the Directors of the research clusters, the Business 
Development Manager, the Director of SERIS Administration, 

and the Director of Technical Infrastructure and QESH.
The team meets fortnightly to decide on the operational 
and strategic directions of the institute.  

SERIS Management Team: (from left) Dr WANG Yan, Mr Peter LIM, Mr Shakander Singh CHAHAL, Dr Thomas REINDL, Prof Armin ABERLE, 
Dr Thomas MUELLER, Assoc Prof Runa HELLWIG, Mr Eddy BLOKKEN

Secretary	to	CEOMANAGEMENT TEAM

Prof Armin ABERLE
CEO 
Cluster Director, Novel PV Concepts
Cluster Director, Silicon Materials and Cells
armin.aberle@nus.edu.sg

Dr Thomas REINDL
Deputy CEO  
Cluster Director, Solar Energy Systems
thomas.reindl@nus.edu.sg

Mr	Eddy	BLOKKEN
Senior Manager, Business Development 
eddy.blokken@nus.edu.sg

Mr Shakander Singh CHAHAL
Director, Administration (since Oct 2015)
shakander.chahal@nus.edu.sg

Assoc	Prof	Runa	HELLWIG
Cluster Director, Solar and Energy Efficient Buildings
runa.hellwig@nus.edu.sg

Dr Lena LEE
Director, Administration (until April 2015) 

Mr Peter LIM
Director, Technical Infrastructure and QESH
peter.lim@nus.edu.sg

Dr Thomas MUELLER
Cluster Director, Silicon Materials and Cells
thomas.mueller@nus.edu.sg 

Dr WANG Yan
Cluster Director, PV Modules
yan.wang@nus.edu.sg

Corporate Relations

Cecilia	WONG	Shuk	Fan
Secretary to the CEO 
CEO’s Office

Aditi SRIDHAR
Senior Executive, Corporate Relations 
CEO’s Office

Sharon	CHEW	Min	Hui
Scientific Executive, Corporate Relations 
CEO’s Office
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Extended Management Team
SERIS’ Extended Management Team consists of the SERIS 
Management Team (see previous page), the heads of 
the various research groups/teams, and the heads of 

HR & Project Controlling and Finance & Procurement. 
The team meets every two months to discuss managerial 
and operational matters of the institute. 

Assoc	Prof	Peter	HO 
Head, Organic Solar Cell Group
phyhop@nus.edu.sg

Dr	Joel	LI
Head, Multicrystalline Silicon Wafer Solar Cell Group 
(since July 2015)
joelli@nus.edu.sg

Dr	Shubham	DUTTAGUPTA
Head, Monocrystalline Silicon Wafer Solar Cell Group
shubham.duttagupta@nus.edu.sg

Mr	André	NOBRE
Head, PV System Technology Group 
(until Oct 2015)
andre.nobre@nus.edu.sg

Ms	Brandy	TIO
Finance & Procurement Manager 
brandy.tio@nus.edu.sg

Dr	Johnson	WONG	Kai	Chi
Head, PV Characterisation Group
johnson.wong@nus.edu.sg

Mr	Kenneth	GOH
Head, PV Module Testing Group 
kenneth.goh@nus.edu.sg

Dr	KHOO	Yong	Sheng	
Head, PV Module Development Group
yongshengkhoo@nus.edu.sg

Dr Timothy WALSH
Head, Off-Grid PV System Group
tim.walsh@nus.edu.sg

Dr Rolf STANGL
Head, Novel Cell Concepts and Simulation Group
rolf.stangl@nus.edu.sg

Dr Wilfred WALSH
Head, Solar Potential and Energy Meteorology Group
wwalsh@nus.edu.sg

Dr	Muhammad	Arifeen	WAHED
Head, Solar Thermal Systems Group 
arifeen.wahed@nus.edu.sg

Ms	Janet	GOH
Head, Human Resources
janet.goh@nus.edu.sg

Dr	Prabir	Kanti	BASU
Head, Multicrystalline Silicon Wafer Solar Cell Group 
(until June 2015)
prabir.basu@nus.edu.sg 

Dr	Selvaraj	VENKATARAJ
Head, CIGS Solar Cell Group 
s.venkataraj@nus.edu.sg
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Adjunct Researchers

A number of NUS professors (“faculty”) have official links 
with SERIS, as researchers and/or managers. These “Adjunct 
researchers” supervise PhD and Master students at SERIS 
and perform joint R&D projects with one or more of the R&D 
clusters at SERIS. The research projects involving Adjunct 
researchers are partly or fully funded by SERIS. Adjunct 

researchers remain academic staff members of their respective 
NUS Departments and NUS continues to pay 100% of their 
salaries.  

In 2015, the following Adjunct researchers from NUS have been 
working with SERIS: 

NAME NUS Department Research area / role at SERIS

Prof Armin ABERLE Electrical and Computer Engineering Solar energy conversion / CEO and Cluster 
Director, Novel PV Concepts and Silicon 
Materials & Cells

Assoc Prof Stefan ADAMS Materials Science and Engineering Modelling of nano-structured solar cells

Assoc Prof Andrew BETTIOL Physics Characterisation of photovoltaic materials 
and solar cells

Prof Charanjit Singh BHATIA Electrical and Computer Engineering Characterisation and fabrication of high-
efficiency silicon wafer solar cells

Assoc Prof Karl Erik BIRGERSSON Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering Modelling, optimisation and characterisation 
of organic solar cells

Prof Mark BREESE Physics Characterisation and fabrication of photovoltaic 
materials using X-rays and ion beams

Asst Prof CHAN Yin Thai Chemistry Semiconductor nanomaterials for solar cell 
applications

Asst Prof Ernest CHUA Kian Jon Mechanical Engineering Solar powered air-conditioning

Asst Prof CHUA Lay Lay Chemistry Organic materials and devices

Asst Prof Pritam DAS Electrical and Computer Engineering High-efficiency power electronics systems 
for solar applications

Asst Prof Eda GOKI Physics Fabrication and characterisation of 
nanomaterials based functional thin films

Assoc Prof Runa HELLWIG Building Solar and energy efficient buildings / Cluster 
Director, SEEB Cluster

Assoc Prof Peter HO Physics Organic photovoltaic materials, solar cells and 
solar modules / Head of Organic Solar Cell 
Group

Prof HONG Ming Hui Electrical and Computer Engineering Fabrication and characterisation of solar cells

Asst Prof Patrick JANNSEN
(until Jun 2015)

Architecture Multi-objective design techniques for 
building integrated façade technologies 
and photovoltaics
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NAME NUS Department Research area / role at SERIS

Assoc Prof Anjam KURSHEED Electrical and Computer Engineering Developing novel SEM based solar cell 
characterisation tools

Prof LOH Kian Ping Chemistry Organic photovoltaic materials, solar cells, 
and solar modules

Asst Prof Christian NIJHUIS Chemistry Organic-inorganic hybrid nanostructures

Assoc Prof Thomas OSIPOWICZ Physics Analysis of ultra-thin films using high resolution 
(magnet spectrometer) RBS and ERD

Assoc Prof OUYANG Jian Yong Materials Science and Engineering PV-driven electrolysis of water

Assoc Prof Sanjib Kumar PANDA Electrical and Computer Engineering High-performance control of power electronic 
converters

Prof Seeram RAMAKRISHNA Mechanical Engineering Life cycle analysis of PV modules and systems 
in the tropics

Asst Prof Akshay Kumar RATHORE Electrical and Computer Engineering High-efficiency power electronics systems for 
solar applications

Asst Prof Andrivo RUSYDI Physics Synchrotron based characterisation of solar 
materials

Assoc Prof Ganesh SAMUDRA Electrical and Computer Engineering Simulation and modelling of solar cells and 
underlying physical phenomena

Assoc Prof Dipti SRINIVASAN Electrical and Computer Engineering Analysis of impacts of solar PV integration 
into the medium- and low- voltage power 
distribution systems

Asst Prof TAN Zhi Kuang
(since Oct 2015)

Chemistry Perovskite solar cells

Assoc Prof Suresh VALIYAVEETTIL Chemistry High-efficiency organic solar cells

Prof Jagadese VITTAL Chemistry Synthesis of nano-scale materials for 
photovoltaics and solar cells

Prof WONG Nyuk Hien Building Solar and Energy Efficient Buildings, interaction 
of buildings and environment

Asst Prof Jason YEO Boon Siang Chemistry Solar fuels
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The SERIS CEO reports to the SERIS Supervisory Board. 
The Board monitors the institute’s activities and corporate 

development. It meets at least three times a year.  

Supervisory Board

Prof Dr Barry HALLIWELL
Senior Advisor to the President
NUS, Singapore

Chairman	of	the	Supervisory	Board

Members	of	the	Supervisory	Board	(in	alphabetical	order)

Dr Lily CHAN 
Chief Executive Officer 
NUS Enterprise
NUS, Singapore

Mr	LIM	Kok	Kiang
Assistant Managing Director
Economic Development Board, Singapore

Dr	John	KEUNG	Kam	Yin	
Chief Executive Officer
Building and Construction Authority of Singapore (BCA), 
Singapore

Dr	Rob	STEEMAN	
VP Technology Strategy
REC Solar Pte Ltd, Singapore
(until April 2015)

Er	Edwin	KHEW	Teck	Fook	
Managing Director
Anaergia Singapore Pte Ltd, Singapore
Chairman
Sustainable Energy Association of Singapore (SEAS), 
Singapore

Dr	YEOH	Lean	Weng
Director
Energy & Environment Research Directorate
National Research Foundation, Singapore

Dr	Richard	KWOK	Wai	Onn 
Executive Vice President and 
Chief Technology Officer
Singapore Technologies Kinetics (ST Kinetics), Singapore

Prof Philip LIU
Vice President (Reseach and Technology)
NUS, Singapore 
(since Sep 2015)

Mr	TER	Soon	Kim
Senior Vice President of Operations 
REC Solar Pte Ltd, Singapore
(since May 2015)
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The SERIS International Advisory Panel (IAP) advises SERIS 
on strategic directions with respect to research and 

development activities. The panel meets at least once every 
two years. 

International Advisory Panel 

Dr	Alf	BJORSETH
Chairman
Scatec AS, Norway

Chairman of the SERIS IAP

Members	of	the	SERIS	IAP	(in	alphabetical	order)

Dr Dan ARVIZU 
Former Director (until 29 Nov 2015)
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), USA

Prof	Andrew	BLAKERS
Director 
Centre for Sustainable Energy Systems,
Australian National University, Australia

Mr	Ole	ENGER	
Chairman of the Board of several Scandinavian companies,
Norway

Mr	Jifan	GAO	
Chief Executive Officer
Trina Solar, China

Prof Eicke WEBER
Director
Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems (ISE), 
Germany
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R&D	Clusters	and	Groups
Central Service Units
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Research	&	Development	Clusters	
and	Groups

Novel	PV	Concepts	Cluster

Solar cells and modules based on novel or emerging concepts for PV energy conversion might one day offer cost, efficiency, 
or other advantages compared to the traditional solar cell concepts. One novel PV concept investigated at SERIS is solution-
processed organic solar cells. An emerging mass-production PV technology researched by SERIS are thin-film 
solar cells based on the CIGS (copper, indium, gallium, selenium/sulphur) materials system. 

Cluster Director
Prof Armin ABERLE

Group Heads
Assoc Prof Peter HO   Organic Solar Cells
Dr Selvaraj VENKATARAJ    CIGS Solar Cells

Laboratory Manager 
Thomas GASCOU

Cluster Secretary 
Cecilia WONG Shuk Fan  

Adjunct Researchers, NUS 
•	 Prof	Armin	ABERLE,	Department	of	Electrical	and	Computer	Engineering	(Cluster	Director)
•	 Associate	Prof	Stefan	ADAMS,	Department	of	Materials	Science	&	Engineering	(Head,	Simulation	&	Modelling	Team)
•	 Associate Prof Karl Erik BIRGERSSON, Department of Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering (Modelling, optimisation and 
 characterisation of organic solar cells)
•	 Associate	Prof	CHAN	Yin	Thai,	Department	of	Chemistry	(Semiconductor	nanomaterials	for	solar	cell	applications)
•	 Assistant	Prof	CHUA	Lay	Lay,	Department	of	Physics	(Head,	Materials	Development	Team)
•	 Assistant	Prof	Eda	GOKI,	Department	of	Physics	(Fabrication	and	characterisation	of	nanomaterials	based	functional	thin	films)
•	 Associate	Prof	Peter	HO,	Department	of	Physics	(Head	of	Organic	Solar	Cell	Group)	
•	 Prof	LOH	Kian	Ping,	Department	of	Chemistry	(Organic	solar	cells)
•	 Associate	Prof	OUYANG	Jian	Yong,	Department	of	Materials	Science	and	Engineering	(Organic	solar	cells)
•	 Assistant	Prof	TAN	Zhi	Kuang,	Department	of	Chemistry	(Perovskite	solar	cells,	since	Oct	2015)
•	 Associate	Prof	Suresh	VALIYAVEETTIL,	Department	of	Chemistry	(Organic	solar	cells)
•	 Prof	Jagadese	VITTAL,	Department	of	Chemistry	(Synthesis	of	nano-scale	materials	for	photovoltaics	and	solar	cells)
•	 Assistant	Prof	Jason	YEO	Boon	Siang,	Department	of	Chemistry	(Solar	fuels)

Associate Researchers:
•	 Prof	(emeritus)	Joachim	LUTHER,	Fraunhofer	Institute	for	Solar	Energy	Systems	(ISE),	Germany	(Organic	solar	cells)
•	 Dr	Rachael	PNG	Rui	Qi,	Department	of	Physics,	NUS	(Head,	Advanced	Device	Technology	Team)	
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The Organic Solar Cell Group focuses on the development of 
the science and technology of solution-processed organic 
solar cells. The group’s R&D work includes: (i) fabrication, 
characterisation and modelling of the morphological, optical 
and electrical characteristics of diagnostic cells, (ii) novel 
materials and device concepts, and (iii) printed solar cells.
Contact person: Associate Prof Peter HO (phyhop@nus.edu.sg)

Group Head 
Associate Prof Peter HO  

Team Leaders
•	 Associate	Prof	Stefan	ADAMS	
 (Simulation and Modelling Team Leader) 
 
•	 Assistant	Prof	CHUA	Lay-Lay	
 (Materials Development Team Leader)

•	 Dr	Rachael	PNG	Rui-Qi	
 (Advanced Device Technology Team Leader)

PhD Students
•	 Mervin	ANG	Chunyi
•	 Rajeev	KUMAR	
•	 LENG	Kai
•	 LI	Meilin
•	 Franco	LIM	Fang	Jeng	(until	Aug	2015)	
•	 LUO	Gong
•	 Milos	PETROVIC
•	 SET	Ying	Ting	
•	 TAN	Jun-Kai
•	 Cindy	TANG	Guanyu
•	 TANG	Xiao
•	 YU	Zhimeng
•	 ZHAO	Chao
•	 XUE	Hansong	(Since	Aug	2015)

The CIGS Solar Cell Group is operating an R&D pilot line for 
CIGS (and later also CZTS) solar cells and mini-modules, 
using glass substrates with a size of up to 300 mm x 300 
mm. The p-type CIGS absorber layer is formed in a two-stage 
process: magnetron sputtering of a Cu-Ga-In precursor followed 
by crystallisation at high temperature in a Se and S containing 
environment. A heterojunction diode is then formed by chemical 
bath deposition of a thin CdS buffer layer. In parallel to R&D 
on this baseline CIGS solar cell, the group is also working on 
the development of Cd-free buffer layers, for example through 
ZnOS deposition using magnetron sputtering. The broad 
goal of the group is to develop robust and cost-effective fab-
rication sequences for high-performance thin-film PV modules. 
Contact person: Dr Selvaraj VENKATARAJ 
(s.venkataraj@nus.edu.sg) 

Group Head: 
Dr Selvaraj VENKATARAJ

Scientists:
•	 Dr	LONG	Jidong	(since	Jun	2015)
•	 Dr	William	XU	Wei-Lun	

PhD students:
•	 LI	Weimin	
•	 YAN	Xia	
•	 Diana	ZHENG	Xue

CIGS	Solar	Cell	GroupOrganic	Solar	Cell	Group
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Silicon	Materials	and	Cells	Cluster

Solar cells made from silicon wafers dominate the global PV market and most experts believe that this dominance will continue in 
the foreseeable future. To further reduce the cost of PV electricity, continuous improvements with respect to the efficiency and 
manufacturing cost of silicon wafer solar cells are required. To contribute to these developments, the silicon solar cell 
programme at SERIS is sub-divided into several R&D groups. 

Cluster Directors
•	 Prof	Armin	ABERLE
•	 Dr	Thomas	MUELLER	

Group Heads
•	 Dr	Joel	LI	Bingrui	(since	Jul	2015)	 	 Multicrystalline	Silicon	Wafer	Solar	Cells	
•	 Dr	Shubham	DUTTAGUPTA		 	 	 Monocrystalline	Silicon	Wafer	Solar	Cells	
•	 Dr	Thomas	MUELLER		 	 	 Heterojunction	Silicon	Wafer	Solar	Cells	
•	 Dr	Rolf	STANGL	 	 	 	 Novel	Cell	Concepts	and	Simulation
•	 Dr	Johnson	WONG	Kai	Chi		 	 	 PV	Characterisation	
•	 Dr	Prabir	Kanti	BASU	(until	Jun	2015)	 	 Multicrystalline	Silicon	Wafer	Solar	Cells

Cluster Secretary
•	 Ann	Mythel	ROBERTS

Adjunct Researchers, NUS
•	 Prof	Armin	ABERLE,	Department	of	Electrical	and	Computer	Engineering	(Silicon	materials	and	solar	cells)
•	 Assoc	Prof	Andrew	BETTIOL,	Department	of	Physics	(Characterisation	of	photovoltaic	materials	and	solar	cells)	
•	 Prof	Charanjit Singh BHATIA, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (Characterisation and fabrication of high-
 efficiency silicon wafer solar cells)
•	 Prof	Mark	BREESE,	Department	of	Physics	(Characterisation	and	fabrication	of	photovoltaic	materials	using	X-rays	and	ion	beams)
•	 Prof	HONG	Ming	Hui,	Department	of	Electrical	and	Computer	Engineering	(Fabrication	and	characterisation	of	solar	cells)
•	 Assoc Prof Anjam KURSHEED, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (Developing novel SEM based solar cell 
 characterisation tools)
•	 Asst	Prof	Christian	NIJHUIS,	Department	of	Chemistry	(Organic-inorganic	hybrid	nanostructures)	
•	 Assoc Prof Thomas OSIPOWICZ, Department of Physics (Analysis of ultra-thin films using high-resolution (magnet spectrometer) 
 RBS and ERD) 
•	 Asst	Prof	Andrivo	RUSYDI,	Department	of	Physics	(Synchrotron	based	characterisation	of	solar	materials)
•	 Assoc	Prof	Ganesh	SAMUDRA,	Department	of	Electrical	and	Computer	Engineering	(Simulation	and	modelling	of	solar	cells	
 and underlying physical phenomena)
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The Multicrystalline Silicon Wafer Solar Cell Group focuses on 
improvements of the efficiency and the manufacturing costs 
($/W) of multicrystalline silicon wafer solar cells by utilizing 
high-throughput, high-yield industrial equipment and 
manufacturing steps. The R&D activities range from the 
improvement of existing processes to the development of 
new industrially feasible processing steps. Present focus 
areas include wet-chemical processes (for example using 
SERIS-patented industrial cleaning and etching steps), 
dry and wet etching for reduced front surface reflectance, 
bulk material impurity analysis, emitter tailoring by tube and 
low-cost inline diffusion, optimisation of screen-printed 
metallisation, improved surface passivation, and thin wafer 
processing. 
Contact person: joelli@nus.edu.sg
 
Group Head
•	 Dr	Joel	LI	Bingrui	(since	Jul	2015)
•	 Dr	Prabir	Kanti	BASU	(until	Jun	2015)

Scientists / Engineers
•	 Dr	Abhishek	KUMAR	(since	Sep	2015)
•	 Dr	Debajyoti	SARANGI
•	 Dr	Joel	LI	Bingrui	(until	Jun	2015)

PhD Students
•	 Sagnik	CHAKRABORTY	(since	Aug	2015)
•	 Maung	THWAY	(since	Aug	2015)

Intern Students
•	 Krutarth	JHAVERI	(Jul	-	Dec	2015)
•	 Mrinalini	PADMANABHAN	(Jun	-	Nov	2015)
•	 Kritesh	ABHISHEK	(May	-	Jul	2015)

The Monocrystalline Silicon Wafer Solar Cell Group focuses on 
the development of cost-effective high-efficiency (> 22%) solar 
cells that are suitable for high-volume manufacturing. Full-size 
p-type and n-type Cz silicon wafers are used as substrates and 
processed into either monofacial or bifacial solar cells. Selected 
research topics of the group include silicon surface passivation, 
silicon bulk passivation, ultra-thin layers and new materials 
for passivated contacts, liquid based novel dielectrics, 
alternative doping technologies (e.g. ion implantation and doped 
thin films), light trapping, laser processing and inkjet printing.
Contact person: shubham.duttagupta@nus.edu.sg 

Group Head
Dr Shubham DUTTAGUPTA

Scientists / Engineers
•	 Kishan	DEVAPPA	SHETTY
•	 Thomas	GASCOU
•	 Dr	Ananthanarayan	KRISHNAMOORTHY
•	 Dr	Serena	LIN	Fen
•	 LI	Xinhang	(since	Sep	2015)
•	 TOH	Mei	Gi

PhD Student
•	 Naomi	NANDAKUMAR

Intern Student
•	 NANG	Phaung	Kham	(since	Sep	2015)

Multicrystalline	Silicon	Wafer	Solar	Cell	
Group

Monocrystalline Silicon Wafer Solar Cell 
Group
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The Heterojunction Silicon Wafer Solar Cell Group develops 
advanced solar cell architectures and related processes for 
manufacturing that are capable of cost-effectively realising 
very high (> 24%) PV efficiencies on thin (< 150 microns) 
industry-size Cz silicon wafers. The group has established an 
industrial pilot line for full-size heterojunction silicon wafer solar 
cells, including inductively coupled plasma deposition and 
advanced copper metallisation methods. Selected research 
topics of the group include passivated contacts (i.e., 
heterojunctions), all-back-contact solar cells, inkjet printing, 
inline plating, femtosecond (fs) laser processing, and ion
implantation. 
Contact person: thomas.mueller@nus.edu.sg 

Group Head
Dr Thomas MUELLER

Scientists / Engineers 
•	 Dr	GE	Jia
•	 Dr	Ankit	KHANNA
•	 Dr	Bianca	LIM	Siu	Ling	(since	Dec	2015)
•	 DELOS	SANTOS	Maryknol	Estrada	(since	Nov	2015)
•	 Dr	Johnson	WONG	Kai	Chi	(until	Mar	2015)

PhD Students
•	 HUANG	Mei
•	 LI	Mengjie
•	 Naomi	NANDAKUMAR
•	 Vinodh	SHANMUGAM
•	 TANG	Muzhi	
•	 Jaffar	Moideen	YACOB	ALI	(until	Nov	2015)

The Novel Cell Concepts and Simulation Group researches non-
traditional technologies for solar cells, mainly for wafer based 
silicon solar cells, but also for thin-film silicon solar cells and 
tandem solar cells. Examples are contact passivation and 
homojunction/heterojunction hybrid cell concepts. The group’s 
PV Simulation team supports the investigated solar cell concepts 
by means of multi-dimensional numerical computer simulations 
(both device simulation and process simulation). 
Contact person: rolf.stangl@nus.edu.sg 

Group Head
Dr Rolf STANGL

Scientists / Engineers
•	 Gautam	ANAND
•	 Dr KE Cangming 
 (Head of PV Simulation Team) 
 (since Sep 2015) 
•	 Ranjani	SRIDHARAN
•	 Dr MA Fajun
 (Head of PV Simulation Team) 
 (until Mar 2015)

PhD Students
•	 Gurleen	KAUR	(since	Aug	2015)
•	 LI	Mengjie
•	 LIU	Haohui
•	 LIU	Zhe
•	 Wilson	QIU	Zixuan	
•	 WANG	Puqun
•	 XIN	Zheng
•	 GUO	Siyu	(until	Jul	2015)	
•	 KE	Cangming	(until	Jul	2015)

Heterojunction	Silicon	Wafer	Solar	Cell	
Group

Novel	Cell	Concepts	and	Simulation	Group
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The PV Characterisation Group is devoted to supporting the PV 
community with high-quality standardised measurements, while 
also developing innovative methodologies that will create new 
insights for solar scientists and engineers to make better PV 
cells, modules and systems. Research examples include the 
incorporation of detailed two-dimensional simulation in the 
analysis of solar cell imaging and mapping data, the refinement of 
solar cell power loss analysis, and rapid methods to extract cell 
metallisation recombination, resistance, and optical parameters.
Contact person: johnson.wong@nus.edu.sg 
 
Group Head
Dr Johnson WONG

Scientists / Engineers
•	 Dr	HO	Jian	Wei	(since	Mar	2015)
•	 Jessica	KOH
•	 Samuel	RAJ

PhD Students
•	 CHOI	Kwan	Bum	
•	 Amit	Singh	RAJPUT	(since	Jan	2015)
•	 HAN	Weiding

Intern Students
•	 ZHU	Yan	(Apr	-	Sep		2015)
•	 Benjamin	LIM	Tow	Liang	(May	-	Jul	2015)
•	 Samyukta	RAVISHANKAR	(Jun	-	Jul	2015)
•	 PWINT	Phoo	Thaw	(Sep	2015	-	Feb	2016)

PV	Characterisation	Group
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PV	Module	Cluster

The PV Module Cluster, which is located at SERIS’ off-campus facility at CleanTech Park, consists of two groups – the PV Module 
Development Group and the PV Module Testing Group.  

The R&D activities of the Cluster include: 

•	 Advanced	characterisation	methods	for	PV	modules	
•	 Development	of	cost-effective	high-performance	PV	modules	
•	 Potential-induced	degradation	(PID)	–	outdoor	test	facility	for	short-	and	long-term	measurements	in	Singapore’s	tropical	
 climate conditions 
•	 Development	of	accelerated	aging	tests	(modules	&	components)
•	 Failure	analysis	(root	causes)	and	design	optimisations

Cluster Director
Dr WANG Yan

Group Heads
Dr KHOO Yong Sheng    PV Module Development
Kenneth GOH     PV Module Testing

Cluster Secretary
•	 Mabel	LEOW	(since	Aug	2015)
•	 Marinel	DUNGCA	(until	Jul	2015)

Adjunct Researchers, NUS:
•	 Prof	Seeram	RAMAKRISHNA,	Department	of	Mechanical	Engineering
 (Life cycle analysis of PV modules and systems in the tropics)
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The PV Module Development Group (PVMD) performs R&D 
on next-generation PV modules, in close collaboration with 
partners from industry. The group operates a PV Module 
Development Laboratory which houses state-of-the-art 
PV module manufacturing and characterisation facilities. 
PV modules of different sizes (up to full industry standard) 
can be fabricated and characterised in this laboratory. 
Characterisation activities include detailed optical measurements 
on individual module components (glass panes, encapsulants, 
backsheets), cell-to-module power loss analyses, and advanced 
electroluminescence analyses of PV modules. In terms of PV 
module reliability, the group presently focuses on indoor and 
outdoor testing of potential-induced degradation (PID) effects.
Contact person: yongshengkhoo@nus.edu.sg

Group Head
Dr KHOO Yong Sheng

Scientists / Engineers
•	 CHAI	Jing	
•	 Srinath	NALLURI	(since	Jun	2015)
•	 Dr	Jai	Prakash	SINGH	(since	Apr	2015)
•	 ZHAO	Tian
•	 Tetsufumi	KAWAMURA	(until	Mar	2015)
•	 CAI	Yutian	(since	Nov	2015)
 
PhD Students
•	 LUO	Wei	(since	Jul	2015)
•	 Jai	Prakash	SINGH	(until	Mar	2015)

The PV Module Testing (PVMT) Group serves partners from 
the global solar industry with PV module certification test-
ing as well as customised testing of PV modules and module 
components. The group operates SERIS’ ISO-17025 ac-
credited PV Module Testing Laboratory and is capable of 
performing specialised precision measurements as well as 
standard performance testing of PV modules. With its state-
of-the-art equipment and well-trained staff, the group is able to 
serve the PV module testing needs of industry partners, for ex-
ample to ensure the quality of PV modules in tender pre-awards.
Contact person: kenneth.goh@nus.edu.sg 

Group Head
Kenneth GOH

Customer Project Coordinator
Mabel LEOW (since Jul 2015)
Suan ONG Muay Muay (until Mar 2015)

Administrative Executive
Zuraidah Binte JA’AFAR

Engineers
•	 LIM	Chern	Mo	
•	 Henry	LIM	Kian	Meng

Technicians
•	 CHUAH	Tuang	Heok	
•	 LOH	Joon	Ann
•	 Abdul	Razak	Bin	SAMAN	(since	Jun	2015)
•	 Jamil	BIN	ZAINAL

Intern Students
•	 TOH	Gim	Siang	(Sep	2015	-	Feb	2016)
•	 Damien	WONG	Kee	Yao	(Sep	2015	-	Feb	2016)

 

PV	Module	Development	Group PV	Module	Testing	Group
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Solar	Energy	System	Cluster	

The Solar Energy System Cluster focuses on making solar power a cost-effective and trusted source of electricity. The SES 
activities have a wide variety and span from remote monitoring to optimising PV system design and forecasting of irradiance for
better grid integration management. The cluster drives four out of the seven “targeted leadership” areas of SERIS, which are 
as follows: 

•	 High-performance	PV	systems	for	the	tropics
•	 Management	of	the	variability	of	PV	for	grids	with	a	high	solar	share
•	 Solarisation	of	Singapore
•	 PV	quality	assurance	in	Asia
 
Cluster Director
Dr Thomas REINDL

Group Heads  
Dr Thomas REINDL (Acting Head, since Nov 2015) Photovoltaic System Technology
Dr Wilfred WALSH     Solar Potential and Energy Meteorology
Dr Thomas REINDL (Acting Head)   PV Grid Integration
Dr Timothy WALSH     Off-Grid PV Systems
André NOBRE (until Oct 2015)   Photovoltaic System Technology  

Cluster Secretary
Marinel DUNGCA

Adjunct Researchers, NUS
•	 Asst	Prof	Pritam	DAS,	Department	of	Electrical	and	Computer	Engineering	
 (High-efficiency power electronics systems for solar applications) 

• Assoc Prof Sanjib Kumar PANDA, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
 (High-performance control of power electronic converters) 

• Asst Prof Akshay Kumar RATHORE, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
 (High-efficiency power electronics systems for solar applications) 

• Assoc Prof Dipti SRINAVASAN, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
 (Analysis of impacts of solar PV integration into the medium- and low-voltage power distribution systems) 
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The Photovoltaic System Technology Group runs extensive 
research programmes on long-term outdoor PV module 
performance testing and analytical monitoring of installed 
PV systems, which is the scientific base for optimising solar 
PV systems. A particular focus of the group is on the tropical 
climate zone where a PV system with 90% Performance Ratio 
(PR) has been demonstrated in Singapore’s climate and 
successfully operated for four years. The group also manages 
the “Floating PV test-bedding” project in Singapore (partnering 
with EDB and PUB) and develops innovative solutions around it. 
Contact person: thomas.reindl@nus.edu.sg 

Group Head
Dr Thomas REINDL (Acting Head, since Nov 2015) 
André NOBRE (until Oct 2015)

Scientists / Engineers
•	 Myint	Khaing	AUNG	
•	 Marek	KUBIS
•	 Andrew	David	NICHOLLS
•	 SOE	Pyae
•	 YONG	Chian	Haw	(until	Jun	2015)

Technician 
•	 DU	Hui	

Intern Students
•	 Kanin	Sae	TIEW,	Kenny	(Sep	2015	-	Feb	2016)
•	 CHEN	Shenshaoju	(Sep	2015	-	Feb	2016)
•	 Shravan	KARTHIK	(Aug	2015	-	Nov	2015)
•	 Janko	LENZ	(Aug	2015	-	Sep	2015)

Quantitative knowledge of solar irradiance at a particular 
location – and how it varies on different time scales – is essential 
for planning, financing and managing solar energy systems 
and solar building features. As solar power systems increase 
in size and number, ever more detailed information is required, 
including irradiance studies, long term PV system monitoring, 
and forecasts on short, medium and long timescales. These 
forecasts, which use statistical techniques for minutes 
to hours, and numerical weather prediction codes for longer 
timescales, facilitate optimised grid management, and provide 
vital input to the operators of smart grids. 
Contact person: wwalsh@nus.edu.sg 

Group Head
Dr Wilfred WALSH 

Scientists / Engineers
•	 Rupesh	BAKER
•	 Dr	Martin	REED	(since	Sep	2015)
•	 TAN	Congyi	(since	Jul	2015)
•	 Stanley	PHUA	Chee	Siang
•	 Kevin	WINTER	(since	Nov	2015)
•	 Dr	XU	Le	(since	Feb	2015)
•	 Dr	ZHAO	Lu
•	 YANG	Dazhi	(until	Feb	2015)

Technician
•	 Norhisham	Bte	HABDIN	(since	Oct	2015)

PhD Students
•	 Aloysius	Wishnu	ARYAPUTERA
•	 DONG	Zibo	
•	 Hadrien	VERBOIS	

Intern Student
•	 Julian	ZENKE	(Nov	2015	–	Feb	2016)

Photovoltaic System Technology 
Group

Solar Potential and Energy Meteorology 
Group
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The PV Grid Integration Group aims to address and solve one 
of the most challenging topics of power grid operators and 
regulators in the future: how to ensure a stable and reliable 
grid operation with an increasing share of electricity generation 
coming from widely distributed and variable solar power. The 
group’s research includes analysis of electric power grids 
in their entirety as well as addressing the multiple levels of 
interdependencies between the distributed generation, the 
variability of the resource and the user/demand side. Potential 
interactions between the grid control centre and the PV 
systems (making them an active part of the power grid) and 
energy storage solutions are taken into account. The group 
also leverages the forecasting algorithms developed in the 
Solar Potential and Energy Meteorology Group. 
Contact person: thomas.reindl@nus.edu.sg 

Group Head
Dr Thomas REINDL (Acting Head) 

Scientists / Engineers
•	 Dr	YOU	Keping
•	 Dr	Vishal	SHARMA	(until	July	2015)

PhD Students
•	 CE	Shang	
•	 Pratima	DIXIT
•	 Oktoviano	GANDHI	(since	Aug	2015)
•	 Divya	Sampath	KUMAR
•	 Ramprakash	KATHIRESAN	
•	 Gnana	Sambandam	KULOTHUNGAN
•	 KUMAR	Utkarsh
•	 LI	Cong	Miao	
•	 Ravi	Kiran	SURAPANENI

The Off-Grid PV System Group performs research and 
development related to applications of photovoltaic energy 
for contexts where an electricity grid is not available. These 
include village-level solar DC mini-grids for rural electrification, 
solar-powered stand-alone water purification systems, and 
solar-diesel hybrid systems with battery back-up. The group 
collaborates with external partners to develop off-grid PV 
applications, as well as developing its own products with the 
target to spin off companies or to licence technologies. 
Contact person: tim.walsh@nus.edu.sg 

Group Head
Dr Timothy WALSH 

Scientist
•	 Prof	Peter	ADELMANN

PhD Student
•	 Carlos	David	RODRIGUEZ	GALLEGOS	(since	Jan	2016)

Intern Student
•	 Christoph	LUERSSEN	(Mar	2015	-	Aug	2015)

Associated Personnel at COMMLIGHT / 
Fosera Lighting Pte Ltd
(SERIS spin-off company)
•	 Manuel	DANNER	(until	Nov	2015)
•	 Robert	HAENDEL	(until	Oct	2015)

 

PV	Grid	Integration	Group Off-Grid	PV	System	Group
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The perceived quality of a PV system includes a wide range of 
aspects from components, systems all the way to operation 
& maintenance (O&M) and its economic viability. SERIS has 
proprietary software tools enabling accurate yield projections, 
which are of vital importance to project developers as well as 
investors. Also acting as a banker’s engineer, the group offers 
economic assessments and a variety of technical services, 
ranging from independent third-party evaluation of system 
design & implementation via yield assessment for PV systems, 
to feasibility studies and full due diligence evaluations. The 
centre carries out comparative system performance research 
across Asia (under the “TruePower” project), but also drives 
the viable implementation of solar PV in Asia and Singapore 
in particular, through its National Solarisation Centre (NSC).
Contact person: thomas.reindl@nus.edu.sg 
 
Group Head
Dr Thomas REINDL

Project Manager
•	 Dr	Timothy	WALSH

Scientists / Engineers
•	 Monika	BIERI-GMUER	
•	 Parvathy	KRISHNAN	(since	Oct	2015)
•	 Dr	LIM	Fang	Jeng	Franco	(since	Oct	2015))
•	 Dr	Mridul	SAKHUJA
•	 Dr	TAY	En	Rong,	Stephen	(since	Sep	2015)
•	 Sophia	WANG	Juan	(until	Mar	2015)

Intern students
•	 Nisal	SUBASINGHE	(Sep	2015	–	Feb	2016)
•	 Nang	Ywet	POUNG	(Sep	2015	-	Feb	2016)

Asia	PV	Quality	Assurance	Centre
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Solar	and	Energy	Efficient	Building	Cluster

Buildings account for more than 40% of mankind’s total energy consumption. In order to reduce their carbon footprints, 
a holistic approach and a comprehensive set of measures are required, comprising (i) energy conservation measures 
and (ii) replacing fossil fuels by renewable energy sources. A key issue for energy conservation is the passive design of high-rise 
buildings, i.e. facades. The properties of the facades determine the indoor environmental conditions and thus the energy 
consumption of the entire building. Integrating photovoltaics into facades and developing solar thermal systems suitable 
for the application in the tropics offer great opportunities for increasing the share of renewables in Singapore. 

Cluster Director
Assoc Prof Runa T. HELLWIG 

Group Heads
Assoc Prof Runa T. HELLWIG    High-Performance Facades
Dr Muhammad Arifeen WAHED    Solar Thermal Systems

Adjunct Researchers, NUS
•	 Asst	Prof	Ernest	CHUA	Kian	Jon,	Department	of	Mechanical	Engineering	(Solar	powered	air	conditioning)
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In Singapore, 60% of the electricity consumption of commercial 
buildings is attributed to cooling (without mechanical ventilation) 
and 15% to lighting. The passive design of buildings impacts 
how much energy they consume. The building envelope is the 
interface between the outdoor environment and the indoor 
conditions, and it is also supposed to protect the occupants 
against the elements of nature (e.g. rain, wind, solar radiation). 
Facades do not consume energy directly. Facades are, 
however, the key element of a building to manage the indoor 
environmental conditions, in particular thermal comfort, daylight 
and indoor air quality. As a result they strongly influence the 
cooling load and the electricity load, and thus the energy 
consumption of the entire building. Various technologies for 
high-performance facades are available, and most of them have 
been applied for many years in cold and temperate climates. 
However, these technologies need to be adjusted to the tropical 
climate where, for example, solar radiation contributes more 
significantly to the cooling load of buildings than in temperate 
climates. Our services for industry and opportunities for 
collaborative research include: Measurement and simulation 
of solar and luminous properties of building envelope materials 
or assemblies, e.g. glazing systems, development and 
test-bedding of multifunctional building envelopes (including 
BIPV), integrated evaluation of facade systems towards a 
holistic performance assessment, feasibility studies including 
life cycle cost analyses, and professional training. 
Contact person: runa.hellwig@nus.edu.sg  

Group Head
Assoc Prof Runa T. HELLWIG 

Scientists / Engineers
•	 Veronika	SHABUNKO	(since	Nov	2015)
•	 Dr	CHEN	Fangzhi	(until	Apr	2015)
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Technician
•	 CHEN	Qiqiang	

Postgraduate Students
•	 Eddie	Jun	Wei	LOKE
•	 Norishahaini	Binti	Mohamed	ISHAK

Intern Student
•	 Martina	HACKL	(Mar	to	Jul	2015)

More than 40% of Singapore’s electricity consumption and 
almost 90% of Singapore’s natural gas use occurs in industry. 
Therefore the implementation of both energy conservation 
measures and replacing fossil fuels by renewable energy sources 
in an industrial context will be required to reduce the city-state’s 
carbon intensity. Industries that require process heat are 
particularly suited to improve their energy balance by substituting 
fossil fuels for heat generation with solar thermal heat. In 
Singapore, a broad range of industries require industrial process 
heat in the temperature range of 60° to 150°C, for example 
the food industry, the pharmaceutical industry, the chemical 
industry and the semiconductor industry. Due to the year-round 
availability of solar energy with little seasonality (the average 
annual global irradiation is about 1630 kWh per square meter 
of horizontal surface), solar thermal systems can provide an 
attractive alternative. Solar thermal collectors convert 60-80% 
of the incident solar radiation into heat, which can then be used 
for industrial processes. Our services include: Feasibility of solar 
thermal systems for industrial process heat (including life cycle 
cost studies), simulation and outdoor testing of solar thermal 
collectors for the tropics, solar thermal system design, analytical 
monitoring of solar process heat systems, and professional
training.  
Contact person: arifeen.wahed@nus.edu.sg 
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•	 Mohammadreza	SAFIZADEH	(until	Aug	2015)
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•	 Anas	MAJDOULI	(Apr	to	Sep	2015)
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Photograph of two BIPV modules. Design: WOHA Architects. 
Prototype fabrication: SERIS.

Solar thermal collectors: Renewable energy application for industrial 
process heat.
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Central Service Units

Administration

The SERIS Administration Unit is responsible for the institute’s 
finance, procurement, personnel, contract management, 
intellectual property (IP) and information technology (IT) 
functions. Working very closely with SERIS’ funding agencies 
(the Singapore Economic Development Board, EDB, and 
Singapore’s National Research Foundation, NRF) and key 
offices at NUS, the SERIS Administration provides the full 
spectrum of administrative support to the institute’s research 
and development activities.  
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Technical	Infrastructure	&	QESH	

The unit is made up of the Technical Infrastructure Group and 
the Quality, Environment, Safety & Health (QESH) Group. The 
Technical Infrastructure Group comprises of a Technical 
Facilities Team that oversees the facilities and provides 
infrastructure support, and a Silicon Solar Cell Laboratory 
Team that manages the silicon solar cell laboratory including 
the maintenance of the laboratory’s R&D equipment. The QESH 
Group oversees QESH matters, including ISO 9001 Quality 
Management and the ISO 17025 Laboratory Accreditation.

Director 
Peter LIM Young Leng

Team Leaders
•	 LOI	Teck	Shiun	(Technical	Facilities	Team)
•	 Dr	Per	Ingemar	WIDENBORG	(Silicon	Solar	Cell	Laboratory	
 Team)

Staff, Technical Infrastructure Group
•	 Vincent	Gladwyn	ABAJA	(since	Aug	2015)
•	 Edwin	Decena	CARMONA
•	 CHEANG	Kong	Heng	(since	June	2015)
•	 CHEW	Siow	Choen	(since	July	2015)
•	 WONG	Wei	Lung
•	 SER	Chern	Chia	(since	Oct	2015)
•	 Jason	AVANCENA	(until	Mar	2015)
•	 Allan	Ferdinand	Daing	SALVADOR	(until	Mar	2015)
•	 NAVAL	Marvic	John	Santos	(since	Nov	2015)

Staff, QESH Group
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M. Arifeen WAHED, Monika BIERI, Runa T. HELLWIG

Singapore, a tropical city state near the equator, aims to reduce 
the carbon footprint of its economic activities. To achieve 
this goal, a holistic approach is applied including (i) energy 
conservation measures and (ii) replacing fossil fuels with 
renewable energy sources. Targeting the reduction of carbon 
emissions from the industrial sector is critical, as it is the sec-
tor with the highest energy consumption in Singapore. Industries 
with process heat applications are particularly suited to decrease 
their carbon emissions by substituting fossil fuels with heat 
generated by solar thermal systems. Industries requiring process 
heat in the temperature range of 60 to 150°C include the food, 
pharmaceutical, chemical and semiconductor industry. Due to 
the year-round availability of solar energy in Singapore (the 
typical annual global irradiation is ~1630 kWh per m2 of 
horizontal surface), solar thermal systems can provide an 
attractive alternative to gas-fuelled systems. As shown in 
Figure 1, such systems can generate process heat in the 
desired temperature range of 60 - 150 °C.  

Solar Thermal Systems For Process Heat Applications In 
The	Tropics:	Prospects	And	Challenges

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a solar thermal system for process heat 
application. The thermal collector absorbs the solar irradiance and converts 
it into heat energy which is then transferred to the collector fluid (water). 
Hot water (60 - 150 °C) from the solar thermal collector heats the water 
in the heat storage tank, from where thermal energy is discharged to the 
process heat application.

In Singapore, industrial energy consumption amounts to 19.8 TWh of electricity and 14.6 TWh of gas [1]. Almost one-third 
[2] of this energy is utilised for low-to-medium temperature heating applications in industrial processes, also known as 
‘industrial process heat’. Given Singapore’s warm tropical climate, an effective utilisation of solar thermal energy for 
industrial process heat applications could significantly reduce the country’s fossil energy consumption. For industrial 
process heat in the temperature range of 60 to 150°C, the thermal efficiencies of solar collectors typically lie in the 60 - 
80 % range, depending on the collector type and the targeted temperature increase in the collector. The levelised cost of 
thermal energy (LCOEth) from solar thermal systems installed in Singapore is determined to be in the range of SGD 0.09 
to SGD 0.14 per kWhth at present, with a strong sensitivity to the collector price, collector efficiency and financial leverage. 

For the integration of solar heat into industrial heat processes, 
it is essential to identify the most suitable integration concept, 
from both technical and economic viewpoints. This is a 
challenging task due to the variety of heat demand profiles 
and various process heat applications within the different

industries. In this study an industry heat demand profile is 
assumed as a baseline and used for the design of a solar 
thermal system for an industrial process heat application 
(Figure 2).  
 

Figure 2: Exemplary heat load demand profile of an industrial process (60 - 100°C) which is to be integrated with a solar thermal system. Left: The daily 
industrial process heat demand profile. Right: The weekly demand load profile with a process heat demand for 48 weeks per year (4 weeks are reserved for 
maintenance).

two mean water temperature increase levels in the collector 
(50 Kelvin and 25 Kelvin), under Singapore’s climatic conditions. 
Based on conservative simulation input values, the annual 
collector efficiencies vary in the range of 50 to 70 %, 
depending on the collector type and the mean water 
temperature increase in the collector. 

The solar thermal collector is a key component of a solar 
thermal system. In addition, a water heat storage tank 
(two-hour buffer) is considered to mitigate the fluctuation of 
solar irradiance. Figure 3 in the following page shows the 
collector yield comparison of two different collector types and
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Figure 3: Comparison of two different thermal collector yield performances under Singapore’s climatic conditions. The collector with a high efficiency 
(no tracking, east-facing, tilt angle 25°) combined with a temperature increase in the collector fluid of 25 Kelvin (yellow) shows a higher thermal yield 
compared to the yield of a less efficient collector with a temperature increase in the collector fluid of 50 Kelvin (green). To evaluate these collector performances, 
corresponding data are taken from the similar collector certification conditions. 

A financial analysis for the installation of a solar thermal system 
in Singapore was performed for the heat demand profile of 
Figure 2. In our example, the upfront investment is estimated to be 
about SGD 300,000. Depending on future gas price scenarios, the 
cost benefit from reduced gas consumption is represented by 
a positive net-present-value (NPV) in the range of SGD 190,000 
to SGD 270,000, with a discounted payback period of 7 years. 
The equity internal rate of return lies in the 20-22 % range 
(i.e. taking debt financing into account) and the project internal 
rate of return lies in the range of 14-16 % (i.e. excluding debt 
financing). The different gas price scenarios are based on the 
relatively low oil prices observed at present (August 2015) and 
the projected 3-year fuel oil price forward curve. For the medium 

to long-term gas price scenarios, different degrees of oil price 
recoveries are assumed. The LCOEth, i.e. the lifetime cost 
associated with an industrial process heat system divided by 
its lifetime heat production, is estimated with a base value of 11 
SGDcents per kWhth and maximum sensitivities of -1.4 to 
+2.7 SGDcents per kWhth. For comparison, the LCOEth for a 
gas-fuelled heat system is estimated with a base value of 21 
SGDcents per kWhth and maximum sensitivities of -1.8 to 
+2.3 SGDcents per kWhth. The largest sensitivities (positive and 
negative deviations) of the base value LCOEth with respect to 
its main technical and financial underlying parameters are 
shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: The LCOEth of the solar thermal system in Singapore (left) is about 11 SGDcents per kWhth (estimated from 4 different systems and 2 different 
temperature increases) and that of a gas heated system (right) about 21 SGDcents per kWhth. The LCOE’s sensitivity towards changes in the underlying 
assumptions – positive impact (green and blue bar) and negative impact (orange bars) - for a reasonable range is also shown.
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Considering a variation of the collector price by ±10% and of 
the collector efficiency by ±5%, the discounted payback period 
of the investigated solar thermal system varies in the range of 
6 to 8 years. If debt financing is available throughout the entire 
operational life of the system (instead of the 10 years assumed 
for the base value), the payback period could be shortened to 
5 years. In summary, solar thermal heat can provide an attractive 
alternative energy source for several industries in Singapore. 
However, when implementing  a solar thermal system, one must 
ensure (i) an optimal design to effectively utilise the available 
solar radiation and (ii) integrate it economically into the industrial 
process heat application. 
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ZHAO Lu, Aloysius W. ARYAPUTERA, Wilfred M. WALSH, Thomas REINDL

Solar irradiance at the Earth’s surface is known to be highly 
variable, mainly due to the evolution and movement of clouds. 
For the purposes of modelling and forecasting, solar irradiance 
can be characterized by continuous spatio-temporal variables 
and analysed using the statistical models developed in the fields 
of environmetrics, geostatistics, hydrology and meteorology. 
These statistical methods take measurements from discrete 
locations and consider spatial temporal correlations to optimally 
estimate a model for the spatio-temporal process. With a 
suitable choice of models, correlations between measurements 
at different locations, typically among the stations in a monitoring 
network, can be fitted as functions of distances and time 
lags, and the resulting fitted models are used for prediction 
at unobserved times and locations, i.e. forecasting in future 
time and spatial interpolation respectively. 

Kriging based models are well-studied examples of such statistical 
tools and are used in the current study. These models have 
been widely adopted to model air pollutant concentrations, 
precipitation fields and surface wind. They have inherent 
advantages over univariate models, such as ARIMA, as they 
potentially allow complete modelling of correlations and 
interactions across space and time. 

Modelling point reference data 
The general goal is to model the spatio-temporal random variable   
Z(s,t) indexed by spatial coordinates s                 and by time t            , and, 
based on the fitted model, to make evaluations and predictions. 
In the context of solar irradiance modelling and forecasting, the 
response Z(s,t) is the solar irradiance observed at monitoring 
sites si at time t. A particular covariance structure must be 
assumed for the Z(s,t) process, and the pivotal space-time 
covariance function is defined as: 
 
C(s1 , s2 ;  t1,t2) = Cov [Z(s1 , t1) , Z(s2 , t2)] 
 
In practice, assumptions regarding the covariance structure 
are often applied to simplify the models, such as stationarity, 
separability, and full symmetry [1]. However, the atmospheric 
and geophysical processes affecting irradiance are often 
influenced by prevailing air flows, resulting in a lack of full 
symmetry and thus anisotropic behaviours occur in the 
spatio-temporal process. These so-called “transport effects” 
are well-known in meteorology and hydrology, and can be 

incorporated to a more general stationary model with a 
corresponding anisotropic term [1]. The general stationary 
correlation model CSTAT(h,u) along with its concrete function 
forms are shown below, which are a combination of fully 
symetric model CFS(h,u) and Lagrangian correlation function  
CLGR(h,u): 

CSTAT(h,u) = (1 – l) CFS(h,u) + l CLGR(h,u)

Here, the station pair h distance has along-wind component h1 
and cross-wind component h2. v is the along-wind cloud speed. 

Figure 1 in the following page visualizes the empirical fitting of 
the general stationary correlation function on the measured 
spatio-temporal correlations among stations. The fitted fully 
symmetric model explains most of the correlation data, but not 
the increase of correlations in the along-wind distance with
increasing time lags (the “hills” in Fig. a). This increase in 
correlation is due to the anisotropic nature of cloud movements 
in the along-wind direction. In other words, the measurements 
at stations in the downwind direction are highly correlated with 
those at upwind stations at certain time lags. This effect is 
addressed by the Lagrangian term CLGR(h,u). 

As shown in Figure 1, the general stationary model fits the 
measurement data better than fully symmetric model, especially 
when there is prevailing cloud movement along the wind 
directions. In case of low wind speed, the asymmetry in the 
empirical correlation data is less pronounced (i.e. smaller 
“hills”), the model is also flexible enough to reduce to the 
isotropic fully symmetric version. The parameter l is controlling 
the relative weighting between the fully symmetric component 
and the anisotropic component. 

Geostatistical	Space	-Time	Models	For	Solar	Irradiance	
Forecasting, Geographic Smoothing And Upscaling 

Since early 2000, there has been a tremendous growth in the statistical models and techniques to analyse spatio-temporal 
data, such as air pollution, disease mapping and economic monitoring of real estate prices. Often, the primary interests in 
analysing such data are to smooth and predict time evolution of some response variables over a certain spatial domain. In order to 
obtain a high degree of accuracy in analysis and predictions, statistical models are employed, allowing accurate forecasting
in future time and interpolation over the interested spatial region. Since solar irradiance can be considered as a 
spatio-temporal process, such modern spatio-temporal models can also be applied in short-term solar forecasting, 
geographical smoothing and upscaling in the field of PV. 
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Figure 1: Empirical fitting of spatio-temporal correlation functions. Data points represent observed values. Solid lines are the fitted functions. (a) isotropic term of 
fully symmetric correlation function CFS(h,u), (b) anisotropic Lagrangian term with cloud speed  CLGR(h,u). Note that in the latter plot the fitting functions are not 
scaled to the observed values. 

Time-forward	spatio-temporal	kriging	[2]

The Kriging method described above can be applied to forecast 
solar irradiance at unobserved locations, and it has been 
validated using an NREL dense irradiance network in Oahu, 
Hawaii [3], on selected days dominated by broken clouds. 
The model achieves forecast skill up to 0.37 for forecast 
horizon less than 5 minutes. There is a potential to increase the 
forecast horizon when a larger network is available. 

Spatio-temporal	kriging	for	modelling	geographical	
smoothing effect [4]

The same modelling framework can also be used to model 
solar irradiance variability, which is a major concern for electricity 
grid management. Passing clouds can cause significant swings 
in PV production. However, when considering the combined 
variability of an ensemble or fleet of geographically distributed 

PV systems, e.g. large PV farms or distributed PV rooftop 
systems, some of the fluctuations from individual systems 
are uncorrelated or only partially correlated, thus cancelling 
each other out. This is known as the geographic smoothing 
effect. Our results are validated with the same dataset as the 
one used for forecasting, and benchmarked against several 
previously proposed isotropic models (Perez 2010, Lave 2012, 
Lave 2013) and anisotropic models (Lonij 2013, Arias-Castro 
2014) in terms of geographic smoothing modelling accuracy. 
Only at the very short time scale of 10 s does the current 
proposed model underestimate the variability reduction, while 
at all the other time scales (see Figure 2), the model can 
simulate the aggregated irradiance much closer to reality. Both 
cumulative distribution of ramp rates and Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test (K-S test) are used to compare the results qualitatively 
and quantitatively. 

Figure 2: Comparison of various solar variability models, with y-axis being the differences in cumulative distribution functions (CDF) between simulated and 
measured clearsky index ramp rates.
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Anthropogenic haze in Southeast Asia has become a problem 
in recent decades. The clearing of forest vegetation and land for 
agricultural purposes has sparked continuous political debate 
among nations as the resulting air pollution covers skies above 
vast land areas. Fires often originate from within Indonesian 
borders, with the wind transporting smoke clouds to 
neighbouring countries such as Singapore and Malaysia. In 
Singapore, located 150-300 km east of most forest/land fire 
“hot spots” in Sumatra, Indonesia, a so-called “haze season” 
is an annual event, causing reduced air quality which, in 
turn, triggers population and government outcry. Depending 
on the prevailing wind direction, some of the fires might also 
originate from Borneo, ~600 km east of Singapore. 

Most haze periods take place between the months of August 
and October, which coincides with the dry monsoon season 
(Southwest monsoon) for the region. Haze events are further 
accentuated through the absence of rain showers, as air 
pollution clouds take longer to dissipate. Figure 1 shows 
two images of the Marina Bay area in downtown Singapore 
under moderate and unhealthy air pollution levels during 
the June 2013 haze crisis. The readings for the so called 
“Pollutant Standards Index, PSI” are also shown with its 
various levels, including the 18-day haze period in 2013. 

On	The	Impact	Of	Haze	On	The	Yield	Of	
Photovoltaic Systems in Singapore 

Anthropogenic haze, caused at least in parts by forest and agricultural land clearing fires in Sumatra (Indonesia), is occasionally 
causing air quality issues in Singapore, located 150-300 km east of the majority of these “hot spots”. The resulting air pollution 
partially blocks sunlight from reaching the ground, and consequently affects the electric power generation of PV systems in 
Singapore. We have developed a methodology to estimate the haze-induced reduction of the light intensity reaching PV panels 
and the corresponding loss in the electric energy yield. An assessment of a major haze event in June 2013 is the basis for the loss 
analysis, which takes into account data filtering techniques in order to isolate cloudless conditions for inter-comparison 
between clear and hazy days. Data from previous years in non-hazy conditions serve as baseline for the determination of the 
clear sky conditions for Singapore. The novel method is further applied to investigate the power output of ten PV systems 
in Singapore during the June 2013 haze event. It is found that poor air quality levels during this event caused yield losses 
of PV systems in Singapore in the range of 15-25%. 

1 Solar Energy Research Institute of Singapore (SERIS)
2 Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina (UFSC), Brazil
3  Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais, Brazilian Institute for Space Research
4  Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA

Figure 1: Photograph of the Marina Bay area in downtown Singapore on (a) a day with air quality in the moderate range (Pollutant Standards Index PSI of 
51-100) and (b) on a day with PSI values in the very unhealthy range (PSI = 201-300) (left).  On the right, the five categories of the Pollution Standards Index 
(PSI): good (0-50), moderate (51-100), unhealthy (101-200), very unhealthy (201-300), and hazardous (above 300). The 24-hour average of PSI values for 
May through July 2013 shows the strong 18-day haze period in which the pollutant index crossed into the “very unhealthy” range. 

Quantifying the impact of haze on the output of PV systems 
poses some challenges. Although diminishing levels of 
illumination on the ground are obvious when air pollution is 
high, one must be able to differentiate between the reduction in 
irradiance caused by haze and that caused by clouds, or by 
a combination of both. Furthermore, haze not only has an 
impact on the light intensity (which affects the electric current), 
but also on the PV module temperature (which affects the 

voltage). In this investigation, we proposed a novel filtering 
technique to eliminate cloud effects and hence can gauge 
the true impact of the haze alone. We also determined a clear 
sky day as a baseline for Singapore and compared it against 
increasing air pollution conditions. Figure 2 in the following 
page shows the clear reduction of irradiation as captured 
on ground-level in a relatively clear sky day versus a hazy day, 
also as detected by the power output of a PV system. 
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Once loss of irradiation was estimated, with various PSI range 
values, the analysis proceeded to include actual, field data 
from ten existing PV systems in Singapore under research-grade 
monitoring by SERIS. Table 1 shows the loss of irradiation 
recorded at those sites from clear sky conditions to a very hazy 
day of June 2013.  

With more widespread use of PV generation expected 
in Singapore, a near-future scenario with several GWp 
of deployed installations connected to the grid is likely 
to happen. If major haze from Southeast Asia hits the 
country by then, associated losses, even though such 
episodes have a short duration of a few days or 
weeks, could be considerable. 

Figure 2: Time series of in-plane global irradiance at a PV system on a relatively clear sky day (top left). This is compared against one day with strong haze and 
also little cloud activity (top right). The normalized power output of a crystalline silicon wafer based PV system is shown for both clear and hazy days (bottom 
left and right, respectively). 

Table 1: Daily total irradiation on module plane, PV systems’ specific yield and performance ratio (PR) for clear sky conditions (“clear”) (combination of days 
with PSI < 50) and during a day with strong hazy conditions day (24 June 2013, “hazy”). 

System 
name

Gmod 
clear 
[kWh/
m2]

Gmod 
hazy 
[kWh/
m2]

Δ Gmod 
[clear as 
baseline]

Yield 
clear 
[kWh/
kWp]

Yield 
hazy 
[kWh/
kWp]

Δ Yield  
[clear as 
baseline]

PR clear 
[%]

PR hazy 
[%]

Δ PRabs 
[clear as 
baseline]

c-Si 01 5.62 4.73 -15.8% 4.47 3.79 -15.2% 79.5% 80.1% 0.6%

c-Si 02 5.62 4.73 -15.8% 4.39 3.74 -14.8% 78.1% 79.1% 1.0%

c-Si 03 5.84 4.69 -19.7% 5.20 4.23 -18.7% 89.0% 90.2% 1.2%

c-Si 04 6.00 4.84 -19.3% 4.86 3.99 -17.9% 81.0% 82.4% 1.4%

c-Si 05 6.00 4.84 -19.3% 4.84 3.95 -18.4% 80.7% 81.6% 0.9%

Average 5.82 4.77 -18.0% 4.75 3.94 -17.0% 81.7% 82.7% 1.0%

Stdev 0.19 0.07  0.33 0.19     

a-Si 06 5.62 4.73 -15.8% 5.10 4.13 -19.0% 90.7% 87.3% -3.4%

a-Si 07 5.84 4.69 -19.7% 5.46 4.29 -21.4% 93.5% 91.5% -2.0%

a-Si 08 6.42 5.56 -13.4% 5.48 4.64 -15.3% 85.4% 83.5% -1.9%

a-Si 09 5.90 4.90 -16.9% 4.50 3.36 -25.3% 76.3% 68.6% -7.7%

a-Si 10 6.47 5.06 -21.8% 4.78 3.6 -24.7% 73.9% 71.1% -2.7%

Average 6.05 5.09 -17.5% 4.92 3.89 -21.2% 81.1% 76.4% -4.7%

Stdev 0.38 0.35  0.43 0.52     
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Bifacial cells can be encapsulated in two different module 
structures, i.e. glass/glass and glass/backsheet. Both of these 
module structures offer certain advantages and disadvantages. 
The glass/glass module structure using bifacial solar cells, 
commonly known as a bifacial module, can effectively increase 
the energy yield as compared to a monofacial module by 
utilizing the albedo when operating in real-world outdoor 
conditions [1, 2]. However, this advantage is not captured by 
STC measurements, due to a lack of suitable measurement 
standards. On the other hand, PV modules with glass/
backsheet structure can provide an increase in the module 
current and power as compared to the glass/glass structure 
when measured under STC. The pros and cons of the two 
module structures must be clearly understood so that the 
module manufacturers can determine which module structure 
is suitable for them. Using simulation and experimental analysis, 
we quantify the effects on the current generated by different 
module structures fabricated with bifacial cells. The increase 
in the generated module current for a glass/backsheet module 
compared to a glass/glass module under STC is due to two 
distinct effects: 
1. Transmittance of longer-wavelength light through the 
 bifacial cell, and subsequent backscattering at the 
 backsheet 
2. Backsheet scattering in the cell-gap region and 
 subsequent reflection at the glass-air interface 

Effect	of	bifacial	cell	transmittance	on	module	current 
To study the bifacial cell transmission behaviour and associated 
current contribution in different module structures, we 
fabricated three different types of single-cell modules as shown 
in Figure 1. These module structures differ in their rear-side 
configuration and have similar configuration and materials 
for the front side, so that front-side effects can be neglected. 
Since the rear side of the glass/cell structure (Figure 1b) is the 

same as that of a bare bifacial cell, this structure is chosen 
as the reference and the other two structures are compared 
against it. To determine the light absorbed by the cells 
encapsulated in the different structures, we measured the 
reflectance and the transmittance of each sample with a 
spectrophotometer. Equation 1 can be applied to all the 
three structures. 

Rmod + Tmod + Acell + Aglass/EVA = 1   (1)

where Rmod and Tmod are the measured reflectance and 
transmittance of the module samples with different structures, 
Acell is the absorptance of the cell in the corresponding module 
structure, and Aglass/EVA is the absorptance in the front-side 
glass and EVA layers. 
 
The absorption in the bifacial cells for the three different structures 
of Figure 1 in the long-wavelength region of the solar spectrum 
can be calculated using Equation 1. The gain or loss in short-
circuit current (Figure 2) due to the different rear-side structures 
can be calculated using the difference in light absorbed by the 
bifacial cells (using the glass/cell sample as a reference) and 
the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of the cells measured 
under rear-side illumination [3]. The current loss of ~0.45% 
of the glass/cell/glass sample is due to the fact that in the 
glass/glass structure more light is coupled out of the rear side, 
because of the layers of intermediate refractive indices. In 
the case of a backsheet on the rear side, most of the light 
transmitted though the cell will be reflected back by the
backsheet and a significant part of the reflected light will be 
absorbed by the bifacial cell on the second pass. Thus, the 
module current for the glass/backsheet structure is 
approximately 1.3% higher than for the glass/glass structure, 
as shown in Figure 2. 

Jai Prakash SINGH, Siyu GUO, Ian M. PETERS, Yong Sheng KHOO, Yan WANG, Armin G. ABERLE, Timothy M. WALSH 

Comparison	Of	Glass/Glass	And	Glass/	Backsheet	PV
Modules	Using	Bifacial	Silicon	Solar	Cells	

In this study, we quantify the current contributions in glass/glass and glass/backsheet module structures using bifacial 
solar cells. Our simulation and experimental results show that under STC, glass/backsheet modules provide approximately 
2.2% more power as compared to glass/glass modules using the same bifacial solar cells with a standard cell gap of 
2.0 mm. Due to the potential outdoor energy yield advantages of glass/glass modules reported in the literature, we 
recommend a glass/glass module structure for bifacial solar cells. Furthermore, in order to compensate for the lower 
performance of glass/glass modules under STC, we propose a methodology to measure and more fairly rate
bifacial glass/glass PV modules. 

Figure 1: Schematics (not to scale) of different PV module structures using bifacial solar cells.
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Effect	of	cell	gap	region	on	PV	module	current
For a glass/glass module, under STC measurements, the 
light incident on the cell-gap region passes straight through 
the module; hence this region does not contribute to the 
module current. However, in a glass/backsheet module, 
some of the photons incident onto the gap between the 
solar cells are scattered back at different angles, due to 
the backsheet scattering and reflection properties of the 
module. A significant amount of this light can be totally 
internally reflected at the front-side glass/air interface and 
redirected to the front side of the bifacial solar cells. In 
addition to this, a fraction of the light scattered from the 
backsheet is also collected by the rear side of the bifacial 
solar cells. The gain in module current due to the backsheet 
is mainly influenced by three factors: (1) the geometry of 
the backsheet area (cell-gap region) (2) the spectral 
reflective property of the backsheet and (3) the angular 
backscattering property of the backsheet. To analyse and 
quantify the current contribution due to the backsheet 
in the cell-gap region, a MATLAB-based numerical model 
was set up [3].  

The simulated results using this model were compared 
with experimental results, by fabrication of single-cell 
modules. The experimental results show the same pattern 
in current gain as obtained with the simulation model, 
as shown in Figure 3. A small deviation as observed is 
probably due to the simplifying assumptions made in our 
simulation. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the current
gain saturates with increasing cell gap, since for the larger 
cell gaps the scattered light bounces several times off 
the backsheet before reaching the solar cells, resulting 
in a small extra contribution to the module current. 
      

Comparison	of	glass/glass	and	glass/backsheet	PV	
module	structures
Our simulation and experimental results show that, under 
STC, glass/backsheet modules provide approximately 
2.2% more power as compared to glass/glass modules 
using the same bifacial solar cells with a standard cell 
gap of 2.0 mm; this power gain increases with increasing 
cell gap. In order to make a comparison between the 
two module types with bifacial cells, we can compare the 
outdoor gain potential of bifacial glass/glass modules 
with the gain from the glass/backsheet modules under 
STC measurements. Various simulation and experimental 
studies showed that without any special features and 
modification in installation conditions, a performance gain 
in the range of 10-20% for bifacial modules compared 
to monofacial modules is easily achievable in outdoor 
conditions [1, 2]. This energy gain could be even higher if 
optimum installation conditions are used. Even though the 
glass/glass modules show less power compared to the 
glass/backsheet modules under STC, the outdoor energy 
generation potential of these modules is significantly 
higher. Thus, for bifacial cells, a glass/glass module 
configuration is recommended because this structure 
allows maximum utilization of the albedo effect for current 
generation. 

Figure 2: Calculated relative change in module Isc due to bifacial cell 
transmittance for long-wavelength irradiance. Glass/cell structure is 
chosen as a reference.

Figure 3: Normalized measured module current for glass/glass and glass/
backsheet structures with varying cell gap. Also shown are the simulated 
results.
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We demonstrated that luminescence imaging (LI) techniques, 
which have been widely applied for analysing electrical and 
resistive losses in solar cells, can also be used to access light 
harvesting in PV modules made of Si wafer solar cells [1]. The 
reciprocity theorem established by Rau [2] correlates the current 
generation process with the luminescence process. In the 
quantum efficiency measurement shown in Figure 1(a), only the 
incident photons that finally make their way to the active area 
of solar cell are able to generate current. In the reciprocal 
process, luminescence imaging shown in Figure 1(b), only the 
emitted photons that make their way to the camera are detected. 
The incident photons that generate current and the emitted 
photons that are detected by the camera must follow the exact 
same paths, but in the reverse directions. Therefore, using this 
principle, luminescence imaging can be applied to investigate

 

light harvesting. In Figure 1, we show examples of the photon 
interactions with the backsheet and a metal finger. The photons 
impinging on the backsheet or the finger are scattered and 
partially reflected back to the solar cell at the glass/air interface, 
thus generating current. In the reciprocal case, light emitted by 
the solar cell interacts with the backsheet or the finger and can be 
detected by the camera. The reciprocity relation, therefore, allows 
us to determine the amount of photons harvested from a specific 
inactive area of the PV module using luminescence imaging. 
From the ratio of the luminescence signal of the inactive area to 

the active area in a luminescence image, we can assess the light 
harvesting enhancement due to optical scattering at the 
inactive areas. 

The characterization procedure is illustrated in Figure 2 in the 
following page for metal fingers and backsheets. No additional 
sample preparation is needed for the luminescence imaging 
technique. Luminescence images were simply taken by a 
near-infrared camera for the region of interest of the PV 
modules. For the metal fingers, we used a high-magnification 
lens to resolve the fine screen-printed fingers (less than 80 µm 
wide). The light harvesting efficiency is about 70% for the photons 
impinging on the screen-printed metal fingers, as shown in 
Figure 2(b). To verify the results obtained from luminescence 
images, a simplified ray tracing simulation was conducted,

with the surface morphology data of the metal fingers as the
input. For the white backsheet we used a low-magnification 
lens to look at the cell edge areas where photons are harvested 
from the backsheet. Figure 2(d) shows that more than 
20% of the photons impinging on the backsheet near the 
cell edges are harvested. The results are comparable to the 
spatially resolved scan of the quantum efficiency. 

Luminescence	Imaging	Analysis	Of	Light	Harvesting	From	
Inactive	Areas	in	Crystalline	Silicon	PV	Modules

In a silicon wafer based PV module, a significant fraction of the incoming photons falls onto the inactive areas of the module
 (e.g. metal fingers, interconnection ribbons, exposed backsheet between the cells, etc.) that do not generate electrical carriers. 
However, photons impinging on these areas are not necessarily lost, as some of them can still be harvested via optical scattering 
at the inactive area and subsequent total internal reflection at the glass-air interface, thereby contributing to the 
module’s output power. Accurate characterization of the light harvesting contribution from the inactive area allows 
evaluating new designs and materials in PV modules. 

Figure 1: Schematic illustration (not to scale) of the reciprocity relation of (a) external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurement and (b) luminescence imaging (LI). 
The solid lines with arrows marked as paths 1 and 2 indicate the paths of the incident photons that are harvested by the cell as well as the reverse paths of the 
emitted photons that are detected by the camera. Path 1 shows light harvesting from the backsheet area. Path 2 shows light harvesting from a metal finger.
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Figure 2: (a) Luminescence image of the front metal fingers in a PV module; (b) light harvesting efficiency of screen-printed metal fingers in a PV module; 
(c) luminescence image of the cell-edge area of a PV module; (d) line scan of the luminescence signal and local quantum efficiency of the cell-edge area.

The extracted light harvesting efficiencies can be used to 
predict the optical gain of a PV module from the inactive area. 
As an example, we demonstrate the optical gains of an industrial 
60-cell PV module that is 1650 mm long and 991 mm wide and 
is made of 156 mm x 156 mm multicrystalline Si wafer solar cells. 
The assumptions in our simulation are: 1) the active area of the 
module generates an average current density of 33.9 mA/cm2, 
as shown in Ref. [3]; 2) the total module area (~1.64 m2) is divided 
into 83% for the active area, 9.2% for the backsheet area (5.6% 
for the border area and 3.5% for the 3 mm wide cell-gap area), 
3.6% for the metal fingers, 2.7% for the ribbons and 1.6% for 
the frame. Figure 3 shows the light harvesting contributions from 
different components in terms of the increase in the effective 
active area and increase in the short-circuit current. In addition 

to the actual active area (83% of the total module area, which 
generates the short-circuit current of 7.67 A), light harvesting from 
the metal fingers increases the effective active area by 2.5% of 
the total area, corresponding to an increase of the short-circuit 
current by 0.23 A. If the white backsheet is used to cover the gap 
between the cells, the effective active area will be increased by 
1.4% of the total area, corresponding to a short-circuit current 
increase of 0.13 A. In this analysis, we only showed examples of 
analysing the light harvesting from backsheets and metal fingers. 
The proposed method can be adopted to characterize all 
relevant materials in PV modules (e.g. scattering ribbons, white 
encapsulants, etc). Thus, the improvement of the power output 
of PV modules due to these optically scattering materials can be 
quickly evaluated by the luminescence imaging analysis.

Figure 3: The breakdown of the increase in the effective active area and short-circuit current, attributed to light harvesting from the metal finger and the 
backsheet, respectively.
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In this study, 156 mm x 156 mm square, industrial-grade, p-type 
multi-Si wafers were iso-textured using a standard hydrofluoric 
acid/nitric acid solution to etch ~2.5 µm of silicon from each 
side. The textured wafers were then split into two groups. The 
first group underwent tube diffusion (both sides) with targeted 
sheet resistance (Rsq) value of 90 Ω/sq. These wafers served 
as the reference as-diffused cells (group 1). The other group 
(group 2) underwent tube diffusion (both sides) with targeted 
Rsq value of 50 Ω/sq. After diffusion, using the SERIS etch, an 
emitter etch-back process [3] was performed on this second 
group of wafers (group 2) to achieve the targeted Rsq of ~90 
Ω/sq. This shows the feasibility of this non-acidic etch-back 
process for deep emitter etch-back of multi-Si wafers. During 
etch-back, the surface dead layer generated due to the heavy 
emitter diffusion is removed. Furthermore, this heavy etch-back 
is also necessary to etch away the metal-rich near-surface 
layer generated by the heavy P diffusion. It performs a 
conformal etch to maintain the emitter surface reflectance 
without affecting the surface morphology even after this 
deep etch-back. 

Figure 1 shows the dopant profiles of the group 1 and group 
2 emitters before and after an etch-back process. As can be 
seen, approximately 50 nm of Si was removed by the SERIS 
etch. This 50 nm Si layer basically is a dead layer and its re-
moval enhances the solar cell efficiency due to improvements 

of the short-wavelength response. In addition, the ~50 nm layer 
removed during etch-back is also likely to remove heavy metallic 
impurities accumulated as a result of the initial heavy P diffusion 
for group 2. Symmetrically passivated lifetime samples from both 
emitter groups were also analysed by quasi-steady-state photo-
conductance measurements. Their implied open-circuit voltage 
(iVoc), emitter saturation current density (J0e) and effective lifetime 
(teff) values are shown in Figure 2. Higher teff and iVoc, lower J0e 
values for the group 2 etch-back emitter indicate that they 
have better bulk and emitter quality in comparison with group 1 
as-diffused emitter (in spite of both groups having the same 
emitter Rsq of ~90 Ω/sq). The variation of the 1-Sun efficiencies 
for the group 1 and group 2 full-area aluminium back surface 
field (Al-BSF) solar cells is shown in Figure 3, which reveals 
average solar cell efficiencies of 17.6% and 18.1% for groups 1 
and 2, respectively.  

In conclusion, an average efficiency increase of ~0.5% (absolute) 
was observed for the etched-back cells as compared to the 
non-etched-back reference cells, resulting in a maximum 
efficiency of 18.2% for the etched-back multi-Si wafer 
solar cells. The successful application of the SERIS etch to 
tube-diffused emitters opens up new research space for 
optimising tube-diffused emitters and thereby maximising the 
efficiency of industrial screen-printed multi-Si wafer solar cells.

Efficiency	Improvement	By	Phosphorus	Gettering	For	
Multicrystalline	Silicon	Wafer	Solar	Cells	Involving	
Heavy	Diffusion	And	Non-Acidic	Etch-Back

Efficiency improvement of industrial block-cast multicrystalline silicon (multi-Si) wafer solar cells by cost-effective processes 
is an important goal of applied photovoltaics research. However, due to intrinsic crystallographic defects and metallic 
impurities, block-cast multi-Si has a relatively low bulk minority carrier lifetime. Amongst the metallic impurities, transition 
metals like iron are especially detrimental to the bulk lifetime of multi-Si wafers, as they typically have defect energy levels 
close to the mid-bandgap of Si and hence are very strong recombination centres [1]. Improvement in multi-Si cells’ emitter 
and bulk by phosphorus (P) gettering is a well-known technique. P gettering takes place during the P diffusion process step. 
Previously published techniques to further exploit P gettering required additional steps such as complete emitter etching 
and re-diffusion, or the use of sacrificial dielectric layers. In this work, we present a novel approach to enhance P gettering 
for multi-Si solar cells. Our approach consists of heavy P diffusion in a tube-diffusion furnace, followed by partial etch-back [2] 
of the P diffused layer using a low-cost, non-acidic, near-conformal emitter etch-back process - the ‘SERIS etch’ [3].   
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Figure 2: Measured effective minority carrier lifetime (teff), emitter 
saturation current density (J0e) and implied Voc (iVoc) of the group 1 
and group 2 multi-Si wafers. 

Figure 3: Distribution of the electrical parameters, i.e., short-circuit 
current density (Jsc), open-circuit voltage (Voc), fill factor (FF) and 
efficiencies of the group 1 and group 2 solar cells. The efficiencies 
were measured under 1-Sun AM1.5G conditions. 

Figure 1: Active dopant profiles of tube-diffused group 1 and 2 
emitters. 
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The Al-LBSF solar cell structure developed in the 1980s at 
Fraunhofer ISE [1, 2] on p-type c-Si wafers provides higher PV 
efficiency compared to the conventional full-area alloyed 
Al-BSF solar cell. Using evaporated (and alloyed) Al rear contacts 
and positively charged thermal silicon dioxide (SiO2) for rear 
passivation, cell efficiencies of up to 20.6% were realized in 
1990.[1, 2] High efficiencies of up to 20% were also realized for 
rear SiNx passivated Al-LBSF cells. From 2D simulation and 
experiments it seems that a higher positive insulator charge 
density can even improve the efficiency of Al-LBSF cells, by 
improving the short-circuit current density Jsc.

[3] In contrast, 
it is often mentioned that SiNx can lead to compromised 
solar cell efficiency when applied on the rear of p-type Si solar 
cells with local rear contacts, see for example Ref. [4]. It should 
be noted that this is correct for the ‘passivated emitter and 
rear contacted’ (PERC) solar cell structure, which features a 
standard ohmic contact between the metal and the Si wafer. 

This is attributed to the presence of an inversion layer induced 
by the high positive charge density in nearly stoichiometric 
SiNx (N-rich) that causes a current flow between the inversion 
layer and the rear metal contacts. This leads to an effect called 
‘parasitic shunting’ and particularly reduces Jsc.

[4] Dauwe et 
al. showed that the use of Si-rich SiNx reduced the effect of 
parasitic shunting.[5] Si-rich SiNx generally exhibits lower 
positive charge density compared to nearly-stoichiometric 
SiNx. Consequently, Si-rich SiNx leads to a poorly conductive 
inversion layer (or none at all), as explained in Ref. [5]. Thus, 
from both 2D simulations and the reviewed experiments, it 
can be understood that charge tailoring (both in terms of 
polarity and amount) within a dielectric is an interesting approach 
for improving both PERC and LBSF designs using the same 
dielectric film (or stack). Despite the clear importance of the 
fixed charge density in the dielectric film for the efficiency of 
Si solar cells, studies of tailoring the charge density in a 
dielectric (without changing its thickness or refractive index) 
are seldom found in the literature. The polarity and amount 
of fixed charge have a profound impact on the solar cell’s 
operation. From a fundamental and technological point of view, 

it is important to further explore the possibility of tailoring the 
fixed charge density in dielectrics and to study its impact on the 
injection-level dependent surface recombination and solar cell 
efficiency. 
 
Excellent surface passivation results were reported with industrially 
fired PECVD SiOx/SiNx stacks on undiffused p-type commercial-
grade Cz silicon surfaces with Seff of ~8 cm/s and very high 
implied Voc of up to 715 mV. Experimentally the charge density 
in SiOx/SiNx dielectric stacks deposited by an industrial low-
temperature PECVD method was varied by up to one order of 
magnitude (1011 - 1012 cm-2), without any impact on Dit,midgap. 

These films feature good interface quality (Dit,midgap~5x1011 
eV-1cm-2 after industrial firing), which is independent of 
the SiOx deposition temperature. The surface passivation 
(Seff & iVoc) and electrical (Qtotal & Dit,midgap) data are shown in 
Figure 1. This finding is very useful since it can, for example, be 
used to verify the fundamental relationship between Qtotal and Seff 

(as shown in Figure 2), which previously was investigated only 
by simulations or by external corona charging. [6] Injection-level 
dependent effective carrier lifetime curves at measured charge 
densities showed higher cell Voc and FF potential achievable 
with higher positive fixed insulator charge (under the assumption 
that the Dit,midgap remains constant in the finished solar cells). As 
a proof-of-concept, Al-LBSF cells were fabricated with films 
having either relatively high or low positive insulator charge 
density. It is clear from Figure 3 that the films with higher positive 
charge density used as the rear passivating layer showed 
improved PV efficiency by 0.17% (absolute), which came mainly 
from an improvement in Voc and FF. The results indicate that 
dielectric charge tailoring is a very effective and promising 
approach for silicon solar cells, and has both fundamental and 
technological relevance.   

Dielectric	Charge	Tailoring	In	PECVD	SiOX/SiNX Stacks And 
Application	At	The	Rear	Of	Al-LBSF	Silicon	Solar	Cells

State-of-the-art surface passivation results are obtained on undiffused p-type commercial-grade Czochralski Si wafers with 
an industrially fired dielectric stack of silicon oxide and silicon nitride (SiOx/SiNx) deposited in an industrial inline 
plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition reactor. We are able to controllably vary the total positive charge 
density Qtotal in the stack by more than one order of magnitude, without any impact on the midgap interface state density 
Dit,midgap. Large-area alloyed aluminium local back surface field (Al-LBSF) solar cells featuring a SiOx/SiNx stack with a higher 
Qtotal gave higher PV efficiency due to improved cell Voc and FF.  
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Figure 1: (a) Effective surface recombination velocity measured at an excess 
carrier concentration of 1x1015 cm-3 and iVoc measured at 1-Sun as a function 
of the deposition temperature of the SiOx film. (b) Dit,midgap and Qtotal as a 
function of SiOx deposition temperature. Note: The capping SiNx film was 
deposited at a substrate temperature of 400 oC and all lifetime samples were 
fired for a few seconds at a set peak temperature of 880 oC.

Figure 2: Effective surface recombination velocity Seff for p-type 1.5-Ωcm Si 
surfaces as a function of experimentally measured positive Qtotal. The black 
straight line represents the theoretically predicted Seff vs. 1/Q2

total, behavior for 
inversion conditions at the surface of the p-type Si wafer.

Figure 3: One-Sun current-voltage (I-V) parameters (Voc, Jsc, FF, Eff) measured under standard testing conditions (25 °C, 100 mW/cm2, AM 1.5G) for Al-LBSF 
silicon solar cells with SiOx/SiNx rear passivating dielectric stacks, for two different deposition temperatures (Tdeposition) of the SiOx film. The solid diamonds 
are the mean value of the corresponding solar cell parameter.
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Cost analysis reports have shown that metallisation pastes are 
the second most expensive material (after the silicon wafer) in the 
process of making silicon wafer solar cells [1]. The PV community 
is thus trying to further reduce the consumption of silver paste. 
With screen printing being the dominant metallisation method, 
it is becoming increasingly difficult to print very fine lines of less 
than 50 µm width. This is due to the fact that the screens consist 
of a wire mesh, which affects the uniformity of the printed lines. 
There are several other printing methods for front Ag metallisation, 
for example stencil printing, inkjet printing, laser transfer printing, 
aerosol printing, and pattern transfer printing. Of these, stencil 
printing appears to be the most promising alternative to over
come the limitations of screen printing. In this work, by 
using screens and stencils with different finger openings, we 
experimentally show the benefits of stencils for fine-line 
metallisation over screens. 
 

We used screens and stencils with finger openings of 30, 45 and 
60 µm to print on identically processed full-size (156 mm x 156 mm) 
p-type Cz mono-Si wafers. The stencils were fabricated using 
the electroforming process. Figure 1 shows the openings of 
the different screens and stencils, whereby the line widths were 
measured with an optical microscope. The line openings are 
well defined for stencils, whereas they are compromised for the 
screens. The interference caused by the wire mesh will lead to 
a greater number of striations and finger breaks in the fine-line 
screen-printed finger profile, as shown in Figure 2. The shape 
of the printed metal fingers plays a major role for the line
resistance [2]. In this work, the printed metal fingers were 
characterized optically and electrically. 3D optical profiles of 
printed line segments were captured using an optical profiler 
(Zeta). This profiler yields the 3D height information 
and the profile of the printed fingers with high resolution, 
as shown in Figure 2. 

Analysis	Of	Fine-Line	Screen	And	Stencil	Printed	Metal	
Contacts For Silicon Wafer Solar Cells 

Screen printing is the dominant metallisation technology for industrial silicon wafer solar cells. Reducing the printed 
finger width without significantly increasing finger line resistance and at the same time minimizing the Ag paste 
consumption is a key area of research in the PV community. Using stencils to print the fingers is gaining importance, 
due to its ability to print fine lines of highly uniform cross section with low degree of paste spread. This report 
investigates the electrical properties of fine lines printed with screens and stencils. Using full-size p-type mono-Si wafers, 
the best average batch efficiency (18.8%) was achieved for solar cells printed with stencils having 30 µm line openings.

Vinodh SHANMUGAM, Johnson WONG, Ian Marius PETERS, Jessen CUNNUSAMY, Michael ZAHN, Andrew ZHOU, Rado YANG, Xiao CHEN, 
Armin G. ABERLE, Thomas MUELLER

Figure1: Optical microscopic images of the screen (top) and stencil (bottom) for different finger openings (30, 45 and 60 µm, respectively)
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The printed metal lines were characterised by introducing a 
dimensionless factor known as the ‘print quality factor’. 
It is defined as the ratio of the conductivity of the 
actual printed line versus the conductivity if the Ag paste was 
distributed uniformly along the entire line. It is a calculated 
property derived from simulations [3] of line conductance based 
on the line shape as given by the 3D profiles. The screen-printed 
lines with the smallest investigated finger opening of 30 µm have 
the lowest print quality factor of 69%, as shown in Figure 3. 
For the other openings and for stencils, the values are 
close to 100%. 

Solar cells printed using 30 µm stencil finger openings have 
noticeably higher short-circuit current Jsc compared to the rest 
of the group, and are able to retain high fill factors. Moreover, 
the highest batch average efficiency of 18.8% was achieved 
for cells printed with stencils having 30 µm line openings, 
using only 78 mg of silver paste per cell. In contrast, screen-printed 
fingers with 30 µm openings have unacceptably high levels 
of finger breaks and low print quality factor. Uniform print line 
definition and reduced Ag paste utilization makes stencil 
printing the preferred choice for fine-line metallisation of 
solar cells.  

Figure 2: 3D profile and optical microscopic image of the screen and stencil printed lines for different finger openings

Figure 3: Average print quality factor for the screen and stencil printed lines
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We investigate the use of PL imaging on easy-to-make 
screen-printed silicon wafer solar cells with special test 
patterns, which define different regions of interest on a wafer 
with varying metal contact fractions. Additionally, with the help 
of detailed finite element method (FEM) based simulation, 
which accounts for lateral balancing of currents along the 
wafer surface that has a non-uniform voltage distribution, we 
also investigate the possibility of forgoing any efforts to isolate 
the regions of interest from one another, thus saving several 
processing steps and making the test pattern cells as easy 
to prepare as a standard solar cell. The simplicity of the 
experiment thus offers the possibility to implement it in a mass 
production environment, where a small fraction (say one every 
30 minutes, which is less than 0.1%) of the processed wafers 
can be diverted to an offline printer to produce the test structures, 
so that the metal contact recombination parameters can 
be tracked over time to aid process control and design of 
experiments. 

The PL based method for the extraction of recombination 
parameters at the metal-silicon interface requires measurements 
on both a finished solar cell (wafer with an H-pattern front grid) 
and a wafer printed with the special test pattern shown in 
Figure 1. Both patterns are printed on large-area (156 mm × 
156 mm) p-type pseudo-square Cz silicon wafers having the 
standard Al-BSF solar cell architecture. As the mini-cells’ regions 
of interest in the test pattern are small and not cut out of the 
wafer, their boundaries play a significant role in both the local 
open-circuit voltage Voc and the ideality factor m. If the boundary 
of each region contains a physical disruption, such as a laser 
scribed emitter, then the boundary may introduce a large and 
varying edge recombination component that tends to lower the 

Voc and raises the ideality factor of each region. On the other 
hand, if the boundary contains no disruption (such that it is 
only an imaginary demarcation line) then lateral balancing 
currents may flow in or out of individual cells, which tends to 
raise the Voc and lower the ideality factor. We have experimented 
with three kinds of boundaries for the mini-cells: 1) passivated 
iso-lines (where the laser lines isolating the mini-cells are 
optimised towards minimal recombination), 2) unpassivated 
iso-lines, 3) no iso-line (imaginary demarcation lines). Of the 
three types of boundary treatments, we found that the no iso-line 
approach was the most reproducible and amenable to analysis, 
given that the analysis method can adequately account for the 
lateral balancing currents across the boundaries, as shown in 
Figure 2. 

The PL images of the test pattern with no iso-lines and the finished 
solar cell with H-pattern were analysed in two different ways: 
one using a simple 4-parameter graphical fitting to the Suns-
PL plots of regions of interest, the other using a detailed finite 
element method based simulation and numerical fitting. The 
accuracy of the graphical fitting method was found to increase 
with increasing illumination intensity. At low intensity the 
approximation of closed boundaries of the mini-cells in the test 
pattern tended to break down, as the effects of lateral balancing 
currents became severe. As the graphical fitting method 
ignores this lateral current flow, it grossly miscalculates the 
recombination parameters from the low-intensity images, 
see Table 1. The second method using FEM simulation and 
numerical fitting takes this lateral current flow into account 
and hence was able to simultaneously replicate the Suns-PL 
characteristics of both the test pattern and the H-pattern cells 
using a common set of recombination parameters, see Figure 3. 

Determination	Of	Metal	Contact	Recombination	
Parameters	Of	Silicon	Wafer	Solar	Cells	By
Photoluminescence	Imaging	

Metallisation of phosphorus diffused emitters using screen-printed silver (Ag) pastes is a well-established process for 
industrial silicon wafer solar cells. Front-side Ag contact to the phosphorus diffused emitter is a key area of research, 
as it has a large impact on the cell efficiency and the production cost. Metal contacts introduce significant recombination 
via their high interface defect density and the damage to the emitter layer caused by the high-temperature firing step. 
Both the metal contact recombination and the electrical resistance of the contacts are important factors in the optimization 
problem of the phosphorus diffused emitter profile. In this work, using photoluminescence (PL) imaging, we demonstrate 
a new approach for accurately determining the metal contact recombination parameters.  

Extraction method J01

(fA/cm2)
J02

(nA/cm2)
J01,metal 

(fA/cm2)
J02,metal 

(nA/cm2)
J01,edge

(fA/cm2)

Graphical fitting to 
Suns-PL curves

408 ± 100 8 ± 2 888 ± 100 36 ± 10 Cannot be 
determined

Finite element 
method simulation

423 ± 100 5 ± 2 810 ± 100 124 ± 40 11000 ± 
1000

Table 1: Extracted saturation current density values by two different methods using PL images obtained at 
different illumination intensities. J01,edge cannot be determined using the graphical fitting method. The high 
value of J01,edge obtained using the FEM simulation is due to the non-optimised laser edge isolation process.
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a b

Figure 1: (a) Scan of the test pattern used in this work. The red 
boxes indicate the different regions of interest (ROI). The test 
pattern has 8 ROIs with metal fraction varying from 0% (ROI 1) 
to 27% (ROI 8). The varying metal fractions were obtained by 
printing metal with different finger widths ranging from 0 to 
280 µm. (b) Scan of the H pattern solar cell with different ROIs. 
The ROIs of the test pattern and H-pattern solar cell were 
analyzed individually from PL images obtained at different 
illumination intensity. The same finger spacing of 1.8 mm was 
used for both the test pattern and the solar cell.

Figure 2: Measured PL images of the test patterns with passivated iso-lines (left column), unpassivated iso-lines (middle column) and no iso-lines (right 
column), respectively, at 1 sun (top row) and 0.1 sun (lower row) illumination intensity. The impact of laser lines are clearly visible at lower suns (bottom). 
Test patterns with no iso-lines were used in this work for extracting metal recombination values, since it eliminates the impact of irregular boundaries on 
the extraction of saturation current densities. All images are scaled using the same calibration constants.

Figure 3: The simulated PL images (obtained from the saturation current density values determined using FEM method) match well with the measured PL 
images at 1 Sun and 0.l Sun illumination intensity.  
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Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a wide-bandgap semiconductor with a 
high transparency in the visible wavelength range. Further, its 
electrical conductivity is easily tuneable, making it an attractive 
material for applications in transparent electronics and solar 
cells. Thin films of ZnO are used in the PV industry in the 
undoped (or intrinsic) and doped form, for example in record-
efficiency Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) thin-film solar cells and in silicon 
heterojunction solar cells [1]. The preferred deposition technique 
in the PV industry for ZnO films is sputtering from ceramic 
or metal targets. However, sputtering of ZnO films has been 
shown to cause significant surface damage to the underlying 
absorber layer, due to highly energetic ions and other plasma-
induced effects. Consequently, there is a need for a low-damage 
technique for the deposition of ZnO films. Atomic layer deposition 
(ALD) is one such deposition technique. Due to its self-limiting 
chemical reactions, uniform growth and precise thickness 
control can be achieved with low surface damage. Conventional 
(also known as temporal) ALD has been a less popular 
choice in the PV industry due to its low deposition rate of 

< 2 nm/minute. The recent development of the spatial ALD 
technique overcomes this limitation by separating the gaseous 
precursors in space rather than in time. In this technique 
a moving substrate is sequentially exposed to each 
precursor as illustrated in Figure 1, removing the requirement 
for separate pumping cycles between each exposure while 
maintaining the advantages of conventional ALD. 

In this work, intrinsic and gallium-doped ZnO films were 
deposited by the spatial ALD technique for applications in solar 
cells. A high deposition rate of ~35 nm/min was achieved with 
a growth per cycle of ~0.18 nm/cycle beyond a deposition 
temperature of 200°C, as shown in Figure 2. A corresponding 
refractive index of ~2.0 was measured at a wavelength of 
632 nm for the 100 nm thick films. A measurement of the 
thickness non-uniformity for the ZnO films over a 125 mm x 
125 mm area is shown in Figure 3. A non-uniformity of 3.5% 
was calculated, which is better than the average of 5% 
reported for ZnO films grown by temporal ALD [2]. 

Intrinsic	And	Gallium-Doped	ZnO	Films	Deposited	By
Spatial Atomic Layer Deposition 

Intrinsic zinc oxide (i-ZnO) and gallium-doped zinc oxide (Ga-ZnO) films are deposited by spatial atomic layer deposition 
and their film properties are investigated in detail. A high growth rate of 35 nm/min is achieved. The i-ZnO films 
are transparent and have an unusually high resistivity of about 100 Ω-cm. This is attributed to the extremely short 
precursor exposure and purge duration of spatial ALD (~8 ms) as compared to temporal ALD (~1-10 s). The Ga-ZnO 
films are conductive with low sheet resistance ~100 Ω/sq for 200 nm thick films. This makes the i-ZnO films ideal 
for application in Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solar cells and the Ga-ZnO films ideal for application in silicon heterojunction solar cells 

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the working principle of spatial ALD. The gaseous precursors (DEZ and H2O) are separated in space rather than in time 
(as is the case for temporal ALD). The substrate is moved back and forth by N2 pulses on either side of the reactor. Each pass results in one ALD cycle.
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Intrinsic ZnO (i-ZnO) films deposited by temporal ALD are 
frequently reported to be highly conductive, with resistivities 
as low as 10-3 Ω-cm. In contrast, the i-ZnO films deposited in 
this study by spatial ALD showed an unusually high resistivity 
of ~100 Ω-cm, with sheet resistances of the order of 104-105 
Ω/sq for 200 nm thick films [1]. This high resistivity is attributed 
to the very short precursor exposure and purge duration of 
the spatial ALD technique (~8 ms) as compared to temporal 
ALD (~1-10 s). In an attempt to improve the conductivity of 
the ZnO films, gallium was introduced as a dopant during film 
deposition. As a result, Ga-ZnO films were successfully deposited 

for the first time using the spatial ALD technique and sheet 
resistances as low as ~100 Ω/sq were obtained for a 200 nm 
thick film, as seen in Figure 4.This corresponds to a resistivity of 
2x10-3 Ω-cm. In addition to having the desired refractive index 
for high transparency and a low resistivity, the Ga-ZnO films are 
also highly crystalline and conformal, as seen in the scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) image of Figure 5. These properties 
make the Ga-ZnO films ideal for application as a transparent 
conductive oxide (TCO) in CIGS and silicon heterojunction 
solar cells, while ensuring low surface damage and high 
deposition rates. 

Figure 2: Growth per cycle and refractive index (@ 632 nm) as a function of 
substrate temperature during deposition.

Figure 3: Spatially resolved thickness (in nm) of ZnO deposited at a substrate 
temperature of 230°C on a 125 mm x 125 mm c-Si substrate. The film 
thickness was measured at 45 points using spectroscopic ellipsometry

Figure 4: Sheet resistance measured over 16 points for 200 nm thick Ga-ZnO 
films as a function of the TMGa precursor gas fraction during deposition, for 
a substrate temperature of 230°C.

Figure 5: SEM micrograph (cross-section) of a 400 nm thick Ga-ZnO film 
deposited by spatial on a c-Si/SiO2 substrate showing a columnar grain 
structure.
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A	Web	Based	Solar	Cell	Simulation	Interface	for	the
Personalised	Simulation	of	Various	Solar	Cell	Architectures,	
Using	Various	Simulation	Programmes,	Free	of	Charge	for	
Public	Use

SERIS has launched a pre-release development version of a web-based solar cell simulation platform called “XSolar-Hetero”. 
The final version will be an SaaS (Software as a Service) solution that offers a standard device simulation interface for 
various solar cell architectures. It will provide online calculation capabilities to run existing solar cell device simulation 
programmes in zero, one and two dimensions (like Mathematica, PC1D, Quokka and Griddler) and allow users to modify/save 
individual parameters in a personalised user database. The pre-release version is primarily aimed at scientists who can provide 
updated standard input parameters for a list of pre-defined solar cell architectures [1], who can add new solar cell architectures 
into the system, and who can upload/integrate their own device simulation programmes. The pre-release version has recently 
been presented at the Asian PVSEC-25 conference [2]. The full version of XSolar-Hetero will be launched near the end of 2016.

The web based solar cell simulation interface “XSolar-Hetero” 
has a powerful user management system, which allows 
researchers to contribute content in a secure & restricted 
manner, i.e. researchers can add their own solar cell 
architectures and simulation programmes to the system, 
without having to share the source code. It is mobile friendly 
(it can be accessed through mobile/tablet/PC using a web 
browser) and can be used to compare different simulation 
programmes as well as share the outputs with clients. The 
system allows roles to be assigned to three types of users: 
“Group Administrator”, “Group Member”, or “Researcher”. 
Group Administrators manage a specific solar cell group 
within the simulation platform (being responsible for providing 
calibrated standard input parameters and measurement data 
for the specific solar cell architecture they are assigned to and 
for uploading/maintaining the corresponding device simulation 
programmes). Group Members are attached to a specific solar 
cell group and are able to test/modify the corresponding 
device simulation programmes before officially publishing 
(i.e., uploading) the programmes. Researchers are mainly 
interested in executing device simulations on the various solar 
cell architectures that are on offer, and can modify the 
corresponding standard input parameters according to their
needs, while being able to share their outputs from the 
system with other users. 

The pre-release of “XSolar-Hetero” launched by SERIS is 
mainly addressed to scientists who want to participate in the 
development process of the tool. We have implemented a 
common web interface, which pre-defines some major types 

of crystalline silicon solar cell architectures (i.e. specifying 
the solar cell geometry and the standard input parameters), 
like Al BSF, Al-LBSF, n-PERT and HET, according to a recent 
publication [1]. However, the interface is dynamic, so that 
specifically assigned Group Administrators or Group Members 
can define new solar cell architectures, for example all-back-
contact wafer based silicon solar cells, thin-film a-Si or μc-Si 
solar cells, or CIGS or organic solar cells; and then upload/
integrate the necessary material models and device simulation 
programmes accordingly. 

 The system is developed using various web technologies that 
follow a micro-services architecture which enables the system 
to break complex processes into simple tasks that communicate 
with each other using application program interfaces (APIs). 
It combines two sub-applications (Core and Calculation) 
which handle the following aspects: CORE - User interaction, 
database manipulation, user management and management 
of solar cell architectures. CALCULATION - On-demand 
execution of material models and device simulation programmes 
respective to a specific user, and user-specific modification of 
parameters using a database. The system supports porting of any 
open source programme written in various languages. 

The fully functional version of XSolar-Hetero, i.e. addressing 
people in solar cell engineering who are mainly interested in 
executing the installed simulation programmes, will be released 
near the end of 2016. 
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Figure 1:  (Left) Screenshot of the main “researcher” interface: Various device architectures (e.g. solar cells or solar cell precursors or carrier lifetime samples) 
can be selected and all corresponding device simulation programmes which can be executed on the selected structure will be filtered. After selecting a 
programme, the user can (i) simulate various measurements, (ii) upload own measurements and compare them with simulation results, (iii) compare different 
simulation programmes, using the same input parameters. (Right) Screenshot of the “block / material parameters / semiconductor/ c-Si / recombination 
parameter” interface, selected from a HET solar cell architecture (in this case: considering radiative, Auger and defect recombination of the silicon wafer). 
Intensity dependent recombination can be specified individually for all blocks and interfaces according to various material models. This enables the user to 
consistently consider either a complete detailed modelling approach (1D or 2D, using for example PC1D), or to choose a lumped parameter modelling 
approach (1D or 2D, using for example Quokka) [1].

Figure 2: Screenshot of the “solar cell architecture / modify parameter / cross-sectional view” interface, that allows a user to modify the standard input 
parameters or to load personalised input parameters. By clicking at a material block or at an interface between two material blocks, the corresponding 
material parameters are displayed (and can be changed and saved by the user). Doped layers created by dopant diffusion are treated as an interface property, 
i.e. by specifying the diffusion profile (via models or via an uploaded file). 
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Device	Stability	of	High-Efficiency	Benzodithiophene-
Thienothiophene	Copolymer	Based	Inverted	Organic	
Solar Cells 

The low-bandgap polymer poly({4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl}{3-fluoro-2-[(2-ethylhexyl)
carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl}) (PTB-7), is one of the high-efficiency materials reported for organic solar cells 
(OSC). However, the degradation behaviour of this polymer was not well understood. To address this point, we conducted 
a systematic degradation study on the device stability of PTB-7:PC71BM based inverted OSCs. The devices were separately 
exposed to three types of controlled environments: (1) air without illumination; (2) N2 with illumination and (3) air with 
illumination. The results showed that the long and easily cleavable alkoxy side chains in the PTB-7 polymer backbone are 
highly susceptible to attack by oxygen and moisture compared to other polymers without this type of side chain. This finding 
is significant, as it provides a useful guideline for the development of high-efficiency OSCs with improved stability. 

Inverted organic solar cells (IOSC) have made significant 
progress in recent years, with device efficiency reaching 10% 
while providing a stable device lifetime. In an effort to further 
improving the performance, low-bandgap polymers are being 
developed. Among these polymers, PTB-7 shows a high PV 
efficiency of up to 9%. However, the stability of solar cells made 
from this material was not yet well understood. To ensure its 
practicality, its stability under operation was tested. In this work, 
we present a systematic study on the degradation behaviour 
of PTB-7:PC71BM (donor:acceptor) in inverted organic solar 
cells under different conditions: (i) dark in air; (ii) continuous 
illumination in N2 and (iii) continuous illumination in air. All 
degradation studies conducted in this work were done without 
device encapsulation. Throughout the study, a common absorber 
material, P3HT:PC61BM was used as a control device. 

First, the air-induced degradation effect of the devices was 
investigated by storing them in air in a dark environment, 
while monitoring their PV efficiency over 1500 hours (63 days). 
Compared to P3HT based devices, the device lifetime of PTB-7 
was found to be significantly shorter. P3HT:PC61BM could 
maintain 80% of its initial efficiency for up to 600 hours of 
exposure, while PTB-7:PC71BM only lasted for 22 hours 
(Figure 1(a)). Although IOSCs are well protected from oxygen, 
they are still vulnerable to moisture-induced degradation due to 
direct exposure of hygroscopic PEDOT:PSS in air. Compared with 
P3HT:PC61BM, the moisture seems to influence PTB-7:PC71BM 
to a larger extent. We found that, due to the presence of long 
alkoxy (2-ethylhexyl-oxy) substituents in PTB-7 (as highlighted 
in Figure 1(d)), it readily undergoes hydroxylation via moisture 
attack, causing degradation of the polymer. This side chain is 
more unstable than P3HT, where only a simple alkyl side chain is 
present.  

Figure 1: Normalized efficiencies of the PTB-7:PC71BM and P3HT:PC61BM inverted organic solar cells under exposure to (a) dark in air; 
(b) illumination in N2 environment and; (c) illumination in air. (d) chemical structures of  poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and poly({4,8-bis
[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl}{3-fluoro-2-[(2-ethylhexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl}) (PTB-7). The 
boxed regions show the respective side chains which is responsible to the lifetime of the material.
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Next, the photo-induced degradation effect of the devices 
was investigated by exposing them to continuous AM1.5G 
illumination in an N2 environment, with in-situ acquisition of 
I-V characteristics. The PTB-7 polymer was found to be more 
unstable under illumination than P3HT (Figure 1(b)). We also 
found that the presence of the alkoxy substituent in the polymer 
is the cause for the poor polymer photo-stability, because these 
bonds are readily cleavable under irradiation in the absence 
of oxygen. By comparing the photo-stability with air-stability 
(Figure 1(a) and (b)), the photo-induced degradation was 
found to be the more detrimental factor for the long-term 
stability of PTB-7 in solar cell applications. 

Finally, a combination of air-induced and photo-induced 
degradation effects of the devices were investigated by 
exposing them to continuous AM1.5G illumination in air. The 
degradation of PTB-7 accelerates significantly under these 
conditions, while P3HT barely degrades within the investigated 
timeframe (Figure 1(c)). We found that there is a likelihood for 
chemically and morphology induced changes in the photoactive 
layer. Raman spectra with fresh and degraded PTB-7 films 
were acquired. (Figure 2(a)). After 1 hour of illumination in air, 
the Raman intensities of the phenyl-alkoxy (1200 - 1350 cm-1) 

and C=C (1490 - 1570 cm-1 ) stretching modes had decreased. 
This observation suggests the occurrence of cleavage of 
alkoxy groups in PTB-7 by singlet oxygen and moisture, 
subsequently breaking the p-conjugation in the adjacent 
thiophene subgroups. Hence, the alkoxy side chains are the 
likely reason for the accelerated photo-oxidation in PTB-7. 
The break of conjugation structure was clearly observed in a 
hypochromic shift in the PTB-7 chromophore, leading to an 
obvious change in film colour from dark blue to brown 
(Figure 2(b)).  

In conclusion, solar cells made from the high-efficiency polymer 
PTB-7 were found to have sub-standard stability. By exposing 
the polymer absorber layer of inverted organic solar cells to 
different operating conditions, we found that the root cause of the 
instability originates from the easily cleavable alkoxy (R-C-O) side 
chains in the thienothiophene (TT) and benzodithiophene (BDT) 
backbones. We hope that this study provides useful guidelines 
for the development of new high-efficiency polymers, to bring 
us closer to the realization of highly efficient and stable organic 
solar cells.  

For more information, please see ACS Applied Materials & 
Interfaces 7, 2015, pages 12119-12127. 

Figure 2: (a) Raman spectra for fresh and degraded (illuminated in air for 1 hour) neat PTB-7 films in air; (b) UV-vis absorption spectra of freshly prepared and 
degraded device (light in air for 1 hour) for both conventional and inverted architectures. The inset shows the film colour changes before and after degradation.
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SERIS	Laboratories
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This laboratory is dedicated to the fabrication and characterisation 
of organic solar cells. A three-compartment glove box with a 
controlled N2 environment (less than 1 ppm O2 and moisture) 
houses coating and testing equipment such as a thermal evaporator 
for substrates up to 25 cm × 25 cm in size and a solar cell I-V tester.

Impedance analyser
A high-precision analytical tool for quality control and material 
characterisation. The electrical measurements can be correlated 
with complex material variables such as dielectric properties, 

defects and microstructure. Coupled with sophisticated modelling 
capabilities developed at SERIS, impedance spectroscopy is a 
powerful diagnostic tool for a range of solar cells. 

Other equipment in the lab:
•	 Spin	coaters	(maximum	substrate	size	of	10	cm	x	10	cm)
•	 Photoluminescence	setup
•	 EQE	measurement	setup
•	 Absorption	measurement	setup

INDUSTRIAL WET CHEMISTRY (IWC) 
LABORATORY	

Compartmental glovebox           

Organic	Solar	Cell	Laboratory

Liquid	Coating	Technology	Laboratory

The 190 m2, class 100,000 IWC cleanroom consists of two separate labs, housing activities by both the Novel PV Concepts 
Cluster and the Silicon Materials and Cells Cluster. 

Impedance analyser          

The laboratory is equipped for developing liquid-based functional 
coatings for solar applications. The equipment enables the 
synthesis of solutions, vacuum-free deposition of thin films, and 
their consolidation. Key tools include: 

Spray coater 
Single-sided coatings on substrates up to 75 cm x 50 cm in size.

Dip coater 
Double-sided layers on substrates of up to 20 cm x 30 cm in size.

Other equipment in the lab:

•	 Spin	coater
•	 Fume	hoods
•	 Viscometer
•	 Furnace
•	 Rotary	evaporator
•	 Ultrasonic	cleaner
•	 Weighing	balances
•	 Stirring	hotplates

Contact person: Thomas GASCOU 
  (thomas.gascou@nus.edu.sg)

Deposition of functional coatings by spin coating         Industrial Wet Chemistry Laboratory with spray coater and glovebox   
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CIGS	SOLAR	CELL	LABORATORY	

R&D pilot line for CIGS solar cells
The CIGS laboratory at SERIS focuses on the development 
of CIGS and CZTS thin-film solar cells and mini-modules. 
Employing a sequential two-stage processing route, the CIGS 
R&D pilot line at SERIS combines state-of-the-art industrial 
tools to prepare CIGS and CZTS absorbers on 30 cm × 30 
cm glass substrates. The pilot line deliberately uses miniature 
versions of industrial production tools operating as stand-alone 
systems, offering a lot of flexibility for modifying process steps 
to realise novel device structures and process steps, which 
is not easily possible in fully integrated industrial production 
lines. The R&D pilot line became operational in October 2015 
and is open for R&D and service contracts with industry partners.

The CIGS R&D pilot line at SERIS currently consists of the 
following core tools: 

FHR	SV-540	multi-chamber	in-line	sputtering	tool	

The multi-chamber sputtering tool from FHR Anlagenbau, 
Germany, has two process chambers for the state-of-the-art 
deposition of metals, transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) and 
dielectrics on substrates with a size of up to 30 cm × 40 cm. 
The first chamber has three planar magnetron sources for DC 
sputtering of metals and dielectric layers. The second chamber 
has  single and dual-magnetron rotatable-cylindrical sources 
equipped with pulsed DC sources for TCOs and dielectric layer 
deposition, with substrate heating up to 500 ºC. While the machine 
is designed for developing coatings on glass substrates,  it is also 
capable of depositing TCOs and metal films onto silicon wafers.

FHR	Line-540	in-line	sputtering	tool	
The in-line sputtering tool from FHR Anlagenbau, Germany, is a 
dedicated tool for the deposition of Cu-Ga (CG), Cu-In-Ga (CIG), 
Cu-Zn-Sn and other precursors as well as ZnOS buffer layers onto 
glass and metal substrates with sizes of up to 30 cm x 40 cm. 
The system has three planar magnetron sources, whereby 
two sources are connected to a DC power supply for DC 
sputtering of metal layers while the third source is connected to 
an RF power supply for the deposition of ZnOS buffer layers. 
The substrates can be heated up to 200 ºC. 

Atmospheric	pressure	in-line	RTP	furnace	
The in-line RTP furnace from Smit Thermal Solutions, The 
Netherlands, is a state-of-the-art high-temperature furnace, 
working at atmospheric pressure conditions and using elemental 
Se and S to convert the metallic CIG precursor into the 
polycrystalline CIGS absorber (sample size: 30 cm × 30 cm). 
Unlike the conventional procedure, which requires toxic H2Se 
and H2S gases to form CIGS, this in-line RTP furnace uses 
elemental Se and S for the CIGS absorber formation, providing 
significantly reduced production costs. The system has four hot 
zones, whereby three are dedicated for the Se process and 
the fourth is dedicated for the S process. The system is 
capable of uniformly heating a glass substrate to temperatures 
of up to 650 ºC, without any breakage. 

The in-line multichamber magnetron sputtering machine at SERIS used 
for the deposition of metals, dielectrics and TCOs.       

The in-line magnetron sputtering machine at SERIS used for the 
deposition of Cu-In-Ga precursors and ZnOS buffer layers.        

The in-line RTP furnace used at SERIS for the selenisation and 
sulphurisation process of CIGS absorber layers. 
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Wobbler
The wet-chemical coating system (wobbler) from Singulus 
Technologies AG, Germany, is used for depositing very thin 
and highly homogeneous buffer layers (such as CdS or 
ZnOS) onto CIGS absorber layers, to form the hetero-junction 
solar cells. The system is capable of handling glass substrates 
with sizes of up to 30 cm x 30 cm. Unlike the conventional 
chemical bath deposition process, which requires several litres of 
chemicals, the wobbler requires small amounts of chemicals 
(200 ml) for the deposition of a buffer layer. It also offers a lot 
of flexibility with regards to changing the process recipes.
  

Our	services 

•	 R&D	 projects	 to	 increase	 the	 efficiency	 of	 sequentially	
 processed CIGS & CZTS solar cells and mini-modules
•	 Optimization	 of	 alternative	 manufacturing	 methods	 for	
 CIGS & CZTS solar cells 
•	 Test	 of	 novel	 deposition	 methods	 to	 improve	 the	 CIG	
 precursors, the CIGS & CZTS absorbers, the buffer layers, 
 or the front and back contact layers  
•	 Development	 of	 simplified	 manufacturing	 process	 steps

Contact person: Dr Selvaraj VENKATARAJ 
   (s.venkataraj@nus.edu.sg)

The wobbler system used for depositing CdS and ZnOS buffer layers. 
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Tube	diffusion	furnace	(Quantum	/	Tempress	Systems,	
The Netherlands)

The Quantum tube diffusion furnace from Tempress Systems 
is the latest-generation five-stack high-throughput furnace 
featuring HD (high density) POCl3 (phosphorus oxychloride) 
diffusion, BBr3 (borontribromide) diffusion, thermal annealing, 
and dry and wet oxidations. The furnace has an integrated lift 
shuttle system for automated wafer handling. The furnace 
configuration allows all five process tubes to operate 
independently, with dedicated temperature and process 
controllers. With this furnace SERIS has the capability to 
perform industrial high-quality POCl3 and BBr3 diffusions for 
both multi-and monocrystalline wafers, dry and wet oxidation 
processes for dielectric passivation, oxide assisted drive-ins, 
and sacrificial oxide layers (for masking and other applications). 
The HD atmospheric pressure POCl3 process features high 
throughput, a small pitch, back-to-back wafer positioning, 
and a long flat zone. Using improved chemistry and hardware 
adaptions, an excellent sheet resistance uniformity is 
obtained for a wide range of targeted sheet resistances 
(up to 140 Ω/square). In the back-to-back arrangement, the 
POCl3 and BBr3 tubes have a process throughput 
of 1200 and 500 wafers per tube, respectively. 

Inline	wet-chemistry	tool	(LINEA	Pilot	/	Singulus	
Technologies, Germany)

The LINEA Pilot is an inline wet-chemistry tool custom-made for 
SERIS by Singulus-Stangl. The system’s versatile design makes 
it well suited for an industrial R&D pilot line for c-Si solar cells. 
It is used for several wet-chemical processes, including standard 
texturing of multi-Si wafers, single-side texturing of multi-Si 
wafers using SERIS-developed methods, and single-side 
etching for rear junction isolation for both multi- and mono-
Si wafers. The system has two chemical baths: single-side etch 
(SSE) and acid texturing. The SSE can be used for rear junction 
isolation for both mono- and multi-Si wafers. The acid textur-
ing bath is used for texturing multi-Si wafers. This setup is 
specifically designed to avoid change-over of chemicals and 
reduce the setup time for experiments. This increases the 
flexibility of the system to rapidly accommodate various 
experimental plans. A key feature of the tool is its unique 
wafer transport mechanism. Wafers are transported on a 
chain and supported on small pins at the rear surface. This 
leads to uniform wet-chemical processes without marks or 
stains on the front or the rear surface. This advanced transport 
system reduces process issues associated with traditional 
roller-type conveyor systems. The tool also includes an 
automatic chemical supply system and a waste collection 
system. An offline titration system allows to verify the 
concentration of the chemicals used in the tool, which 
increases the stability and repeatability of the wet-chemical 
processes. 

SILICON	SOLAR	CELL	LABORATORY

The 5-stack Quantum tube diffusion furnace with integrated lift shuttle 
system.        

Silicon Cleanroom 1A

The Silicon solar cell laboratories at SERIS are spanning across levels 1 and 2 of the E3A building. The labs are capable of 
processing both wafer-based and thin-film based silicon solar cells of different types. Industrial tools with high silicon wafer 
processing rates (or ‘throughput’) ranging from 500 to 3600 wafers/hour are utilised to enable industry-relevant solar cell R&D.

(Top) Photograph of the LINEA Pilot tool. (Bottom) Photograph of solar 
wafers on the conveyor system.     
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The LINEA Lab is a lab-scale inline wet-chemistry tool designed 
for alkaline texturing and etching of mono-Si wafers. It is a 
manual dose system with excellent process flexibility. The 
system has an alkaline process bath and a hydrochloric acid 

(HCl) bath for subsequent neutralisation of the alkaline process. 
Several process parameters can be conveniently adjusted, 
including the chemical mixtures and concentrations, the bath 
temperature and the wafer transport speed. 

Photograph of the LINEA Lab tool.        

Inline	wet-chemistry	tool	(LINEA	Lab	/	Singulus	Technologies,	Germany)

Silicon Cleanroom 1B

SINGULUS and SERIS jointly designed an inductively coupled 
plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (ICP-PECVD) 
tool suitable for bifacial heterojunction (abbreviated HET) solar 
cell architectures, the SINGULAR-HET. The machine has two 
stations for top-side deposition and two stations for bottom-side 
deposition. In this setup it is possible to deposit, for example, 
a-Si:H(i) and a-Si:H(p+) layers on the front side and a-Si:
H(i) and a-Si:H(n+) layers on the rear side of the wafer, without 
breaking the vacuum. This enables deposition of all PECVD 
layers required for a HET solar cell within a single process 

cycle, with high throughput and high yield. The ICP source of the 
SINGULAR-HET provides a high-density plasma with low kinetic 
ion energy, which is in the optimal range for high-quality silicon 
depositions without inducing plasma damage to the c-Si 
substrate. The high plasma density achieved in an ICP system, 
together with an automatic wafer handling unit, enables the high 
throughput required for PV applications. These properties make 
the SINGULAR-HET an ideal and versatile tool for HET 
solar cell fabrication. 

The SINGULAR-HET tool.        

ICPECVD	tool	(SINGULAR-HET	/	Singulus	Technologies,	Germany)	

Solar cells entering the tool. 

The tool has an automated wafer handling unit which enables a high 
throughput.
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The R&D inline PECVD machine MAiA 2.1 from Meyer Burger 
(Germany) AG provides a range of functional thin-film coating 
options required for implementing new technological approaches 
to increase the efficiency of c-Si solar cells. It is a quasi-
continuously operating high-throughput PECVD reactor (> 
1000 wafers/hour for some processes). The c-Si wafers are 
transported through the machine in a flat carrier. The deposition 
process uses a ‘remote’ plasma operating at the microwave 
frequency of 2.54 GHz, inducing lower damage to the Si 

Inline	PECVD	tool	(MAiA	2.1	/	Meyer	Burger,	Germany)	

The ENERGi tool is a high-productivity ion implanter for doping 
crystalline silicon solar cells. Ion implantation is an alternative 
doping method to the typically used thermal diffusion processes. 
Doped regions are formed by implantation of p-type dopants 
like boron or n-type dopants like phosphorus into the n or p 
type silicon wafers. The ENERGi has a fully automated platform 
and process capabilities for both phosphorus and boron 
implantation with a process throughput of 2400 wafers per 
hour per implant. Furthermore, the ENERGi has a unique ion 
source that produces a continuous flux ion beam and provides 
excellent doping quality at the lowest cost of ownership. High 
beam current is maintained even at low implant energies for  
phosphorus and boron doping, which provides the desired full 
amorphization of the surface layers. As c-Si solar cell process 
technology is driven beyond 20% cell efficiency, and the solar 
cell structures are getting more complex (for example rear-
passivated p-type cells, n-type bifacial, or all-back-contact cells), 
there is a significant opportunity to simplify processing, and to 
reduce the number of process steps and thus costs, by using 
ion implantation. The process flow for solar cell fabrication is 
simplified due to single-sided doping without the use of sacrificial 
masking layers. The doped regions of the solar cells can be 
formed with superior lateral uniformity and with better 
repeatability compared to the standard thermal diffusion 
process.  

Photograph of the ENERGi tool. 

Ion implanter (ENERGi / Intevac, USA)

The MAiA PECVD tool at SERIS

Spatial ALD tool (InPassion LAB / SoLayTec, 
The Netherlands)

The InPassion LAB ALD tool from SoLayTec is a pioneering R&D 
system developed for the deposition of Al2O3 films using spatial 
ALD technology where precursors are separated in space rath-
er than in time. The deposition of Al2O3 films aims to improve 
surface passivation of c-Si solar cells to boost cell efficiencies 
as well as pave the way for new advanced soalr cell concepts. 
Further, SERIS and SoLayTec in close collaboration with each 
other implemented an upgrade to this tool to include (for the 
first time) the deposition of intrinsic ZnO, Ga-doped ZnO and 
Al-doped ZnO thin films by spatial ALD for the development of 
transparent conductive oxides for application in heterojunction 
silicon solar cells. The spatial ALD system features two gas 
cabinets for the liquid precursors, a process deposition tool 
and an external abatement system. The deposition tool 
uses N2 for wafer transport by a double floating principle at 
atmospheric pressure and boasts a throughput of up to 100 wph 
(for film thickness of 10 nm). Deposition rates of up to 35 nm/min 
can be achieved with low precursor consumption. The system 
allows for deposition on both 156 mm x 156 mm and 
125 mm x 125 mm square wafers with thickness in the range 
of 150 – 200 µm. Cassette to cassette loading is integrated 
into the system and layer thickness can be modified per wafer 
while deposition is single-sided. This enables ultrafast ALD 
growth of functional thin films for industrial implementation in c-Si 
solar cells. 

The Spatial ALD tool, InPassion LAB / SoLayTec

wafers than with conventional parallel-plate approaches. 
The tool consists of three modules: load/buffer module (LM/
BMI), process module (PM), and buffer out/unload module 
(BMO/UM). The loading module is equipped with an infrared 
lamp array for rapid heating of the substrates to the process 
temperature (350-550 oC). The buffer module is equipped with 
radiation heating plates. The process module with deposition 
zone includes an array of identical linear plasma sources.
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Silicon	Metallisation	Lab	2B

SERIS’ industrial screen printing line ‘Eclipse’ from DEK/ASM 
Assembly Systems has a throughput of 1200 wafers per hour 
per print. The fully automated line has a cassette loader to feed 
c-Si wafers into the Eclipse printing station. After printing, the 
wafers pass through a dryer (Heller) and are then collected in 
another cassette loader. The print line has three individual 
print stations. Station 1 is used for printing of silver pastes, 
station 2 is used for printing of aluminium pastes, and station 
3 is used for printing of copper and dielectric pastes. Each 

print station includes an automated weighing station that 
measures the weight of the metal paste printed onto each wafer 
(without the need to handle the wafers manually for weight 
measurements). Stencil printing is allows printing of very fine 
metal lines (width approaching 30 µm) with high aspect ratio. 
The print stations have an alignment accuracy of +/- 10 µm 
and the prints can be aligned to the wafer edges or specific 
patterns on the wafer. This enables print-on-print applications 
and the metallisation of selective-emitter solar cell structures. 

Photograph of the Eclipse screen printing line. 

Industrial	screen	printing	line	(Eclipse	/	DEK,	UK)

Silicon Cleanroom 2A

The ILS LT is an R&D laser processing workstation designed 
for high-precision applications in the PV industry. The machine 
features three individual laser sources to provide highest 
flexibility: a 2-W UV continuous source, a 20-W green ns 
source, and a 30-W fs source operating at UV, green and IR 
wavelengths. This configuration enables a number of process 
applications for c-Si wafers: contact opening, IBC and PERC 
processing, junction isolation, drilling, cutting, and marking. An 
automatic loading system enables a high throughput of 
500 wafers/hour. The laser system can also be used for 
providing the three scribes (P1, P2, P3) required for making 
thin-film (e.g., CIGS) PV modules. 
  Photograph of the Innolas ILS LT laser system. 

Versatile	Laser	System	(ILS	LT	/	Innolas	Solutions,	Germany)

The SinTerra is an automated fast firing furnace from BTU/
AMTECH Systems. The furnace is equipped with automated 
cassette loading and unloading. The firing furnace has 6 
zones with infrared lamps for heating c-Si wafers within a 
temperature range of 300-1000°C. The furnace uses a belt 
with edge support for the wafers. This minimizes belt marks 
on the wafers after firing. The furnace has the capability to 
independently control power to the top and bottom lamps 
of the high-temperature firing zones, which is beneficial for 
high-efficiency c-Si solar cell architectures like aluminium 
local back surface field (Al-LBSF) solar cells and n-type bifacial 
solar cells. Ramp and cooling rates can be precisely 
controlled in order to tailor the firing profiles. 

Contact person: Dr Thomas MUELLER 
   (thomas.mueller@nus.edu.sg) 
  

Fast	firing	furnace	(SinTerra	/	BTU,	USA)

The SinTerra fast firing furnace.   

Photograph of the weighing station integrated into the print stations.     
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SOLAR	CELL	CHARACTERISATION	
LABORATORY		

SERIS operates a state-of-the-art Solar Cell Characterisation laboratory that is oriented towards device power, power loss 
analysis, and materials characterisation. The lab is capable of analysing both wafer-based and thin-film based PV materials and 
solar cells. Below are examples of the lab’s measurement capabilities. 

Materials	Characterisation	Laboratory

Materials Characterisation Laboratory   

Contactless	corona-voltage	(C-V)	measurement	tool	
(SEMILAB,	PV-2000) 
This technique provides fast, contactless measurement of 
interface parameters that affect the passivation quality of 
dielectrics for PV applications. The technique uses incremental 
corona charging of dielectrics and subsequent measurement 
of the surface potential with a vibrating capacitive electrode 
(‘Kelvin probe’). The metrological capabilities include a mapping 
of contact potential (in the dark or under illumination), band 
bending at the semiconductor/dielectric interface, fixed 
charge in the dielectric, and interface defect density. 

μ-PCD	differential	lifetime	mapping	tool	
(SEMILAB,	PV-2000) 
The effective carrier lifetime directly influences the open-circuit 
voltage Voc and the voltage at maximum power (Vmp), two 
of the most important solar cell parameters. μ-PCD is a 
time resolved method to determine the effective lifetime 
in silicon samples with 5 mm spatial resolution. 

Eddy	current	based	carrier	lifetime	measurements	
(Sinton	Instruments,	WCT-120) 
The Sinton Instruments WCT-120 system is a standardized 
lifetime tester that is widely used by research labs and PV 
companies around the world. The system measures the effective 
lifetime of a silicon sample from its impedance and the incident 
light intensity. Beside effective lifetime, the system also provides 
the implied Voc and the emitter saturation current density j0. 

Photo-	and	electroluminescence	imaging	tools	
(BT	Imaging,	LIS-R2) 
Photoluminescence (PL) and electroluminescence (EL) have 
proven themselves as some of the most versatile imaging tools 
in the PV industry. PL and EL images are maps of the excess 

carrier density, which in turn are influenced by the junction 
voltage and the effective lifetime. These maps can be obtained 
on the order of a second, on both partially processed silicon 
wafers as well as finished solar cells. For cells, combinations 
of images enable the separation of factors that influence 
device voltage, such as series resistance and the saturation 
current density. Because PL can be applied to a wafer at 
any stage of processing, it is also an ideal tool to track the 
evolution of the cell voltage potential at different processing 
steps. 

Small	beam	spectral	response	measurement	system	
(IVT	Solar,	PVE-300) 
External quantum efficiency (EQE) and total reflectance (R) 
measurements on the active area of the solar cell (i.e., between 
metallization fingers) enables detailed current loss analysis 
and the identification of areas of improvement in diffusion 
lengths and light management. The PVE-300 allows quick 
and localized measurements of both EQE and R over a 
wavelength range of 300 – 1700 nm for various types of 
solar cells. 

Raman microscope (RENISHAW, InVia)  
This Raman system, which is compatible with microscope, 
spectrometer and sampling accessories, is capable of extracting 
material information by observing the inelastic scattering of 
laser light in the visible range. The laser light interacts with the 
crystal lattice vibrations within the material, causing losses 
or gains in energy (and hence wavelength changes in the 
scattered light) during the scattering process. It results in 
Raman spectra as a function of wavenumbers, where the known 
peak positions allow the identification of materials. The relative 
peak intensities and peak shifts give in-depth information with 
regards to the materials, such as strain and stress information.
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Fourier	transform	infrared	(FTIR)	spectrometer	
(Thermo	Scientific,	Nicolet	iS-50) 
The FTIR spectrometer, which measures how much a sample 
absorbs infrared light at each wavelength where dipoles of the 
molecules change during vibration, is used to characterise the 
chemical composition of materials. Its purpose-built accessories 
and integrated software allow a surface analysis of materials 
(i.e. solid, liquid or gas) using attenuated total reflection (ATR) 
as well as a fully-automated mapping analysis of wafers with 
a relatively high resolution (~ 0.07 cm-1). It is ideally suited for 
the analysis of composition of thin films like amorphous silicon, 
silicon oxide, silicon nitride and aluminium oxide. 

Four-point	probe	station	with	automated	mapping	
capability	(AIT) 
The four point probe is the industry standard for the 
measurement of the sheet resistance of thin doped layers. It is 
the most routine measurement tool to characterize the dopant 
density in solar cell emitter layers as well as transparent 
conductive oxides (TCOs). The AIT tool is automated to provide 
four point probe measurements with mapping mode. 

Solar cell metal line and contact resistance 
measurement	 
Amongst the various contributors to series resistance in a 
solar cell, the contact resistance between the metal electrode 
and the highly doped semiconductor layers figures prominently 
because it often makes a large impact to the device efficiency, 
and also because its magnitude varies widely depending on 
the cell architecture, the metallization technology used to form 
the contact, the carrier concentration in the highly doped 
semiconductor layer, the metallization material used, and the 
processing conditions. The tried and tested TLM (transmission 
line method) determines metal-semiconductor contact resistance 
measurements down to 1 mΩ-cm2, with different probe heads 
available for a wide range of front metallization finger pitch, 
suitable for measuring both screen printed cells as well as metal 
evaporated contacts on test structures. Busbar-to-busbar 
resistance and line resistance measurements are complementary 
techniques to determine metal finger resistance. 

Stylus	profiler 
The Veeco Dektak 150 Surface Profiler measures surface steps, 
variation and roughness as a function of position by monitoring 
the displacement of a stylus moved in contact on the sample 
surface. Vertical resolution: 10 nm; Vertical range: 524 mm; 
Scan length range: 55 mm. An excellent tool for the determination 
of etch rates, deposition rates, and photolithographically defined 
structures. 

Light	and	dark	conductivity	measurement	system 
Light and dark conductivity constitute another very important 
parameter for semiconductor thin films used in solar cell devices, 
such as the amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and microcrystalline 
silicon (µc-Si:H) films used in heterojunction silicon wafer solar 
cells. The activation energy can be extracted from dark 
conductivity measurements performed at different temperatures, 
enabling the determination of the Fermi energy for both undoped 
(or intrinsic) and doped films. Furthermore, the photosensitivity 
(a quality parameter of amorphous and microcrystalline 
silicon films) can be determined from the ratio of the light and 
dark conductivities. 

Electrochemical	capacitance-voltage	(ECV)	profiler	
(WEP,	CVP-21) 
ECV allows the extraction of the active doping concentration 
of doped semiconductors. It can be used to measure the 
phosphorus or boron doping profile of silicon wafer solar cells 
and silicon thin-film solar cells. Active dopant densities in the 
range of 1012 – 1021 cm-3 can be detected with a depth 
resolution of 1 nm.  

High-throughput	I-V	tester	and	sorter	for	solar	cells
This class-AAA flash tester with 10-millisecond I-V curve trace 
time can perform simultaneous I-V measurements at three light 
intensities (1, 0.5 and 0.1 Suns) at a throughput of 1200 solar 
cells per hour, making it ideal for the measurement of pilot 
line solar cells for statistical analysis. After the I-V testing, an 
automatic sorter bins the solar cells according to their short-
circuit current (Isc), current at maximum power (Imp), or efficiency.  
For high-efficiency cells with large junction capacitance, a 
calibration of the I-V curve to the SERIS high-precision solar 
simulator is necessary to achieve the desired accuracy. 

High-throughput I-V tester and sorter for solar cells
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Microscopy	Laboratory
Scanning	electron	microscope	(Carl	Zeiss,	Auriga)	
This field emission tip scanning electron microscope (SEM) can 
achieve a resolution of 1 nm at acceleration voltages of below 
1 kV. The SEM is equipped with an electron backscatter 
detector (EBSD) and an electron beam induced current (EBIC) 
detector. EBSD enables the mapping of the crystal orientation 
of crystalline semiconductor films, while EBIC allows the study 
of the electronic quality of p-n junctions with SEM resolution. 
In 2015 the system was upgraded to do EDS measurements 
of elemental mapping, which is useful for the determination 
of metal layers in the vicinity of solar cell contacts. 

Variable	Angle	Spectroscopic	ellipsometer	
(SEMILAB,	SE-2000)	
The classical technique of comparing the reflectance of s and 
p polarized light incident on the sample surface. It enables the 
extraction of the complex refractive index (n, k) and thickness of 
thin optical coatings. With additional modelling, further details like 
interface roughness, interface oxide, and layer stack resolution 
can be obtained as well. The SE-2000 has an additional tilted 
sample stage, which is ideal for measurement off the pyramidal 
facets of textured monocrystalline silicon solar cells. 

Three-dimensional	optical	microscope	
(Zeta	Instruments,	ZETA-300)	
The Zeta optical profiler, as a well-defined 3D true colour 
imaging tool, can image large areas and provide accurate 
topography information by calculating 2D and 3D roughness 
parameters from millions of data points without contacting the 
sample surface. It allows measurements of lateral dimensions, 
step heights and wall angles from a single scan, and is ideally 
suited to obtain high resolution 3D shapes of metallization 
lines and pyramidal texture on silicon wafer solar cells. 

Optoprofiler
The Veeco WYCO interferometry based optical profiler with 
5x objective is a versatile tool that complements the stylus 
profiler.  It is equipped with both the phase shifting interferometry 
(PSI) for scanning of smooth samples with 1 nm resolution, as 
well as vertical scanning interferometry (VSI) for scanning of 
coarse samples that may have large topographies, with < 10 nm 
resolution.  An excellent tool for the determination of etch rates, 
deposition rates, and photolithographically defined structures.
 

Scanning electron microscope Spectroscopic ellipsometer   
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Solar	Cell	Measurement	Laboratory
High-precision	solar	simulator	for	I-V	measurements	
(OAI,	TriSOL) 
This Xenon lamp based solar simulator meets the specifications 
of the highest simulator class (‘AAA’), with a spectrum that 
achieves better than 12.5% spectral match to the AM1.5G 
spectrum. It provides a uniform illumination intensity across 
an area of 300 mm × 300 mm, making it well suited to the 
measurement of silicon cells, single cell modules, and small 
thin-film modules. 
  
LED	Solar	Simulator	for	Silicon	I-V	Measurements	
(WAVELABS,	SINUS-220) 
Featuring state-of-the-art LED array technology, this is a solar 
simulator with a tunable spectrum across 300-1100 nm. The 
built-in spectrometer and photodiode are designed to give 
real time feedback to maintain intensity and spectral stability.  
The LED intensity can be changed over a very large range, 
enablingI-V and Suns-Voc to be performed from 1.2 Suns 
down to 0.1 Suns. 

Large-area	spectral	response	analyser	
(Enlitech,	SR-156) 
This system projects a large monochromatic beam which 
overfills the silicon wafer area to perform differential spectral 
response under a bias light intensity of up to 1 Sun. Solar cells 
with an area of up to 156 mm × 156 mm can be measured.  
The external quantum efficiency (EQE) extracted enables the 
determination of the so-called spectral mismatch correction 
factor to refine the prediction of a test solar cell’s short-circuit 
current under the AM1.5G spectrum.   

UV-VIS-IR	optical	spectrophotometer	
(Agilent	Technologies,	Cary-7000) 
As a solar cell converts light into electricity, knowledge of 
the interaction of light with the various layers and the bulk 
material in the solar cell device is crucial. The CARY-7000 
enables the determination of the specular and diffuse reflectance 
and transmittance of materials/devices in the 190-2500 nm 
wavelength range. These measurements are routinely used to 
assess cell front texture quality, anti-reflection layer properties, 
and transparency of TCOs. The CARY-7000 is also equipped 
with a sophisticated angular resolved reflectance accessory, 
which is useful for determining the angular distribution in 
reflectance in solar module components or cell front texture.

Area	measurement	tool	
(Sunny	Instruments,	MV-322) 
This is a CNC 2D and 3D dimension measurement tool for 
monocrystalline and multicrystalline silicon wafers and finished 
solar cells. Measured parameters include the area and width 
of the sample, as well as the width of busbars and fingers 
of metal electrode on the sample’s surface. 

Light soaking system 
(SOLARONIX,	Solixon	A-70) 
Light soaking is the preconditioning of a solar cell sample prior 
to device testing. It is usually conducted at an intensity of one 
sun and 25°C, but in some cases (for example amorphous 
silicon thin-film solar cells) a higher light intensity may be used, 
or the sample may be placed on a hot plate to achieve a 
higher temperature.  Light soaking is important for solar cells 
that suffer from light-induced degradation effects, such as 
amorphous silicon thin-film solar cells (‘Staebler-Wronski 
effect’), boron-doped Cz silicon wafer solar cells (boron-
oxygen related defects), and even multicrystalline silicon 
solar cells. 

Contact person: Dr Johnson WONG 
  (johnson.wong@nus.edu.sg)

LED solar simulator for solar cell I-V measurements
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PV	MODULE	DEVELOPMENT	LABORATORY			
Co-located with the PV Module Testing Laboratory at CleanTech Park, SERIS’ 300 m2 PV Module Development Laboratory 
houses an industrial PV module production line for industry-scale PV module R&D and related services. 

Fabrication steps of a silicon wafer based PV module: (a) Formation of strings of solar cells in a stringer; (b) Assembling module components in a 
Lay-up station; (c) Temperature and pressure assisted lamination of  the module in a laminator; (d) Attachment of the module frame in a framing 
machine; (e) Finished PV module.

Automatic	solar	cell	stringer	
(Teamtechnik, TT1800) 
This machine is used for automatically soldering metal ribbons 
onto the solar cells and interconnecting the solar cells into 
strings. A conventional stringer can interconnect solar cells 
with 3 busbars. SERIS’ customised TT1800 stringer is capable 
of interconnecting solar cells with 3, 4, 5 or 6 busbars. 
Full-size cells and half-cut cells can be processed. 
The TT1800 stringer enables SERIS to work on next-
generation high-performance multi-busbar PV modules.  
  
Lay-up	station	(P.Energy,	LT200A)
This station is used for assembling the various layers of 
materials (glass, encapsulants, strings of cells, backsheet) 
which will be laminated together in a subsequent process. 
Another task of this station is to interconnect the various 
strings of cells, by soldering cross connectors. 

PV	Module	laminator	(P.Energy,	L640A)	with	automatic	
loading	and	unloading	conveyors 
This machine performs the lamination process, in which all the 
individual layers of the module are bonded together. 

PV	Module	framing	press	(P.Energy,	FA200S)
After lamination and edge trimming, this machine assembles the 
aluminium frames onto the modules.

Frame	profile	cutting	saw	(Ozgenc,	OMRM	125)	
This tool is used to cut the aluminium profiles to the correct 
length for use as module frames. 

Film	cutting	machine	(P.Energy,	FC200A)		 
This machine is used for automatically cutting films (encapsulant 
or backsheet) to the correct length. 

Contact person: Dr KHOO Yong Sheng 
  (yongshengkhoo@nus.edu.sg)

Inspecting a freshly laminated PV module.The automatic solar cell stringer TT1800.
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PV	MODULE	TESTING	LABORATORY				

To meet the increasing requirements of our industry partners, 
SERIS is continuously expanding the technical capabilities of 
the PVMT lab. In 2015, the following new machines 
have been added: 

•	 Additional	mechanical	load	tester	-	The	dynamic	mechanical	
 load tester enables the testing of cyclic loads of positive 
 and negative pressures on PV modules, in addition to 
 the static mechanical load test with a pressure of up to 
 5400 Pa, following the IEC 61215 standard; 

•	 Two	 additional	 climate	 chambers	 -	 A	 small	 and	 a	 large	
 climate chamber have been added, enhancing the lab’s 
 testing capacity for both full-sized and sample 
 PV modules; 
 
•	 Additional	 solar	 simulator	 -	A	 long-pulse	 (up	 to	 120	ms)	
 sun simulator from H.A.L.M. of Germany extends 
 the range of the lab’s high-precision testing capabilities 
 to PV modules that pose certain measurement 
 challenges such as a high junction capacitance (example: 
 heterojunction or all-back-contact silicon solar cells). 
       
 

The following test services have been added in 2015: 

•	 Pre-Award	Tender	Assessment	testing	-	In	support	of	the	
 Singapore Government’s SolarNova programme to 
 solarise the city state, SERIS is proud to be among the few 
 selected laboratories that participate in the pre- and 
 post-award test activities to assess the quality of PV 
 modules before actual deployment. 
 
•	 Test	 trials	 for	 customers	 to	newly	proposed	 international	
 standards - In anticipation of changes in the test procedures 
 of international standards, for example IEC 61215 edition 
 3, the PVMT lab is actively engaged in testing PV modules 
 using the revised procedures to help industry partners to 
 gauge the impact on their products. 

New long-pulse sun simulator for PV modules Dynamic mechanical load tester for PV modules.

SERIS’ PV Module Testing (PVMT) Laboratory provides customised testing services of silicon wafer based and thin-film 
based PV modules as well as the full suite of certification tests for PV modules in accordance with IEC standards 
61215, 61646 and 61730. The lab also offers specific tests that comply with the requirements of US-based Underwriters 
Laboratories (UL) and the California Energy Commission (CEC). SERIS’ PV Module Testing Lab is proud to partner with top
international Certification Bodies, such as VDE. Since 2012, the lab maintained the coveted ISO 17025 Quality Certification 
for precision performance measurements, with a best-in-class measurement uncertainty of 2% for crystalline silicon PV 
modules. 
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High-precision	PV	module	calibration	measurement	
service 
We offer high-precision PV module calibration measurement 
services (“Golden modules”) to our customers, with an uncertainty 
as low as 2%. In addition, the highly uniform temperature 
distribution in our measurement system enables the accurate 
determination of a PV module’s temperature coefficients 
across a wide range of irradiances, from 100 W/m2 to 
1100 W/m2.  

The following are some of the tests and services performed by the PV Module Testing (PVMT) Lab:

Potential	induced	degradation	test
We follow the new draft IEC 62804 standard and can 
also vary the duration and/or the humidity level (up to 
85% RH) for higher stress exposure. Such tests typically 
involve the use of climatic chambers and the application of 
a bias voltage of +/- 1000 V.  

Salt mist test
Complying to both the IEC and the ASTM B117 standards, 
we can subject PV modules to various severity levels of 
salt mist, to assess their resistance against corrosive 
environments.  

Dynamic mechanical load test
We can simulate wind shear experienced in gusty winds or 
storms, heavy accumulations of snow and ice up to a pressure 
of 5400 Pa. Our Dynamic Mechanical Load tester can also
be programmed to perform cyclic adjustable press-pull forces 
for 1000 times and vibrations with a frequency of up to 1 Hz; 
this mimics the actual wind downdrafts and updrafts 
experienced by PV modules in the field. Coupled with 
electroluminescence (EL) imaging and performance 
measurements, we can quantify and illustrate the degree of 
micro-crack formation due to mechanical loads. 

Contact person: Kenneth GOH 
  (kenneth.goh@nus.edu.sg)

Testing	and	Certification	of	PV	Modules
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OUTDOOR	MODULE	TESTING	FACILITY	

Before being installed at SERIS’ OMT facility, each PV module 
undergoes “flash testing” at standard test conditions (STC), 
pre-conditioning for 5 days (outdoor exposure), and then 
again flash testing at STC. This procedure not only determines 
the initial degradation, but also leads to a reliable “actual” 
wattage of the modules, which is then used as “baseline” 
(rather than the “nominal” name plate value) for any yield data 
that relate to the installed capacity. 

Reported data (available in intervals as short as 10 seconds) 
include: 

•	 Irradiance	in-plane	(using	calibrated	c-Si	sensors)	
•	 Ambient	temperature
•	 Module	temperature
•	 DC	characteristics:	Voc, Vmpp, Isc, Impp, Pmpp 
•	 Cumulative	energy	yield

Additional environmental parameters (e.g. wind speed and 
direction, global irradiance in horizontal plane, relative humidity 
and solar spectrum) are also measured. 

Contact person:  Aung Myint KHAING 
  (aung.khaing@nus.edu.sg)

 

SERIS’ Outdoor Module Testing facility on one of the roofs at the NUS campus

SERIS’ Outdoor Module Testing (OMT) facility provides high-precision outdoor performance testing of PV modules in the 
tropical climate of Singapore. Some of the world leading PV manufacturers have sent their modules for testing under 
the hot and humid conditions found in Singapore. To date, through 5 years of working with clients and carrying out 
R&D initiatives, SERIS has achieved data acquisition rates greater than 99%, proving the robustness and reliability 
of its equipment. 
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PV	SYSTEM	MONITORING	LABORATORY	

Features of the live monitoring systems include:
 
•	 Better	 than	 1-second	 resolution	 of	 various	 DC	 and	 AC	
 parameters of a PV system, plus meteorological 
 parameters such as irradiances measured with different
 devices and inclinations, temperatures (module, ambient), 
 relative humidity, wind speed/direction, and air pressure
 
•	 Real-time	(“live”)	data	transmission	for	key	PV	system	and	
 meteorological parameters 

•	 Live	 irradiance	 map	 for	 Singapore	 (spatially	 resolved).	
 Maps can be assessed online at the National Solar 
 Repository (NSR) website, www.solar-repository.sg  
       
•	 1-minute	 sky	 images	 from	 different	 locations	 in	
 Singapore, also available on the NSR website 

•	 Solar	 irradiance	 forecasting	 algorithms	 with	 different	
 prediction horizons (e.g.15 minutes, 1 hour and 1 day 
 forecasts) 
 

•	 6-degrees	of	freedom	floating	platform	motion	monitoring	
 system, designed especially for the nascent floating 
 PV market in Singapore and the region 

•	 Tailoring	 of	 alarms	 according	 to	 the	 customer’s	 needs	
 (e.g. upon inverter trips, grid outages, system 
 underperformance), including SMS service 

•	 High-quality	 online	 or	 screen	 visualisation	 for	 various	
 target groups: operations managers, engineers, 
 general public (e.g. through displays in corporate entrance 
 area)  

•	 Automated	daily	download	and	data	back-up	routines

•	 ±	150	ms	time	synchronisation	with	time	server	clocks

•	 Better	than	99%	data	acquisition	reliability

Contact person: Stephen TAY 
  (stephen.tay@nus.edu.sg)

Live solar irradiance map for Singapore, available at 
www.solar-repository.sg

Real-time motion monitoring system for floating PV applications

The PV System Monitoring Laboratory at SERIS conducts real-time analytical monitoring of photovoltaic systems as well as 
weather parameters. The lab recently expanded its capabilities to include sky image capturing to facilitate irradiance 
forecasting efforts as well as monitoring of the motion of floating platforms for PV applications. 

We use rugged, industrial-grade National Instruments hardware and LabVIEW software for remote data logging and remote 
control of SERIS-monitored PV systems and meteorological stations. The equipment is highly versatile and can be 
customised to meet individual requirements.  
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ELECTRONICS	LABORATORY

Maccor	4600	battery	testers	
The two battery testers in this lab have 64 channels available 
for the testing of all types of small- to medium-sized batteries. 
Battery voltages of up to five Volts, and charging/
discharging currents of up to one Ampere can be applied. 
The testers are equipped with state-of-the-art testing 
functionalities such as impedance testing. In addition, three 
thermal chamber boxes are available for long-term degradation 
tests of different kinds of battery technologies at elevated 
temperatures. 

National	Instruments	programmable	multipurpose	tester
The programmable multipurpose tester is a computer controlled 
platform for measurement and automation. It combines a chassis 
with interchangeable hardware modules which make it highly 
adaptable for different testing procedures of batteries and 
other electronic components. 

Weller	lead-free	solder	stations	for	SMD	(Surface	Mounted	
Device)	soldering,	equipment	for	testing	and	wiring	
All types of surface mounted device components can be soldered 
with high-precision solder stations, and electrical circuits can 
be tested and verified after soldering. Large-scale monitoring 
stations are developed, assembled and tested in the laboratory 
before they are deployed at different project locations (in 
Singapore or abroad). 

Computer	stations	for	microcontroller	programming
Microchip programming interfaces and debuggers are available 
for developing the firmware for embedded systems such as 
measurement equipment or solar charge controllers. 

Long-term	LED	performance	monitoring
The lab also houses a purpose-built testing system for monitoring 
the long-term light output and efficiency of light emitting diodes 
(LEDs). 

Contact person:  Andrew NICHOLLS 
  (andrew.nicholls@nus.edu.sg) 

Maccor battery testing station at SERIS’ Electronics lab with 64 separate channels

SERIS’ Electronics Laboratory enables research and development in areas including power electronics, battery 
testing, programming of embedded systems, and the development of monitoring stations for weather or PV 
applications. The fol lowing processing and testing equipment is available in this laboratory. 
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CALORIMETER	LABORATORY	

Calorimetric	hot	box	
SERIS’ calorimetric hot box is a combined solar heat gain 
coefficient (SHGC) and U-value measurement system with the 
following features: 
 
•	 Measurement	of	large,	thick,	inhomogeneous	and	non-flat	
 envelope assemblies (for example fenestration systems 
 with protruding shading systems or light-redirecting devices)
 
•	 For	solar	heat	gain	coefficient	(SHGC)	measurements,	the	
 sample is exposed to simulated solar radiation from 
 a high-powered lamp. The intensity, spectrum, divergence 
 and spatial uniformity of the irradiance at the sample’s 
 surface comply with international standards. Various 
 angles of incidence of the radiation on the sample can be 
 realised, enabling the measurement of the SHGC as 
 a function of the angle of incidence. The thermal properties
 of the illuminated sample are measured by the calorimetric 
 hot box shown in the left photo. 
   
•	 In	 the	U-value	measurement	mode	a	climate	chamber	 is	
 put in front of the sample, maintaining temperatures 

 and surface heat transfer coefficients as required by 
 various measurement standards (for example cool, warm 
 or hot outdoor conditions). 

SERIS’ calorimeter is superior to the more commonly used 
calorimetric hot-plate systems, which are limited to flat samples 
(as they need to be sandwiched between two plates). It is 
also superior to the optical determination and calculation of 
SHGC with spectrophotometers, which is limited to small, 
flat and homogeneous samples (and which furthermore 
requires detailed information on the thermal properties of all 
components/layers of the sample). Sample sizes which can 
be measured in SERIS’ calorimetric hot box range from 
0.3 m x 0.3 m up to 1.5 m x 1.5 m. 

The calorimetric hot box at SERIS is designed in compliance 
with the international standards ASTM C1363 (Test method 
for thermal performance of building materials and envelope 
assemblies by means of a hot box apparatus) and 
ISO 8990 (Thermal insulation - determination of steady-state 
thermal transmission properties - calibrated and guarded 
hot box). 

Calorimetric hot box (left part of left photo) with solar simulator (right photo) for the measurement of the solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC). 
For U-value measurements, a climate chamber (middle part of left photo) is put in front of the sample.

SERIS’ Calorimeter laboratory enables high-precision measurements of the thermal performance of building façade 
assemblies and fenestration systems. 

Calorimeters are used to accurately measure the solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC or g-value) of complex façade or 
fenestration systems (including shading devices) and the overall thermal transmittance (U-value). Both values are 
direct indicators of the energy efficiency of building façades. A low solar heat gain coefficient is preferred in the tropics in 
order to minimise solar radiation heat gain through fenestration systems. High solar thermal heat gains cause increased 
thermal loads and thus increased air conditioning costs. In the tropics, moderately insulated building elements (U-value) 
are sufficient to reduce the transmission of absorbed solar radiation and ambient heat through the building envelope to 
acceptable levels. 
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The large integrating sphere (diameter 1.25 m) system at SERIS 
was built in compliance to DIN 5036-3 (Radiometric and 
photometric properties of materials: Methods of measurement 
for photometric and spectral radiometric characteristics). 
The system can accurately measure the visible light 
transmittance and reflectance of materials. 

For commercially available spectrophotometers, the diameter 
of the integrating sphere is typically in the range of 6 to 15 cm. 
SERIS’ integrating sphere is much larger and thus the system 
has many advantages over standard spectrophotometers. 

First, it is able to measure large, inhomogeneous and non-
specular samples (for example frosted or patterned glass panes, 
or fabric shading materials). Second, it is able to measure 
incident angle dependent visible light transmittance and
reflectance. The SERIS system is also able to determine the 
diffuse and specular components of the visible light transmittance
and reflectance. 

Contact person:  Assoc Prof Dr Runa T. HELLWIG 
  (runa.hellwig@nus.edu.sg)

Large integrating sphere system for the measurement of the visible light transmittance and reflectance of a wide range of materials and 
sample sizes.

Large integrating sphere
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OUTDOOR	THERMAL	COLLECTOR	
TESTING FACILITY 

The basic features of the test facility include: 

•	 Outdoor	 testing	 of	 solar	 thermal	 collectors	 and	
 collector systems (short term and long term). 
       
•	 Determination	 of	 collector	 efficiency	 and	 durability	
 under tropical conditions. 

•	 Evaluation	 of	 measurement	 data	 via	 model-based	
 time-resolved simulation analyses. This method is 
 capable of dealing with the highly fluctuating daily 
 solar irradiance conditions in the tropics. 

Currently, three different types of solar thermal collectors 
(each with an aperture area of up to 5 m2) can be tested in 
parallel, with input collector temperatures in the range of 
60-120ºC. 

Contact person: Dr Muhammad Arifeen WAHED 
  (arifeen.wahed@nus.edu.sg.)
 

Solar thermal collector testing at SERIS’ Outdoor Thermal Collector Testing Facility.

SERIS’ Outdoor Thermal Collector Testing Facility enables high-precision outdoor testing of solar thermal collectors in 
Singapore’s tropical climate. The facility can measure the solar thermal yield and the characteristic performance 
parameters of solar thermal collectors under tropical conditions.  
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SERIS Services
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TESTING	AND	CERTIFICATION	OF	
PV	MODULES	

The PV Module Testing Group offers the full suite of module testing and analysis according to the standards of the 
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) especially IEC standards 61215, 61646 and 61730; Underwriters Laboratory, 
especially the UL 1703 standard; and CEC (California Energy Commission). Both silicon wafer based modules and thin-film 
modules can be tested. 

Pre-conditioning 
Modules to be tested are mounted on 
the tilted rack located on the roof-top 
and will be exposed to natural sunlight 
for about 1 to 3 days.  

Irradiation levels of the modules are 
recorded by an in-plane pyranometer. 
     
  

Maximum	Power	Rating	Measurement
This so-called “flash test” is carried out to 
determine the maximum power of a PV 
module, often in conjunction with various 
stress tests to determine the power 
difference before and after. It is therefore 
one of the most important pass/fail criteria 
in benchmarking and test-to-fail sequences.  
SERIS’ maximum power rating lab is 
accredited according to ISO 17025 and 
can offer module calibration measurement
services with an uncertainty as low as 2% 
on full-area modules (“golden modules”). 
     

UV Preconditioning Test 
UV preconditioning is an irradiance test
used to identify materials that are 
susceptible to ultraviolet (UV) degradation
 

Roof-top testing facility at the CleanTech One building

High-precision power rating measurement of a PV module in 
SERIS’ PV Module Testing Laboratory

UV Test
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Climate	Chambers 
This is a durability test for PV modules 
with extended or toughened test 
conditions in climate chambers, to 
determine the life expectancy and 
durability of modules in simulated 
weather conditions. Typical sequences 
are the so-called “damp-heat”, “humidity-
freeze” and “thermal-cycling” tests. 
  

Wet	Leakage	Current	Test	
The wet leakage current test is used to 
evaluate the insulation properties of a 
module under wet operating conditions 
(e.g., rain, fog, dew, melting snow), in order 
to detect corrosion, ground faults, and 
electric shock hazards (also for module
safety). 
 

Salt Mist Test 
In compliance with IEC standard 61701, 
six different salt mist severity tests can 
be conducted in a purpose-built climate 
chamber which is specially designed 
for the testing of the corrosion erosion 
resistance of the module. Test duration 
can range from short (3 days) to extreme 
(56 days). 
  

Climate chamber at the PV Module Testing Lab

Wet leakage testing

Salt mist chamber

Dynamic mechanical load tester (MLT) 

Mechanical Load Test 
The mechanical load test is carried out 
to determine the ability of a module to 
withstand wind, snow and ice loads. 
SERIS has a static and a dynamic load 
tester. The latter employs up to 24 
independently operating suction cups 
with a frequency of up to 1 Hz 
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DEVELOPMENT	OF	PV	MODULES	

SERIS operates a PV Module Development Laboratory 
where PV modules ranging from small single-cell modules 
for testing purposes up to full-size 72-cell modules can 
be fabricated. Typical services include: 

•	 Processing	of	individual	module	components	into	full	
 prototype modules for subsequent testing and 
 qualification 
 
•	 Detailed	characterisation	of	PV	module	components	
 (glass panes, encapsulants, ribbons, backsheets, etc)

•	 Partial	 processing	 of	 PV	 modules	 for	 process	 or	
 component verification 
 
•	 Quality	and	yield	analysis	of	PV	module	components	

•	 Troubleshooting	 of	 the	 root	 causes	 of	 PV	 module	
 failure after certification tests 

Selected research activities currently conducted in the 
PV Module Development Group include: 

•	 Glass-glass	 bifacial	 modules	 -	 Development	 of	 PV	
 modules tailor-made for the tropical climate 

•	 Indoor	and	outdoor	studies	of	the	potential-induced-
 degradation (PID) of PV modules 

•	 Development	of	cost-effective	and	production-ready	
 high-performance PV modules using multi-busbar 
 halved-cell technology 
 
•	 Recycling	and	repair	of	PV	modules	

•	 Comprehensive	 cell-to-module	 (CTM)	 power	 loss
 analysis 

Contact person: Dr KHOO Yong Sheng 
  (yongshengkhoo@nus.edu.sg)

Textured glass-glass PV module developed by SERIS.
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(orange bars) silicon wafer based PV module.
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MAGNETRON	SPUTTERING	OF	METAL	AND	
TRANSPARENT	CONDUCTIVE	OXIDE	(TCO)	
COATINGS	FOR	INDUSTRIAL	
PROTOTYPING	

Magnetron sputtering is a physical vapour deposition 
(PVD) process that is widely used in the coating industry 
to deposit thin films onto different substrates (glass, 
foil, steel etc), for a wide range of applications. SERIS is 
offering magnetron sputtering services for small volumes 
in order to allow clients from industry and academia to 
explore the use of this technology for their products and 
prototypes. 

The PVD sputtering platform at SERIS is designed for 
medium- to high-throughput applications like solar cells, 
architectural glass and flat panel displays. The machine 
can handle any flat substrate with a size of up to 
300 mm × 400 mm, with a maximum thickness of 5 mm. 
Typical substrates would be glass and silicon wafers. 
This state-of-the-art machine has dedicated chambers 
for the sputtering of metallic, dielectric and transparent 
conductive oxide (TCO) layers. The processing chambers 
are equipped with planar magnetron sources for DC 
sputtering of metals, oxides and oxynitrides in the reactive 

mode, and with a cylindrical dual-magnetron source and 
planar sources for pulsed DC source (DC+) sputtering of 
dielectrics and TCOs, with substrate heating up to 500oC. 
This allows us to deposit thin layers of metals, TCOs and 
dielectrics onto various substrates. It is also possible 
to deposit graded layers, or unconventional multi-layer 
stacks of up to six different materials, without breaking the 
vacuum conditions. As the platform is comparable with 
large-scale production machines, the processes developed 
on this machine can easily be scaled up to industrial 
production lines. At SERIS we use this tool for depositing 
metal layers, TCOs and multi-layers for Si and CIGS 
thin-film solar cells, as well as heterojunction silicon 
wafer solar cells. The features of our sputtering machine
are listed in Table 1. 

In addition to AZO and ITO, we are able to deposit a 
variety of other layers, including Ag, Al, Ti, Cu, In, ZnO 
and thin layers of metal, oxide and oxynitride tuned to the 
customer’s requirements. 

Parameter   Details

Substrate Glass, Si wafers and foils

Substrate size Min size: 50 mm x 50 mm                     Max size: 300 mm x 400 mm

Substrate movement Linear and Oscillation

Substrate temperature Up to 500oC

Power supply DC and DC+ (0-10 kW)

Sputter targets Planar (Ti, Zn, Ag, Al, ITO)
Dual cylinder (2 wt % Al doped ZnO)

Gas supply Ar, O2, N2, Ar+O2 (98% + 2%)

Layers Ag, Al, TiO2, ZnO, AZO, ITO

Photograph of the in-line multi-chamber magnetron sputtering machine at SERIS

Table 1: Process capabilities of the in-line sputtering machine at SERIS
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QUALITY	AND	YIELD	ANALYSIS	OF	PV	
MODULES	AND	PV	SYSTEMS

Quality is of utmost importance in the PV industry. This applies to materials, components and complete PV systems. 
With its skilled workforce and well-equipped laboratories as part of the PV Quality Assurance Centre, SERIS 
offers a wide range of services to the solar sector. 

Outdoor	Module	Testing	(OMT)	Service

SERIS’ OMT facility for high-precision outdoor performance testing of PV modules under tropical climate conditions (Singapore)

SERIS has a strong track record in accurate long-term DC 
measurements of PV module performance in real-life outdoor 
conditions in tropical Singapore. The service has been very well 
received by both module manufacturers and potential investors. 

Before being installed at SERIS’ OMT facility, each PV module 
undergoes “flash testing” at standard test conditions (STC), 
pre-conditioning for 5 days (outdoor exposure), and then again 
flash testing at STC. This procedure not only determines the 
initial degradation, but also leads to a reliable “actual” 
wattage of the modules, which is then used as “baseline” 
(rather than the “nominal” name plate value) for any yield data 
that relate to the installed capacity. 

Reported data (available in intervals as short as 10 seconds) 
include: 
•	 In-plane	irradiance	(using	a	c-Si	sensor)
•	 Ambient	temperature
•	 Module	temperature	(measured	at	the	backsheet)
•	 DC	characteristics:	Voc, Vmpp, Isc, Impp, Pmpp  
•	 Cumulative	energy	yield

Additional environmental parameters (e.g. wind speed and 
direction, global irradiance in horizontal plane, relative humidity) 
can also be measured.  

As part of the periodical reports, customers also receive the 
full set of measured raw data. 

In addition to the results obtained on their own modules, 
customers can also select to get access to additional 
benchmark comparisons of up to 8 different commercially 
available PV module technologies (several thin-film technologies 
and several types of silicon wafer-based technologies). 
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PV	System	Design	and	Evaluation

SERIS can assist project owners and developers in the design 
of their PV systems for performance optimisation and to meet 
the highest quality standards, in particular for installations 
in the tropics. For example, SERIS has designed and 

commissioned a PV system that, since 2011, is operating 
in Singapore with an exceptionally high performance ratio 
of almost 90%.  SERIS assists its clients until the systems are 
fully operational and perform as originally planned. 

Yield estimation Yield assessment Optimised system design for 
high performance

Initial estimation of annual energy yield and 
performance ratio (PR)*, based on the 
following criteria:
•		Location
•		Module	technology
•		Inverter	concept
•		Tilt	angle
•		Azimuth

Yield assessment of annual energy output 
and PR*, based on the proposed system 
design (by client) and various data for the 
global horizontal irradiation from several 
sources (by SERIS). This includes shadow 
analysis and quantification of system losses

All “Yield assessment” services, plus:
•		Optimisation	of	the	proposed	system		
    design (mechanical, electrical up to
    medium-voltage) for high system
    performance, based on existing PR* 
    benchmarks 

Third-party verification Project due diligence Full project partnership

All “Optimised system design” services, 
plus:
•		Suitability	of	the	key	plant	components
•		Detailed	review	of	system	design
   (mechanical, electrical up to 
    medium-voltage) and cross-check 
    against current industry practices

Optional:
•		Review	against	given	guidelines	
   (statement of compliance) 

All “third-party verification” services, plus:
Detailed review of: 
•		Track	record	of	suppliers	and
    turnkey providers
•		Project	structure	and	obligations	
    of project parties
•		Technical	warranties
•		Project	management
•		Operations	and	maintenance	concept
•		Project	risks	and	mitigations
•		Financial	modelling
•		Factory	inspections

All “Project due diligence” services, plus:
•		Site	visit	prior	to	project	closure
•		Construction	monitoring
•		Final	acceptance
•		Operations	and	maintenance	reviews
•		Analytical	on-site	monitoring	with	
    calibrated equipment 

Optional:
•		Sample	testing	of	solar	modules

* The performance ratio PR is the ratio of actual AC yield of a PV system over the theoretically expected DC yield. The latter is based on in-plane 
   irradiance measurements as well as the module’s indoor power output under standard testing conditions (STC). 

Left: SERIS engineer performing on-site measurements prior to commissioning. Right: Photo of a newly installed PV system in Singapore where 
SERIS performed various PV system quality assurance services. Photo courtesy of the Singapore American School.

Typical PV system services offered by SERIS are tabled below.
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•	 System	verification	against	design	drawings	

•	 Independent	measurement	of	the	system’s	power	output

•	 DC	string	measurements	

•	 Low-voltage	AC	measurement	

•	 Module	temperature	measurement	

•	 Irradiance	measurement	

•	 Verification	tests	as	per	IEC	standards	

SERIS’ PV performance testing services can be quickly deployed 
if a PV system is suspected of failure or under-performance. SERIS 
will analyse the recorded data and provide recommendations 
for improvement of the system. On-site PV system performance measurement

On-Site	PV	System	Performance	Testing	And	Commissioning

We offer real-time analytical monitoring of PV installations - from 
small rooftop systems to large ground-based PV power plants 
in the multi-MW range. Analytical monitoring consists of a detailed 
measurement of critical system parameters and their analysis 
through mathematical modelling and simulation. The monitoring 
system provides instant output verification, failure detection and 
alarm triggers. The features of the system, which can be 
customised to individual requirements, include: 

•	 Better	 than	 1-second	 resolution	 for	 various	 DC	 and	 AC	
 parameters of a PV system, plus meteorological 
 parameters such as irradiances measured with different 
 devices and inclinations, temperatures (module, ambient), 
 relative humidity and wind speed/direction  

• Tailoring of alarms according to the customer’s needs 
 (e.g. upon inverter tr ips, grid outages, system 
 underperformance, etc), including SMS service 

• High-quality visualisation of measured data online or on 
 screens for various target groups: operations managers, 
 engineers, general public (e.g. through displays in 
 corporate entrance areas) 

• Automated daily download and data back-up routines

• ± 150 ms time synchronisation (with time server clocks)
 
Upon a system failure, SERIS engineers receive a warning 
(e.g. via SMS), thus enabling a fast reinstatement of the 
PV system’s operation. 

SERIS’ PV System Monitoring Laboratory: LCD screens display live 
information from PV systems installed, as well as from SERIS’ 
meteorological stations across Singapore for analysis by by SERIS 
scientists and engineers.

Snapshot of a remote PV system monitoring station with live display of 
irradiance, AC power and performance ratio (here 89.6%)

SERIS offers on-site PV system performance measurement as 
well as testing and commissioning. This provides an independent
verification of the actual system installation against original design 
drawings, and an initial performance assessment. This service 

uses calibrated measurement equipment to record critical system 
parameters on the DC and AC side, and references them to 
the prevailing environmental conditions, such as module
temperatures and irradiance conditions. The service includes:

Real-Time	Analytical	Monitoring	of	PV	Systems
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SERIS operates a network of 25 meteorological stations 
across Singapore on a ~5 km x 5 km grid, enabling a live solar 
irradiance map for Singapore based on global horizontal 
irradiance measurements. The live irradiance map developed 
by SERIS can be seen at www.solar-repository.sg. 
Two screen snapshots are shown below. 

Other parameters measured by SERIS at its meteorological 
stations are:

•	 Diffuse	horizontal	irradiance

•	 Ambient	temperature	and	relative	humidity

•	 Wind	speed	and	direction

•	 Air	pressure

Other features of the stations are 1-sec resolution, automated 
daily downloads, graphical user interfaces, and precise time 
synchronization. The real-time monitoring system can also be 
applied to other data acquisition needs (e.g. building monitoring 
systems, BMS). 

Real-Time	Monitoring	System

Two snapshots of the live solar irradiance map for Singapore at conditions of (left) high irradiances and (right) high and low irradiances across the 
city-state. 

SERIS offers thermographic analysis of PV installations, both 
at system and component level. This enables, for example, the
detection of various forms of thermal stress within a PV system. 
Thermal stress can cause lower PV system performance and give 
rise to safety hazards such as loose cable connections. 
The thermographic analysis typically focuses on: 

•	 String	and	module	temperature	measurements:	This	helps	
 to determine whether there are any faulty modules in a 
 DC string, or faulty cells inside a PV module (left image). 
 Unusual thermal behaviour ofthe module junction boxes 
 can also be detected. 

• DC and AC cabling operating temperature measurements: 
 Hotspots do not only occur in system parts that are 

 exposed to sunlight, but also within the DC wiring system. 
 Loose connectors and undersized cables can result 
 in overheated parts, effectively increasing resistance and 
 reducing the PV system’s power output (middle image).

• Component temperature measurements: Component 
 failures do not only cause system downtime, but can also 
 be a potential fire hazard. Proper fuse ratings and 
 component selection targeted for hot climate conditions, 
 as found in the tropics, for example, are crucial, but often 
 neglected. Thermographic analysis enables an in-depth 
 analysis of component operating temperatures in DC 
 field junction boxes all the way to AC distribution boards 
 (right image). 

Thermographic Analysis of PV Systems

PV modules in operation, with one solar cell 
having a significantly enhanced temperature 
(“hot spot” effect)

Thermographic analysis showing the 
overheating of a DC cable and connector 

Thermographic image of components in a DC 
distribution box 
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The PV Roadmap for Singapore highlights that the contribution 
from photovoltaics to the city-state’s power generation 
mix is limited by the available space for installations. One 
interesting option is therefore the use of inland water reservoirs 
for the deployment of floating PV systems. Once implemented, 
these multi-million-dollar assets need to be properly monitored 
for their positioning on water, to instantly detect drifts or a 
possible sinking of the float.  

SERIS has developed a system which uses an inertial 
measurement unit to track motions of floating platforms along 
the six degrees of freedom. The features of the system are:

• Monitoring of translational movement in three perpendicular 
 axes (surge, heave, sway); 

• Monitoring of rotational movement about three perpendicular 
 axes (roll, pitch, yaw);

• Additionally, acceleration rates are monitored for the 
 various parameters, for extreme cases.

Readings are processed by LabVIEW software and displayed in 
numerical and graphical representation in SERIS’ control center, 
allowing visualization of the platform movements in real-time as 
well as triggering an alarm system in case of emergencies. Such 
a system protects the assets by instantaneously evaluating if a 
floating setup is, for example, partially sinking due to a puncture 
in a buoyancy element, or if the anchoring system is damaged 
causing the setup to drift away. Additionally, conditions of extreme 
motion are detected and can serve as a warning to maintenance 
personnel, so that platforms are not accessed during those times.
 

6-Degree	Freedom	Motion	Monitoring	For	Floating	
PV System Applications

Lab prototype of the 6-degree freedom motion monitoring system 
developed by SERIS.  

A demonstration of a sinking floating platform. 
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CHARACTERISATION	AND	TESTING	OF	
PV	MATERIALS	AND	SOLAR	CELLS	
Characterisation is the combination of accurate measurements and physical models to generate actionable information. To this end, 
we choose state-of-the-art tools that probe materials composition, electronic activity, and structures down to the most 
minute levels, as well as top-of-class equipment that measure device characteristics with adherence to international 
standards. Our depth of experience in PV metrology, silicon wafer and thin-film cell processing, programming and simulation 
gives us the versatility to solve real-world problems with unique, tailored solutions. Below are some of the services 
we offer: 

Sample Testing And Analysis

•	 Cell	Doctor:	Detailed	health	check	for	silicon	wafer	solar	cells	–	breakdown	of	optical	
 and collection losses, recombination losses, and resistive losses. 

• High-precision steady-state light I-V and full-area spectral response

•	 High-precision	active-area	spectral	response	and	diffusion	length	mapping

•	 Photoluminescence	and	electroluminescence	imaging

•	 Mapping	of	impurity	zones	and	defects	in	wafers

•	 Specular	and	diffuse	transmission	and	reflection

•	 Dielectric	coatings:	charge	and	interface	defect	density	mapping

•	 Optical	and	dielectric	properties	of	coatings

•	 Scanning	electron	microscopy

•	 Line	scans	and	3D	surface	profiles

PV	Product	Validation	And	Improvement

•	 Technical consultancy for industrial solar cell development, 
 process optimisation, and yield improvement 

• Analysis and simulation of advanced cell concepts such as 
 the heterojunction architecture, local back-surface-field, 
 n-type bifacial configuration. 

• Comprehensive evaluation of metallisation pastes in 
 terms of printability, line and contact resistance, metal 
 recombination 

Actual solar cells are large-area, multi-dimensional devices with 
lateral variations in internal voltage, and consisting of many layers 
through the thickness of the wafer.  SERIS’ Characterization team 
is well equipped to analyse the nuances in various measurement 
data by matching them to detailed two-dimensional (2D) 
models. One of these is Sentaurus TCAD which typically solves 
the cross-sectional unit cell, enabling one to solve problems 
ranging from the effects of different drive-in recipes on dopant 
solid diffusion, and the resultant dopant profile on cell voltage, 
to the influence of rear contacting opening pitch in PERC cells 

on the cell fill factor. Another powerful tool is Griddler 2, a finite-
element-method (FEM) simulator that constructs a metallized 
solar cell model from the top view.  It is a handy substitute to 
approximate formulae for metal grid related ohmic power loss 
calculations and optimization, and it is also a powerful spatial 
solver that can delineate various recombination mechanisms from 
photoluminescence images. Contact us to learn more about 
our expertise in the development and use of these simulators 
to solve real-world solar cell problems. 

Unique	Finite	Element	Simulations
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Cross-sectional unit cell construction in Sentaurus TCAD and the resultant process simulation of boron diffusion profile.

Top-view large-area cell construction in Griddler 2, and the resultant simulation of luminescence distribution given 
spatially varying illumination and recombination parameters.  
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By combining commonly available solar cell characterization 
methods with easy-to-prepare test structures and partially 
processed solar cells from the production line, the Cell 
Doctor loss analysis routine breaks down various cell loss 
mechanisms to generate process-related diagnostics. Below 
we show the corresponding factors limiting open-circuit 

voltage, short-circuit current and fill factor, in an example 
monocrystalline silicon local back surface field (LBSF) 
solar cell. In this example, both the rear passivation and 
the front metallization made unusually large impacts on 
the cell Voc, limiting it to the low-640 mV range.   

Cell	Doctor:	Detailed	Health	Check	For	Silicon	Wafer	
Solar Cells

Break down of the contributors to current density, fill factor, and open-circuit voltage losses in a monocrystalline silicon local back surface field 
(LBSF) solar cell.  
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PROCESSING	SERVICES	FOR	SILICON	
SOLAR	CELLS		
SERIS operates state-of-the-art industrial high-throughput processing equipment from leading equipment manufacturers to support 
the silicon PV community. Selected examples of processing services offered by us are listed below. 

Processing	Of	Mono-Si	And	Multi-Si	Wafers

•	 Etching,	cleaning,	acid/alkaline	texturing		

•	 Single-side	etching	

•	 POCl3 and BBr3 diffusions 

•	 Oxidation,	forming	gas	anneal,	co-annealing	of	P	and	B	doped	samples	

•	 P	and	B	ion	implantation,	full-area	or	patterned	

•	 Laser	processing	using	ns	pulses	(green)	or	ps	or	fs	pulses	(UV,	green,	IR	light)

•	 PECVD	deposition	of	dielectrics	such	as	SiNx, AlOx, SiOx   

•	 ICPECVD	deposition	of	intrinsic	and	P/B	doped	amorphous	silicon	

•	 Screen	and	stencil	printing	of	Ag,	Al,	Cu	or	other	paste	formulations

•	 Ni,	Sn,	Cu	and	Ag	plating	using	commercially	available	or	R&D	plating	solutions

Silicon cleanroom laboratory 1B at SERIS  
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PV	MODELLING	AND	SIMULATION	

Device	simulation:	Silicon	wafer	based	solar	cells 
Technical computer assisted design (TCAD) software like Silvaco 
Atlas and Synopsys Sentaurus are used. All types of silicon 
wafer solar cells (multi, mono, heterojunction and hybrids) 
can be simulated in one, two or even three dimensions. 
Particular attention is paid to consistently model advanced 
surface passivation technologies and accurately quantifying 
optical and electrical losses in a solar cell. 

Process	simulation:	Tube	diffusion	and	ion	implantation
The TCAD software Synopsys Sentaurus allows the simulation 
of processing steps used in the PV industry. For example, 
we have achieved a reliable calibration of the tube diffusion 
and ion implantation processes in use at SERIS. 

Metrology	simulation:	Lifetime,	luminescence	imaging,	
QE,	corona-charge/surface-photovoltage,	impedance,	
etc.
We have developed various programmes in order to reliably 
simulate the characterisation methods in use at SERIS. For 
example injection dependent carrier lifetimes, bias dependent 
quantum efficiencies, corona charge dependent surface 
photovoltages and bias dependent luminescence images (EL 
and PL) can be simulated using our programmes. This allows 
a self-consistent parameter extraction using a multitude of 
different characterisation methods. 

Cell	and	module	power	loss	analysis
A quantification of the main power loss mechanisms in solar 
cells and solar modules is provided, in close collaboration 
with SERIS’ PV Characterisation Group. Furthermore, the 
efficiency potential of various solar cell and module technologies 
can be predicted. These services are available to external 
customers via the PV Characterisation Group. 

PV	module	and	PV	system	simulation
Our solar cell models can be interlinked with analytical models 
or circuit models in order to simulate PV modules and PV 
systems. Investigations here focus on predicting module or 
system characteristics like I-V, EQE and, most importantly, 
energy yield calculations, considering actual illumination 
conditions (shading) and installation. We have also developed 
programmes to investigate PV modules using halved c-Si 
solar cells.  

Thin-film	material	property	extraction
Thin films are used for passivation, as optical coatings or as 
autonomous solar cell structures. Optical and electrical 
software like ASA or Silvaco ATLAS are used to simulate 
thin-film properties, including investigating light trapping/
antireflection properties using random texturing as well as 
defect modelling (bulk and surface defects). 

Modelling and simulation provides understanding of basic physics and helps speeding up characterisation and optimisation 
in production. For this purpose, SERIS has established and is operating a well-developed simulation infrastructure. Various 
commercial and SERIS-developed simulation tools are available and a powerful computer cluster enables efficient calculations. 

The Simulation Team at SERIS develops and refines solar cell models, extracts key device parameters, and expands the 
fundamental understanding of solar materials and devices. Examples of our activities are: (1) Device simulations (multi-Si, mono-Si, 
heterojunctions, hybrids), (2) Process simulations (tube diffusion, ion implantation), (3) Power loss analysis (cells, modules), 
(4) Tandem solar cell concepts (III-V on silicon, perovskite on silicon), (4) Optical simulations (transfer matrix, ray/path tracing),
(5) Circuit simulation (cells, modules, systems). 

SERIS offers consulting and computer based analysis services of solar materials, cells and modules to external customers. 
This is done in close cooperation with SERIS’ PV Characterisation Group. Services range from extracting specific parameters for 
different PV materials, performing a detailed power loss analysis for any type of PV cell or module, to the development 
of specific analysis tools and training on software. 

Topics currently investigated by SERIS’ Simulation Team include: 
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TESTING	OF	BUILDING	ELEMENTS	

Testing	Of	Building	Façade	Elements

Façades account for almost 50% of the thermal load in 
buildings in the tropics and are related to many occupant 
comfort issues, such as visual comfort and thermal comfort. 
SERIS operates a well-equipped Calorimeter laboratory for 
testing of thermal and optical properties of building façade 
materials and assemblies. The laboratory provides the 
following services: 

•	 Measurement of the solar and luminous properties of 
 architectural glasses (visible light transmittance, solar 
 heat gain coefficient (SHGC), shading coefficient (SC), 
 U-value) 

• Measurement of the emittance and solar reflectance of 
 roof surface materials (e.g., paints, coatings, membranes) 
 and calculation of the solar reflectance index (SRI)

• Measurement of the thermal insulation properties (U-value, 
 R-value, thermal resistance, thermal conductivity) and 

 the shading coefficient of building envelope materials and 
 assemblies (e.g., windows, walls, insulating glazing units)

•	 Measurement	 of	 the	 visible	 light	 reflectance	 of	 façade	

 materials (e.g. cladding panels) 

•	 Calculation	 of	 the	 shading	 coefficient,	 visible	 light	

 transmittance and U-value of window or door systems 

In the area of façade technologies, our services for industry 
partners and opportunities for collaborative research include:

•	 Determination of solar and luminous properties of glazing 
 systems 

• Determination of the SHGC, SC and U-value of fenestration 
 systems 

• Other services such as cool roof material testing and 
 insulation material testing 

Calorimetric hot box (left part of left photo) with solar simulator (right) for the measurement of the solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC). 
For U-value measurements, a climate chamber (middle part of left photo) is put in front of the sample  

On-Site	Testing	Of	The	Airtightness	Of	Buildings	

In energy audits, the blower door test is used to determine a building’s airtightness. Reasons 
for establishing a proper building airtightness include:

• Avoiding unwanted heat gains through gaps in the building’s envelope

• Reducing additional energy consumption for cooling 

• Preventing moisture condensation problems

A blower door consists of one or more powerful fans, mounted into the frame of an exterior 
opening (door). The fan pulls air out of, or into, the building, lowering or increasing the air 
pressure inside. Airflow through the gaps will be induced to balance the pressure difference.  
In combination with the use of a smoke pencil, air leaks can easily be detected. These tests 
determine the air infiltration rate of a building. They can also be used to measure airflows 
between building zones, to test ductwork airtightness, and to localise air leakage sites in a 
building envelope. The blower door test is conducted according to the ASTM E-779, 
ATTMA and BS EN 13829:2001 standards. 

Blower door measurement of a building’s 
airtightness. 
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SOLAR	THERMAL	COLLECTORS	AND	
COLLECTOR	SYSTEMS

Due to the year-round availability of solar energy with little seasonality in 
Singapore (average annual global irradiation: ~1630 kWh per square meter of 
horizontal surface), solar thermal systems can provide an attractive alternative. 
Solar thermal collectors convert 60-80% of the incident solar radiation into heat, 
which can then be used in industrial processes (60-150ºC) - for example in 
breweries, chemical/pharmaceutical factories, car washing installations and 
distilleries - or commercial applications (e.g. laundries, hotels), domestic hot water 
(DHW) systems (50-60ºC) or heat-powered air-conditioning systems.  

To help fostering such applications, SERIS’ SEEB Cluster offers five types of 
services on solar thermal technology in the tropical climate. 

Time-resolved measurements of thermal collector system 
parameters - collector inlet temperature (black line), outlet 
temperatures of three different types of collector (blue, green 
and red lines), ambient temperature (grey line) and solar 
irradiation (yellow line) - during a typical day in Singapore. 
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Simulation,	Testing,	Analysis	and	Quality	Assurance

Feasibility	studies	of	solar	thermal	systems	for	industrial	
process heat
The heat demand profiles of industrial processes at our industry 
partners are analysed in order to investigate the feasibility 
of solar thermal systems for certain industrial applications in 
the tropics. The study includes optimal system design of the 
solar thermal system and life cycle cost analysis. 

Outdoor	testing	of	solar	thermal	collector	systems	(short	
and long term)
The efficiency and durability of solar collectors are measured under 
tropical conditions. The evaluation of the measurements is done 
via model-based time-resolved simulation analyses. This method 
is well adapted to the fluctuating daily solar radiation conditions 
in the tropics. 

Solar	thermal	system	quality	assurance
We offer quality assurance services for solar thermal systems 
for tropical climates. This includes qualitative and quantitative 
analyses (if necessary by means of computer simulations) 
and evaluation of tender submissions for solar thermal 
systems in the tropics. 

Analytical monitoring
We offer monitoring in real time through continuous on-site 
data-logging of the solar thermal system and quantitative 
analyses of the data. 

Professional training
For capacity building, we offer professional training on solar 
thermal systems. 

Collector outlet temperatures

Collector inlet temperatures

Ambient temperature

Irradiation
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TECHNICAL	CONSULTING		

SERIS offers a wide range of technical consulting services. They are based on the institute’s activities in application-oriented 
research and development, ensuring that state-of-the-art methods and know-how are applied in their provision. 

Selected topics for technical consulting include: 

“KTP-Hospital is a modern healthcare centre with a mission 
to reduce its carbon footprint wherever possible. One of the 
projects initiated to achieve this goal was to use solar energy 
to reduce our dependency on fossil fuel. The hospital engaged 
T2IS along with the deep involvement of SERIS in order to 
help achieve the goals of the project. KTP has a solar 
photovoltaic (PV) system installed on its rooftop with an 
installed capacity of 137.04 kWp; subdivided into four 
sections based on the type of solar modules used – monocrystalline, 
polycrystalline, thin-film and BIPV. There is a solar thermal 
system to generate hot water for bathing and kitchen usage.”

Mr	Richard	JANG
Facilities Management
Alexandra Health

“In 2013, T2 Integrated Solutions submitted a proposal for 
a detailed solar thermal analysis to KTP-Hospital. T2IS is a 
systems integrator whose expertise lies in making data 
acquisition, control and monitoring systems. T2IS needed a 
solar thermal expert to analyze the data, and felt that SERIS 
would be the right partner for the job.  When the opportunity 
arose for a detailed PV system analysis to KTP-Hospital, 
T2IS again approached SERIS for another collaborative 
effort. For both these projects, T2IS managed the project 
execution while SERIS contributed its consultancy expertise 
in providing a “health check” on the installed solar systems 
in KTP-Hospital; monitoring the system performance and 
benchmarking the output to other PV systems in Singapore. 
The on-going monitoring of the PV systems allows the 
maintenance of an optimal PV system performance and 
SERIS has been pivotal in realising the vision of KTP-Hospital.” 

Mr Dave TAN
General Manager
T2 Integrated Solutions

CUSTOMER	FEEBACK		

“Fraunhofer Center for Silicon Photovoltaics CSP conducts 
applied research in the fields of silicon crystallisation, solar 
module technology and the production of solar wafers. It 
draws upon its high level of expertise to develop new 
technologies ranging from ingot production to module 
production and works to develop new materials throughout 
the entire value-added chain. SERIS has established itself as 
an excellent partner in outdoor testing for us. In a joint 

project we have been evaluating the performance behavior 
of PV modules at two different locations (Singapore and 
Germany) over a period of two years. SERIS‘ knowledge and 
experience was highly beneficial to the project’s success.”

Prof.	Dr.	Jörg	BAGDAHN	
Director
Fraunhofer Center for Silicon Photovoltaics CSP

• Solar cells 

•	 PV	modules

•	 PV	systems

•	 Feasibility	studies

•	 Technical	due	diligences

•	 Solar	thermal	systems

•	 BIPV	systems

•	 Multi-functional	building	envelopes
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Facts and Figures
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PUBLIC GRANTS AWARDED 
TO	SERIS	IN	CALENDAR	
YEAR 2015
Floating PV test-bedding in Singapore
(Floating PV, 28 Jan 2015 to 31 Mar 2018)
Dr Thomas REINDL (Lead PI)

Weather Intelligence for Renewable Energy (WIRE)
(EIRP-07, 1 Jul 2015 to 30 Jun 2016)
D Wilfred WALSH (Lead PI) 
Collaborators from industry: Dr Hugo HARTMANN, 
MeteoGroup, The Netherlands; Dr Victor KHOO Hock Soon, 
Singapore Land Authority, Singapore; Dr LO Chun Fung, Centre 
for Climate Research Singapore; Mr Robert MUREAU, 
MeteoGroup, The Netherlands; Prof Gunther SECKMEYER, 
Advanced Digital Sciences Center (ADSC), Germany; 
Mr Gerald VAN DER GRIJN, Private Companies (others), 
The Netherlands.

Passivated contacts for high-efficiency silicon wafer based 
solar cells
(EIRP-07, 1 Jul 2015 to 30 Jun 2018)
Dr Rolf STANGL (Lead PI);  Dr Hannes ROSTAN, REC Solar, 
Singapore (Co-PI)
Collaborators from SERIS: Dr Thomas MUELLER, Dr Shubham 
DUTTAGUPTA, Dr Johnson WONG, Assoc Prof Peter HO
Collaborators from research institutes: Prof Charanjit Singh 
BHATIA, NUS, Singapore; Dr Baochen LIAO, NUS, Singapore

Cost-effective silicon wafer solar cells using inkjet-printed 
front metallisation
(EIRP-07, 1 Jul 2015 to 30 Jun 2018)
Dr Thomas MUELLER (Lead PI)
Collaborators from SERIS: Mr Ankit KHANNA, Dr KHOO Yong 
Sheng, Mr Vinodh SHANMUGAM
Collaborators from industry: Mr Erik CORDUWENER, Technical 
University Utrecht, The Netherlands; MSc Joost HERMANS, 
Roth & Rau BV, The Netherlands

A low cost, high performance multi-channel LED driver for 
universal lighting applications
(SMART, 14 Jul 2015 to 13 Jul 2017)
Dr Pritam DAS (Lead PI), Dr Thomas REINDL (Co-PI), 
Assoc Prof Sanjib Kumar PANDA (Co-PI)

Solar Eye: Intelligent solar cell scanner for solarfab monitoring 
and feedback
(NRF, 1 Nov 2015 to 30 Apr 2017)
Dr Johnson WONG (Lead PI)
Collaborators from SERIS: Dr HO Jian Wei, Samuel RAJ 

SERIS would like to thank its grantors for the support and 
confidence in its research work.

AWARDS
•	 Institute	 of	Microelectronics	 (IME)	 Prize	 for	 Best	 PhD	Project	
 (MTD, ECE, Faculty of Engineering) 
 Mr Shubham Duttagupta, PhD student at SERIS (Aug 2010 – 
 Jun 2014) under the supervision of Prof Aberle, won the “Institute 
 of Microelectronics (IME) Prize for Best PhD Project (MTD, ECE, 
 Faculty of Engineering)” in academic year 2014/2015. His project 
 was titled “Advanced surface passivation of crystalline silicon for 
 solar cell applications”. 

•	 Best	Poster	Award	at	42nd IEEE PV Specialists Conference 2015, 
 New Orleans, USA 
 Dr Thomas MUELLER won the Best Poster Award at the 42nd IEEE 
 PV SC for his poster titled “Interface investigations of hydrogen 
 plasma etched silicon surfaces for heterojunction silicon solar cell 
 applications” under the category “Surface Passivation”. 

•	 Best	 Poster	 Awards	 at	 the	 PV	 Asia	 Scientific	 Conference,	
 Asia Clean Energy Summit, 2015, Singapore 
 Multiple SERIS researchers won the Best Poster Award under 
 various categories at the PV Asia Scientific Conference at ACES 
 2015. The winners were: CE Shang for “Battery for PV and Wind 
 Integration into a Stand-alone Hybrid Power System” under the 
 category “PV Systems & Smart Grid Technologies”; Ho Jian Wei 
 for “Nano selective area growth: A means to improve the properties 
 of InGaN on Si for tandem solar cell applications” under the 
 category “Novel PV Concepts”; KE Cangming for “Improve the 
 efficiency of silicon thin-film solar cells by a charged tunnel 
 layer” under the category “Thin films (materials, cells, modules)”; 
 and Ankit KHANNA for “Statistical surface texture profiling 
 applied to the investigation of silver screen-printed contact 
 formation for monocrystalline silicon wafer solar cells” under the 
 category “Silicon wafer solar cells and modules”. 

•	 NUS	Quality	Service	Award	2015	
 Aditi SRIDHAR of the Corporate Relations department under the 
 CEO’s Office received the NUS Quality Service Award – Service 
 Advocate Award 2015. The NUS Quality Service Award (QSA) 
 is an annual university award that affirms in individuals their 
 superb service attitude and a keen understanding on just how 
 to exceed the expectations of their customers. 

MEDIA	COVERAGE 
02 Mar 2015:  “Heliatek supplies Asia’s largest BIOPV installation” 
  in PV Magazine, Berlin
29 Mar 2015:  “New fire safety rule for solar panels” in The Straits 
  Times, Singapore
29 Mar 2015:  “New fire safety rule for solar panels” in AsiaOne, 
  Singapore
5 Jun 2015:  “Launch of SolarPVExchange’s SunVest: 
  First Asia-Pac’s solar crowd sourcing platform” in 
  Eco-Business, Singapore
6 Jun 2015:  “约900座租屋两年内安装太阳能板 兀兰和大士关卡
  及供水回收厂也将安装” in Lianhe Zhaobao, 
  Singapore
8 Jun 2015:  “Bigger, more competitive solar market ‘possible 
  with Govt push” in TODAY, Singapore
18 Jun 2015:  “EDB predicts hot interest in solar power” in 
  Channel NewsAsia, Singapore
18 Jul 2015:  “Sunny future for solar panel research in 
  Singapore” in Channel NewsAsia, Singapore
13 Aug 2015:  “Jalan SG50 InfoEd TV Show - Ep 4 We Needed 
  The Tools” in Suria, Singapore
15 Sep 2015:  “Asia’s largest building integrates organic PV 
  installation” in optics.org, Cardiff
22 Sep 2015:  “Sunny outlook for renewables” in Eco-Business, 
  Singapore
23 Oct 2015:  “5 Must-Haves For A Successful Solar Project” in 
  EcoDaily
23 Nov 2015:  “PUB embarks on study to tap into solar energy via 
  reservoirs” in Channel NewsAsia, Singapore
23 Nov 2015:  “PUB to study installion of solar panels at 
  reservoirs” in TODAY, Singapore
24 Nov 2015:  “Technical Transformation to Enable Grid-Tied Solar 
  in Canada” in North American Clean Energy, 
  Vancouver
24 Nov 2015:  “PUB studying potential of solar panels at more 
  reservoirs” in The Straits Times, Singapore
26 Nov 2015:  “Solar power taking off as alternative energy source 
  in Singapore” in Channel NewsAsia, Singapore
27 Nov 2015:  “PUB studying potential of solar panels at more 
  reservoirs” in Bradman Energy & Carbon, Sydney
28 Nov 2015:  “Reservoir potential to provide solar energy” in 
  International Water Power & Dam Construction, 
  London

Press Releases 

24 Nov 2015:  RenewSys pioneers industry support for PhD 
  scholarships in solar energy research
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VISITING SCIENTISTS 
Prof Peter ADELMANN, 
University of Applied Sciences, Ulm, Germany
Research area: Off-Grid PV Systems

Mr Tetsufumi KAWAMURA, 
Hitachi Limited Japan
Research area: Increased durability of glass/glass photovoltaic 
modules in tropical climates.

Dr XUE Guogang, 
Nanjing University, China
Research area: Academic visit in the area of characterization of 
silicon wafer solar cells.

Dr. Fahad AL-Sulaiman, 
Director, Center of Research Excellence in Renewable Energy, 
King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals, Saudi Arabia
Research Area: Solar Thermal Systems

PARTICIPATION	IN	NATIONAL	
AND	INTERNATIONAL	
ORGANISATIONS

Editorial	Boards	of	Journals 

•	 Advances	in	OptoElectronics,	Hindawi,	USA	(Prof	Armin	
 ABERLE, member of the Editorial Board)
•	 Organic	Electronics,	Elsevier,	The	Netherlands	(Assoc	Prof	
 Peter HO, Associate Editor)
•	 Progress	in	Photovoltaics,	Wiley,	UK	(Prof	Armin	ABERLE,	
 member of the Editorial Board)
•	 Photovoltaics	International,	UK	(Prof	Armin	ABERLE,	member	of	
 the Editorial Advisory Board)
•	 Reviews	of	Solar	Energy,	World	Scientific	Publishing,	Singapore	
 (Prof Armin ABERLE, member of the Editorial Advisory Board)
•	 The	Renewables	Journal	on	Wind,	Water	and	Solar,	Springer,	
 Germany (Dr Thomas REINDL, member of the Editorial Board)
•	 Transactions	on	Electron	Devices,	Institute	of	Electrical	and		
 Electronics Engineers (IEEE), USA (Prof Armin ABERLE, Editor)

Committees

•	 Academic	Committee	of	the	Asian	Photovoltaic	Industry	
 Association (APVIA) (Prof Armin ABERLE, Executive Vice-
 Chairman)
•	 Advisory	Board	of	the	ANU	Energy	Change	Institute,	Australian	
 National University (Prof Armin ABERLE, member)
•	 Advisory	Committee	of	the	Climate	Change	Exhibition,	Singapore	
 Science Centre (Dr Thomas REINDL, member)
•	 Advisory	Committee	of	King	Abdullah	City	for	Atomic	and	
 Renewable Energy (Dr Wilfred WALSH, member) 
•	 Clean	Energy	Committee	of	the	Sustainable	Energy	Association	
 of Singapore (Dr Wilfred WALSH, member)
•	 Electrical	and	Electronic	Standards	Committee	of	the	Singapore	
 Standards Council (Dr Timothy WALSH, member)
•	 Final	Evaluation	Committee	of	the	Technology	Enterprise	
 Commercialisation Programme (TECS), Spring Singapore 
 (Dr Thomas REINDL, member)
•	 IEA-SHC	Task	40:	Net	Zero	Energy	Buildings	of	the	IEA	Solar	
 Heating and Cooling Programme (Dr Thomas REINDL, Singapore 
 representative)
•	 IEA-SHC	Task	46:	Solar	irradiance	forecasting	
 (Dr Wilfred WALSH, Singapore representative) 
•	 International	Advisory	Committee	of	the	International	Photovoltaic	
 Science and Engineering Conference (PVSEC) (Prof Armin 
 ABERLE, member)

•	 International	Scientific	Committee	of	the	European	Photovoltaic	
 Solar Energy Conference (EU PVSEC) (Prof Armin ABERLE, 
 member)
•	 International	Scientific	Committee	of	SNEC	9th (2015) International 
 Photovoltaic Power Generation Conference (Prof Armin ABERLE 
 and Dr Thomas REINDL as members) 
•	 International	Scientific	Committee	of	the	Healthy	Buildings	
 Conference Europe 2015 in Eindhoven, Netherlands (Assoc Prof 
 Runa T HELLWIG, member)
•	 International	Scientific	Committee	of	the	Sustainable	Built	
 Environment Conference SBE16 Conference Hamburg, Germany  
 (Assoc Prof Runa T HELLWIG, member)
•	 International	Scientific	Committee	for	IAQVEC	2016,	9th 
 International Conference on Indoor Air Quality Ventilation & 
 Energy Conservation In Buildings, Seoul, Korea (Assoc Prof Runa 
 T HELLWIG, member)
•	 International	Society	of	Indoor	Air	and	Climate,	Steering	Committee	
 33 Thermal Comfort (Assoc Prof Runa T HELLWIG, Vice Chair 
 and member)
•	 International	Scientific	Committee	9th International Windsor 
 Conference, 8th- 11th April 2016, Cumberland Lodge, Windsor, 
 UK (Assoc Prof Runa T HELLWIG, member)
•	 National	Mirror	Committee	for	Solar	Photovoltaic	Energy	Systems	
 (IEC TC 82) Singapore (Dr Timothy WALSH, co-convenor)
•	 Organising	Committee	of	the	SNEC	9th (2015) International 
 Photovoltaic Power Generation Conference, Scientific Conference 
 2015  (Prof Armin ABERLE, Chairman)
•	 Organising	Committee	of	the	PV	Asia	Scientific	Conference	2015		
 (Prof Armin ABERLE, Chairman)
•	 Photovoltaics	Committee	of	the	IEEE	Electron	Devices	Society,	
 USA (Prof Armin ABERLE, member)
•	 Programme	Committee	for	the	Optics	for	Solar	Energy	(SOLAR)	
 Conference at 2014 OSA CLEE (Prof Armin ABERLE, member)
•	 Renewable	Energy	Task	Force	of	the	Singapore	Green	Building	
 Council, Singapore (Dr Thomas REINDL, member)
•	 Scientific	Committee	of	the	International	Conference	on	Silicon	
 Photovoltaics (SiliconPV) (Prof Armin ABERLE, member)
•	 Singapore	Green	Building	Council	Electrical	Taskforce	
 (Dr Thomas REINDL, member)
•	 Task	Group	3	(Humidity,	Temperature,	and	Voltage),	International	
 PV Quality Assurance Task Force (Dr WANG Yan, member)
•	 Technical	Programme	Committee	of	the	6th World Conference 
 on Photovoltaic Energy Conversion, Japan (Prof Armin ABERLE 
 and Dr Thomas REINDL, members)
•	 Technical	Review	Panel	for	the	Research	&	Development	
 collaboration programme launched by Ministry of National 
 Development (MND) and Tianjin Eco-city Administrative 
 Committee (ECAC) (Dr Thomas REINDL, member) 
•	 Technical	Committee	-	State	Key	Lab	of	PV	Technology	
 (Trina Solar), Changzhou, P. R. China (Dr Thomas REINDL, 
 member)
•	 SPRING	Singapore	–	Singapore	Standards	Council	–	Singapore	
 Standardisation Programme Young Professionals Workshop 
 2015. (Tian Zhao, facilitator)
•	 The	National	Research	Foundation	Consultative	Panel	on	Energy,	
 Singapore (Prof Armin ABERLE, member)
•	 Transactions	on	Power	Electronics,	Institute	of	Electrical	and	
 Electronics Engineers (IEEE), USA (Dr Keping YOU, Guest 
 Associate Editor)

SERIS MEMBERSHIPS / 
PARTNERSHIPS 
•	 Asian	Photovoltaic	Industry	Association	(APVIA)
•	 International	Solar	Energy	Society	(ISES)
•	 Min-E	Access:	Minimum	Electricity	Access,	Sustainable	
 Development Knowledge Platform, United Nations (partner)
•	 National	Fenestration	Rating	Council	(NFRC)
•	 Sustainable	Energy	Association	of	Singapore	(SEAS)
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VISITORS	
5 Jan 2015 Students from the King Fahd University of Minerals and 
 Petroleum, Saudi Arabia

7 Jan 2015 Representatives from The Innovators Institute P/L, 
 Singapore

16 Mar 2015 Participants of the Supercomputing Frontier Conference 
 2015 by the A*STAR Computation Resource Centre, 
 Singapore

29 Apr 2015 Representatives from the Embassy of Kingdom of the 
 Netherlands, Singapore

14 May 2015 Mr NG Wai Choong, CE of Energy Market Authority 
 (EMA), Singapore

20 Jun 2015 German delegates from the Singaporean-German 
 Chamber of Industry and Commerce (SGC) led by 
 Mr Mathias SAMSON, State Secretary of Hesse for 
 Economics, Energy, Transport and Regional Development, 
 Germany

29 Jul 2015 Participants of workshop organised by SinBeRISE 
 hosting students from UC Berkeley, USA and Nanyang 
 Technological University (NTU), National University of 
 Singapore (NUS), Singapore

1 Oct 2015 Twenty seven government delegates from Asia and 
 APAC islands visited SERIS to share NUS’s experiences 
 in setting up research institutes and managing external 
 project collaboration with institutes of higher education. 
 The delegates were guests of the Ministry of Foreign 
 Affairs, Singapore

5 Nov 2015 Technical committee on window energy performance 
 hosted by Nippon Sheet Glass Co. Ltd., Japan

6 Nov 2015 Representatives of Solar Energy Research Institute 
 (SERI), Malaysia

11 Nov 2015 Thirty teachers from various secondary schools in 
 Singapore who attended as part of the Singapore 
 International Science Teachers’ Conference 2015, 
 Singapore

19 Nov 2015 Visit by students from Daedeok software MEISTER 
 High School, South Korea

26 Nov 2015 Visit by Singapore school students attending 
 The Bigger Picture Seminar, Singapore
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OUTREACH	ACTIVITIES

Asian	Youth	Energy	Summit	(AYES)	2015,	11	Mar	2015,	Singapore

Prof Armin Aberle, CEO of SERIS, addresses the participants of AYES 2015 
by giving them an overview of the current state of solar energy 
research in Singapore 

The participants engage with the speakers in the post-talk networking
session.” 

Sustainability,	Environment	&	Energy	Research	Symposium	SEER@NUS	2015,	
27	Aug	2015,	Singapore

Dr Thomas Reindl, Deputy CEO of SERIS, presented onhis topic “Advanced solar 
potential analysis at roof-tops for PV applications” 
 

The outreach booth prepared by SERIS attracting participants to find out more 
about our research activities and student opportunities. 

SERIS regularly engages in outreach activities targeting the non-scientific community to increase the awareness of solar energy 
and energy efficient buildings research in Singapore, and to enthuse future generations to join this field of study and contribute to
its growth. 

National	Energy	Efficiency	Conference	(NEEC),	6-7	Oct	2015,	Singapore

Assoc Prof Runa HELLWIG, Cluster Director, SEEB, presents her talk at NEEC 2015 
on Solar Thermal Applications for Industrial Process Heat in the Tropics. 
 
 

The conference brought together energy efficiency experts and industry energy 
professionals to share best practices and case studies of successful 
projects. 
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Visit	by	delegates	of	Singapore	International	Science	Teachers’	Conference	2015,	
11 Nov 2015, Singapore

SERIS hosted Singapore science teachers to increase their awareness of the 
current research activities in Singapore 

SERIS researcher, Samuel RAJ, demonstrates the capabilities of the characterisation 
tools at SERIS using a mini-module. 

Visit	by	Daedeok	software	Meister	High	School,	Republic	of	Korea,	18	Nov	2015,	
Singapore 

Students attending The Bigger Picture Seminar visited SERIS to learn more 
about solar energy. 
 
 

SERIS researchers were thanked by the seminar coordinator for their efforts 
sharing their knowledge with the youths. 

The students visiting SERIS had a particular focus on software development and were hosted by the SES PV monitoring team. 

Visit	by	Singapore	school	students	attending	The	Bigger	Picture	Seminar,	26	Nov	2015,	
Singapore
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Visit	by	delegates	of	Singapore	International	Science	Teachers’	Conference	2015,	
11 Nov 2015, Singapore

CONFERENCES	AND	WORKSHOPS	ORGANISED	BY	SERIS

SNEC	2015	Scientific	Conference,	Shanghai,	China,	27-30	Apr	2015	

The SNEC 2015 Scientific Conference was co-organised by SERIS and attracted 
many participants from Asia and beyond.  

The participants also benefitted from the SNEC Expo which featured over 
1500 exhibitors. 

Urban	Solar	-	Beyond	Numbers:	Symposium	organised	by	AGC	and	SSG,	Singapore,	
23	Jun	2015	

The seminar attracted participants from research and industrial sectors who 
wanted to learn more about green building materials 

The organisers also showcased some of their innovative facade products 
such as the glass integrated PV (GIPV)  

PV	Asia	Scientific	Conference,	Asia	Clean	Energy	Summit	(ACES),	Singapore,	
27-28	Oct	2015		

The conference attracted an international group of PV scientists and professionals 
who exchanged  ideas with each other during the presentations. 

The participants of the conference engaged in active discussion during the 
poster session. 
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TEACHING/ LECTURES AT 
UNIVERSITIES  
Prof Armin ABERLE, Prof Charanjit BHATIA, Assistant Prof Akshay 
RATHORE, Dr Rolf STANGL and Dr Johnson WONG Devices for 
Electric Energy Generation, Module EE4432, National University of 
Singapore, Semester 2, academic year 2014/2015 (Jan-May 2015)

Dr Thomas REINDL (Guest lecturer) for Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Module EE6531- Selected Topics in Smart Grid Technologies (invited by 
Asst Prof Akshay Kumar RATHORE), at National University of Singapore 
(NUS), Semester 2, academic year 2014/2015 (6 April 2015) 

Dr Yong Sheng KHOO (Invited lecturer), Making solar PV a trusted 
and reliable source of electricity through technological innovation: 
an experiences from Singapore, University of Electronic Science and 
Technology of China, 01 Dec 2015 

PUBLICATIONS   

Journal	papers 
Zhang, T., Birgersson, E., & Luther, J. (2015). Relating morphological 
characteristics to the open-circuit voltage of organic bulk-heterojunction 
solar cells. Applied Physics Express, Vol. 8(2), pp. 024301. 

Basu, P. K., Khanna, A., & Hameiri, Z. (2015). The effect of front pyramid 
heights on the efficiency of homogeneously textured inline-diffused 
screen-printed monocrystalline silicon wafer solar cells. Renewable 
Energy, Vol. 78, pp. 590-598. 

Shanmugam, V., Wong, J., Peters, I. M., Cunnusamy, J., Zahn, M., 
Zhou, A., Yang, R., Chen, X., Aberle, A. G. & Mueller, T. (2015). Analysis 
of Fine-Line Screen and Stencil-Printed Metal Contacts for Silicon Wafer 
Solar Cells. IEEE Journal of Photovoltaics, Vol. 5(2), pp. 525-533.

Wong, J., Duttagupta, S., Stangl, R., Hoex, B., & Aberle, A. G. 
(2015). A Systematic Loss Analysis Method for Rear-Passivated 
Silicon Solar Cells. IEEE Journal of Photovoltaics, Vol. 5(2), pp. 619-626.

Hameiri, Z., & Ma, F. J. (2015). The impact of surface damage region 
and edge recombination on the effective lifetime of silicon wafers at low 
illumination conditions. Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 117(8), pp. 085705.

Lim, F. J., Set, Y. T., Krishnamoorthy, A., Ouyang, J., Luther, J., & Ho, 
G. W. (2015). Addressing the light-soaking issue in inverted organic 
solar cells using chemical bath deposited fluorinated TiOx electron 
transport layer. Journal of Materials Chemistry A, Vol. 3(1), pp. 314-322.

Yang, D., Sharma, V., Ye, Z., Lim, L. I., Zhao, L., & Aryaputera, A. W. 
(2015). Forecasting of global horizontal irradiance by exponential 
smoothing, using decompositions. Energy, Vol. 81, pp. 111-119.

Kumar, A., Widenborg, P. I., Dalapati, G. K., Ke, C., Subramanian, 
G. S., & Aberle, A. (2015). Controlling stress in large-grained solid 
phase crystallized n-type poly-Si thin films to improve crystal 
quality. Crystal Growth & Design, Vol. 15(3), pp. 1067-1072.

Peters, M., Guo, S., & Liu, Z. (2015). Full loss analysis for a 
multicrystalline silicon wafer solar cell PV module at short-circuit 
conditions. Progress in Photovoltaics: Research and Applications. 
Published online, DOI: 10.1002/pip.2593. 

Basu, P. K., Law, F., Vinodh, S., Kumar, A., Richter, P., Bottari, F., & Hoex, 
B. (2015). 0.4% absolute efficiency increase for inline-diffused screen-
printed multicrystalline silicon wafer solar cells by non-acidic deep emitter 
etch-back. Solar Energy Materials and Solar Cells, Vol. 137, pp. 193-201.

Singh, J. P., Guo, S., Peters, I. M., Aberle, A. G., & Walsh, T. M. (2015). 
Comparison of Glass/Glass and Glass/Backsheet PV Modules Using 
Bifacial Silicon Solar Cells. IEEE Journal of Photovoltaics, Vol. 5(3), 
pp. 783-791. 

Liu, H., Ren, Z., Liu, Z., Aberle, A. G., Buonassisi, T., & Peters, I. M. 
(2015). The realistic energy yield potential of GaAs-on-Si tandem solar 
cells: a theoretical case study. Optics express, Vol. 23(7), pp. A382-A390.

Ge, J., Tang, M., Wong, J., Stangl, R., Zhang, Z., Dippell, T., Doerr, 
M., Hohn, O., Huber, M., Wohlfart, P., Aberle, A. G., & Mueller, T. 
(2015). Investigation of Wide Process Temperature Window for 
Amorphous Silicon Suboxide Thin-Film Passivation Deposited by 
Inductively Coupled PECVD. IEEE Journal of Photovoltaics, Vol. 5(3), 
pp. 705-710. 

Veldhuis, A. J., Nobre, A. M., Peters, I. M., Reindl, T., Ruther, R., & 
Reinders, A. H. (2015). An Empirical Model for Rack-Mounted PV 
Module Temperatures for Southeast Asian Locations Evaluated for 
Minute Time Scales. IEEE Journal of Photovoltaics, Vol. 5(3), pp. 774-782.

Sahraei, N., Peters, M., Venkataraj, S., Aberle, A. G., Calnan, S., Ring, S., 
Stannpwski, B., Schlatmann, R., & Stangl, R. (2015). Thin-film a-Si: H 
solar cells processed on aluminum-induced texture (AIT) glass 
superstrates: prediction of light absorption enhancement. Applied optics, 
Vol. 54(14), pp. 4366-4373. 

Huang, M., Hameiri, Z., Aberle, A. G., & Mueller, T. (2015). Comparative 
study of amorphous indium tin oxide prepared by pulsed-DC and 
unbalanced RF magnetron sputtering at low power and low 
temperature conditions for heterojunction silicon wafer solar cell 
applications. Vacuum, Vol. 119, pp. 68-76. 

Shanmugam, V., Mueller, T., Aberle, A. G., & Wong, J. (2015). Determination 
of metal contact recombination parameters for silicon wafer solar cells by 
photoluminescence imaging. Solar Energy, Vol. 118, pp. 20-27. 
       
Lim, L., Ye, Z., Ye, J., Yang, D., & Du, H. (2015). A linear identification 
of diode models from single IV characteristics of PV panels. IEEE 
Transactions on Industrial Electronics, Vol. 62(7), pp. 4181-4193.
 
Khanna, A., Ritzau, K. U., Kamp, M., Filipovic, A., Schmiga, C., Glatthaar, M., 
Arbele, A. G., & Mueller, T. (2015). Screen-printed masking of transparent 
conductive oxide layers for copper plating of silicon heterojunction 
cells. Applied Surface Science, Vol. 349, pp. 880-886. 

Kumar, A., Widenborg, P. I., Dalapati, G. K., Subramanian, G. S., & Aberle, 
A. G. (2015). Impact of deposition parameters on the material quality of 
SPC poly-Si thin films using high-rate PECVD of a-Si: H. EPJ 
Photovoltaics, Vol. 6, pp. 65303. 

Wong, J., Shanmugam, V., Cunnusamy, J., Zahn, M., Zhou, A., Yang, R., 
Chen, X., Aberle, A. G., & Mueller, T. (2015). Influence of non-uniform fine 
lines in silicon solar cell front metal grid design. Progress in Photovoltaics: 
Research and Applications. Published online, DOI: 10.1002/pip.2636.

Yin, Y., Sahraei, N., Venkataraj, S., Calnan, S., Ring, S., Stannowski, B., 
Schlatmann, R., Aberle, A. G., & Stangl, R. (2015). Light Scattering and 
Current Enhancement for Microcrystalline Silicon Thin-Film Solar Cells 
on Aluminium-Induced Texture Glass Superstrates with Double Texture.
International Journal of Photoenergy. Published online, DOI: 10.1155/
2015/358276. 

Lim, F. J., Krishnamoorthy, A., & Ho, G. W. (2015). Device stability 
and light-soaking characteristics of high-efficiency benzodithiophene-
thienothiophene copolymer based inverted organic solar cells with 
F-TiOx electron transport layer. ACS applied materials & interfaces, 
Vol. 7(22), pp. 12119-12127. 

Yan, X., Li, W., Aberle, A. G., & Venkataraj, S. (2015). Surface texturing 
studies of bilayer transparent conductive oxide (TCO) structures as 
front electrode for thin-film silicon solar cells. Journal of Materials 
Science: Materials in Electronics, Vol. 26(9), pp. 7049-7058. 

Fell, A., McIntosh, K. R., Altermatt, P. P., Janssen, G. J., Stangl, R., Ho-
Baillie, A., Steinkemper, H., Greulich, J., Mueller, M., Min, B., Fong, K.C., 
& Abbott, M. D. (2015). Input Parameters for the Simulation of Silicon 
Solar Cells in 2014. IEEE Jounral of Photovoltaics, Vol. 5(4), pp. 1250-1263.

Qiu, Z., Ke, C., Aberle, A. G., & Stangl, R. (2015). Efficiency Potential of 
Rear Heterojunction Stripe Contacts Applied in Hybrid Silicon Wafer Solar 
Cells. IEEE Jounral of Photovoltaics, Vol. 5(4), pp. 1053-1061. 
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Ke, C., Peters, I. M., Sahraei, N., Aberle, A. G., & Stangl, R. (2015). On 
the use of a charged tunnel layer as a hole collector to improve the 
efficiency of amorphous silicon thin-film solar cells. Journal of Applied 
Physics, Vol. 117(24), pp. 245701. 

Yan, X., Venkataraj, S., & Aberle, A. G. (2015). Wet-Chemical Surface 
Texturing of Sputter-Deposited ZnO: Al Films as Front Electrode for 
Thin-Film Silicon Solar Cells. International Journal of Photoenergy. 
Published online, DOI: 10.1155/2015/548984 

Duttagupta, S., Hameiri, Z., Grosse, T., Landgraf, D., Hoex, B., & Aberle, 
A. G. (2015). Dielectric Charge Tailoring in PECVD SiOx / SiNx Stacks 
and Application at the Rear of Al Local Back Surface Field Si Wafer Solar 
Cells. IEEE Jounral of Photovoltaics, Vol. 5(4),  pp. 1014-1019. 

Ren, Z., Mailoa, J. P., Liu, Z., Liu, H., Siah, S. C., Buonassisi, T., & Peters, I. 
M. (2015). Numerical Analysis of Radiative Recombination and 
Reabsorption in GaAs/Si Tandem. IEEE Jounral of Photovoltaics, Vol. 5(4), 
pp. 1079-1086. 

Chen, J., Deckers, J., Choulat, P., Filipek, I. K., Aleman, M., De Castro,
A. U., Du, Z. R., Duerinckx, F., Hoex, B., Szlufcik, J., Poortmans, J. 
Aberle, A.G. (2015). Investigation of laser ablation on boron emitters 
for n-type rear-junction PERT type silicon wafer solar cells. Progress in 
Photovoltaics: Research and Applications, Vol. 23 (12), pp. 1706-1714.

Li, W., Yan, X., Aberle, A. G., & Venkataraj, S. (2015). Effect of deposition 
pressure on the properties of magnetron-sputter-deposited molybdenum 
back contacts for CIGS solar cells. Japanese Journal of Applied 
Physics, Vol. 54(8S1), pp. 08KC14. 

Huang, M., Hameiri, Z., Aberle, A. G., & Mueller, T. (2015). Study of 
hydrogen influence and conduction mechanism of amorphous indium 
tin oxide for heterojunction silicon wafer solar cells. physica status solidi 
(a), Vol. 212, pp. 2226-2232.. 

Huang, M., Hameiri, Z., Aberle, A. G., & Mueller, T. (2015). Influence 
of discharge power and annealing temperature on the properties of 
indium tin oxide thin films prepared by pulsed-DC magnetron sputtering. 
Vacuum, Vol. 121, pp. 187-193. 

Nandakumar, N., Dielissen, B., Garcia-Alonso, D., Liu, Z., Gortzen, 
R., Kessels, W.M.M., Aberle, A.G., Hoex, B. (2015). Resistive Intrinsic 
ZnO Films Deposited by Ultrafast Spatial ALD for PV Applications. 
IEEE Journal of Photovoltaics, Vol. 5(5), pp. 1462-1469. 

Aryaputera, A. W., Yang, D., & Walsh, W. M. (2015). Day-Ahead Solar 
Irradiance Forecasting in a Tropical Environment. Journal of Solar 
Energy Engineering, Vol. 137(5), pp. 051009. 

Kumar, D.S., Srinivasan, D., Reindl, T. (2015). A Fast and Scalable 
Protection Scheme for Distribution Networks with Distributed Generation. 
IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery. Published online, DOI: 
10.1109/TPWRD.2015.2464107 

Liu, Z., Peters, M. Shanmugam, V., Khoo, Y.S., Guo, S., Stangl, R., 
Aberle, A.G., Wong, J. (2016). Luminescence imaging analysis of 
light harvesting from inactive areas in crystalline silicon PV modules. 
Solar Energy Materials and Solar Cells, Vol. 144, pp. 523-531. 

Set, Y. T., Li, B., Lim, F. J., Birgersson, E., & Luther, J. (2015). Analytical 
modeling of intensity-modulated photovoltage spectroscopic responses 
of organic bulk-heterojunction solar cells. Applied Physics Letters, Vol. 
107(17), pp. 173301. 

Hellwig, R. T., Sedlmeier, M., & Tanzer, C. (2015). Prospects of Improving 
the Indoor Air Quality in Classrooms by Reactivating Historic 
Ventilation Stacks. International Journal of Ventilation, Vol. 14(2), 
pp. 141-152. 

Tang, M., Wong, J., Liu, Z., Dippell, T., Zhang, Z., Huber, M., Doerr, M., 
Hohn, O., Wohlfart, P., Aberle, A., Mueller, T. (2015) Investigation 
of Low-Temperature Hydrogen Plasma-Etching Processes for Silicon 
Wafer Solar Cell Surface Passivation in an Industrial Inductively 
Coupled Plasma Deposition Tool. IEEE Journal of Photovoltaics. 
Published online, DOI: 10.1109/JPHOTOV.2015.2481607 

Dong, Z., Yang, D., Reindl, T., & Walsh, W. M. (2015). A novel hybrid 
approach based on self-organizing maps, support vector regression 
and particle swarm optimization to forecast solar irradiance. Energy, 
Vol. 82, pp. 570-577. 

Trivedi, A., Srinivasan, D., Biswas, S., & Reindl, T. (2015). Hybridizing genetic 
algorithm with differential evolution for solving the unit commitment 
scheduling problem. Swarm and Evolutionary Computation, Vol. 23, 
pp. 50-64. 

Aryaputera, A. W., Yang, D., Zhao, L., Walsh, W. M. (2015) Very short-
term irradiance forecasting at unobserved locations using spatio-
temporal kriging. Solar Energy, Vol. 122, pp. 1266-1278. 

Papers	in	PV	Industry	Magazines	  

Liu L., Khoo Y.S., Reindl T., Tan J., Diminishing the glare that obscures. 
PV Tech Power, Vol. 4, pp. 42-56. 

Conference Papers    

Khoo Y.S., Making solar PV a trusted and reliable source of electricity
through technological innovation: an experiences from Singapore, 3rd 
International Forum for Young Scholars, University of Electronic Science 
and Technology of China, 30 Nov – 2 Dec 2015 (Dr Yong Sheng KHOO, 
invited talk) 

Kumar, D. S., Radhakrishnan, B. M, Srinivasan, D., Reindl, T.,  “An Adaptive 
Fuzzy based Relay for Protection of Distribution Networks”, IEEE 
International Conference on Fuzzy Systems (FUZZ-IEEE) 2015-
Istanbul, 2-5 Aug 2015. 

Kumar, D. S., Tianyi, H., Srinivasan, D., Reindl. T  “Optimal distributed 
generation allocation using evolutionary algorithms in meshed network”, 
IEEE PES Innovative Smart Grid Technologies-Asia 2015, Thailand, 
4-6 Nov 2015. 

Heinrich, M., Kraft, A., Lieder, M., Hoex, B., Aberle, A. G., Glatthaar, 
M. (2015) Quantification of front side metallization area on silicon wafer 
solar cells for background plating detection. 5th International Conference 
on Silicon Photovoltaics, SiliconPV 2015, Germany, 23-25 Mar 2015

Tschakrow, E., Hellwig, R. T. (2015) Comparison of control strategies 
of venetian blinds regarding visual and thermal comfort in summer in 
classrooms. Healthy Buildings 2015 Europe, The Netherlands, 18-20 
May 2015 

Hackl, M., Maurer, J., Hellwig, R. T. (2015) Indoor climate and user 
satisfaction in classrooms after energetic retrofitting. Healthy Buildings 
2015 Europe, The Netherlands, 18-20 May 2015 

Guo, S., Wu, C., Danner, M., Nobre, A. M., Aberle, A. G., Peters, I. M. 
(2015) Modelling of an integrated standalone streetlamp PV system. 
42nd IEEE PVSC, USA, 14-19 Jun 2015 

Wang, P., Peters, I. M. (2015) Impact of breaking symmetry on the 
light trapping properties of periodic nanostructures for ultra-thin silicon 
solar cells. 42nd IEEE PVSC, USA, 14-19 Jun 2015 

Liu, Z., Ren, Z., Liu, H., Mailoa, J. P., Sahraei, N., Siah, S-C., Sofia, 
S. E., Lin, F., Buonassisi, T., Peters, I. M. (2015) Light management 
in mechanically-stacked GaAs/Si tandem solar cells: optical design 
of the Si bottom cell. 42nd IEEE PVSC, USA, 14-19 Jun 2015 

Li, W., Yan, X., Aberle, A. G., Venkataraj, S. (2015) Analysis of microstructure 
and surface morphology of sputter deposited molybdenum back 
contacts for CIGS solar cells. ICMAT 2015, Singapore, 28 Jun-3 Jul 2015

Yan, X., Li, W., Aberle, A. G., Venkataraj, S. (2015) Textured AZO for 
thin-film Si solar cells: Towards understanding the effect of AZO film
thickness on the surface texturing properties. ICMAT 2015, 
Singapore, 28 Jun-3 Jul 2015 
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Hanif, S., Melo, D. F. R., Maasoumy, M., Massier, T., Hamacher, T., 
Reindl, T. (2015) Model predictive control scheme for investigating 
demand side flexibility in Singapore. University Power Engineering 
Conference, United Kingdom, 1-4 Sep 2015 

Li, M., Hoex, B., Ma, F-J., Shetty, K. D., Aberle, A. G., Samudra, G. S. 
(2015) Modelling and characterization of BBr3 boron diffusion process
for n-type Si wafer solar cells. EU PVSEC 2015, Germany, 14-18 Sep 2015 

Baker, R. S., Bieri, M., Cher, W. K., Zhang, K., Rüther, R., Reindl, T., 
Nobre, A. M. (2015) National solar repository - 5 year country-wide 
assessment of PV systems’ performance in Singapore. EU PVSEC 2015, 
Germany, 14-18 Sep 2015 

Surapaneni, R. K., Rathore, A. K. (2015) A single-stage CCM zeta 
microinverter for solar photovoltaic AC (PVAC) module. IEEE Energy 
Conversion Congress and Exposition (ECCE), Canada, 20-24 Sep 2015

Hellwig, R. T. (2015) Towards resilient buildings for the urbanised tropics. 
The 5th International Conference on Sustainable Tropical Environmental
Design 2015 (SusTED’15), Malaysia, 2-3 Dec 2015 

Wahed, M. A., Bieri, M., Hellwig, T. (2015) Potential of solar thermal 
system for industrial process heat applications in the Tropics. The 5th 

International Conference on Sustainable Tropical Environmental Design 
2015 (SusTED’15), Malaysia, 2-3 Dec 2015 

Li, W., Yan, X., Aberle, A. G., Venkataraj, S. (2015) Analysis of microstructure 
and surface morphology of sputter deposited molybdenum back contacts
for CIGS solar cells. ICMAT 2015, Singapore, 28 Jun-3 Jul 2015, 
Procedia Engineering (2016, in press). DOI: 10.1016/j.proeng.2015.09.231.

Yan, X., Li, W., Aberle, A. G., Venkataraj, S. (2015) Textured AZO for thin-film 
Si solar cells: Towards understanding the effect of AZO film thickness on 
the surface texturing properties. ICMAT 2015, Singapore, 28 Jun-3 Jul 2015, 
Procedia Engineering (2016, in press). DOI: 10.1016/j.proeng.2015.09.214.

TALKS	AT	CONFERENCES	
AND	WORKSHOPS
(Speaker’s name underlined)  

Walsh, T. M. Solar DC nano-grids: A technology perspective on village 
electrification. Smart Villages Workshop, Malaysia, 26-29 Jan 2015 
(invited talk) 

Reindl, T. Applied research: Removing barriers for the wide-spread 
adoption of solar PV. AREW 2015, Malaysia, 2-4 Feb 2015 (invited talk)

Reindl, T. International collaboration opportunities with SERIS (incl. human 
resource development). AREW 2015, Malaysia, 2-4 Feb 2015 (invited talk) 

Reindl, T. The Asia PV Quality Assurance Centre at SERIS. 2015 
PV Module Reliability Workshop, USA, 24-27 Feb 2015 (invited talk)

Wang, Y. PV Module reliability studies in the tropics – and beyond. 2015 
PV Module Reliability Workshop, USA, 24-27 Feb 2015 (invited talk)

Aberle, A. G. Investing in Green Growth in Asia. 2015 Annual Panel 
Discussion LKYSPP Energy Association, Singapore, 19 Mar 2015 
(invited talk) 

Yang, D. Redesigning Solar Monitoring Network Using Spacebender 
and Entropy. The IEEE 10th International Conference on Intelligent Sensors, 
Sensor Networks and Information Processing (ISSNIP), Singapore, 
7-9 Apr 2015  
Zhao, L. Weather forecasting and energy generation. InterMET 2015, 
Singapore, 22-23 Apr 2015 (invited talk) 

Walsh, T. M. Solar DC nano-grids: A technology perspective on village 
electrification. MicroEnergy International, India, 22-25 Apr 2015 
(invited talk) 

Reindl, T. The need for PV system standards to reduce technical risks 
and financing cost. SNEC 2015, P. R. China, 28-30 Apr 2015 (invited talk)

Singh, J. P., Wong, J., Khoo, Y. S., Wang, Y., Aberle, A. G. High power,
low cost multi-busbar halved-cell modules. SNEC 2015, P. R. China, 
28-30 Apr 2015  

Wong, J., Sridharan, R. Griddler 2: Two Dimensional Solar Cell Simulator 
with Facile Definition of Spatial Distribution in Cell Parameters and 
Bifacial Calculation Mode. SNEC 2015, P. R. China, 28-30 Apr 2015

Wong, J., Shanmugam, V. Finite Element Model Analysis of Solar Cell 
Luminescence Images. SNEC 2015, P. R. China, 28-30 Apr 2015

Li, W. Analysis of microstructure and surface morphology of sputter 
deposited molybdenum back contacts for CIGS solar cells. 5th Graduate 
Student Symposium (GSS), Singapore, 13-14 May 2015 

Li, M. Modelling and characterisation of BBr3 boron diffusion process 
for n-type Si wafer solar cells. 5th Graduate Student Symposium (GSS), 
Singapore, 13-14 May 2015 

Shanmugam, V., Wong, J., Mueller, T., Aberle, A. G. Analysis of fine line 
screen and stencil printed metal contacts for silicon wafer solar cells. 
5th Graduate Student Symposium (GSS), Singapore, 13-14 May 2015

Liu, Z., Peters, I. M., Khoo, Y. S., Shanmugam, V., Guo, S., Stangl, 
R., Aberle, A. G., Wong, J. Luminescence Imaging Analysis of 
Light Trapping in Crystalline Silicon PV Modules. 5th Graduate 
Student Symposium (GSS), Singapore, 13-14 May 2015 

Hackl, M., Maurer, J., Hellwig, R. T. Indoor climate and user satisfaction 
in classrooms after energy retrofit. Healthy Buildings 2015 Europe, 
The Netherlands, 18-20 May 2015 

Tschakrow, E., Hellwig, R. T.  Comparison of control strategies of venitian 
blinds regarding visual and thermal comfort in summer in classrooms. 
Healthy Buildings 2015 Europe, The Netherlands, 18-20 May 2015 
       
Hellwig, R. T.  Laws, regulations and their interpretation: The case of high 
indoor temperatures in Germany. Healthy Buildings 2015 Europe, 
The Netherlands, 18-20 May 2015 

Aberle, A. G. Outlook of Solar Energy Development in Asia. Deutsche Bank 
Access Asia Conference 2015, Singapore, 19 May 2015 (invited talk)

Hellwig, R. T.  Green and resilient buildings for the tropics-Principles and 
technologies. REEGETECH 2015, Indonesia, 2-4 Jun 2015 (invited talk)

Walsh, T. M. Solar DC nano-grids for low-cost rural electrification. Small 
PV Conference + Intersolar 2015, Germany, 9-12 Jun 2015 (invited talk)

Wong, J. Finite element model analysis of solar cell luminescence images. 
42nd IEEE PVSC, USA, 14-19 Jun 2015  

Walsh, W. M. Short & medium term solar irradiance and power forecasting 
given high penetration and tropical environment. ICEM 2015, 
USA, 22-26 Jun 2015  

Hellwig, R. T.  BIPV - Overcoming perceived barriers to the adoption of 
façade integrated renewable energy generation. Urban Solar - Beyond 
Numbers: Symposium organised by AGC and SSG, Singapore, 
23 Jun 2015 

Aberle, A. G., Duttagupta, S. Surface passivation of industrial high-
efficiency silicon wafer solar cells. ICMAT 2015, Singapore, 28 Jun-
3 Jul 2015 (invited talk) 

Reindl, T. Tropical test conditions (TTC) and the need for location-specific 
performance benchmarks. ICMAT 2015, Singapore, 28 Jun-3 Jul 2015 
(invited talk) 

Yan, X., Li, W., Aberle, A. G., Venkataraj, S. Textured AZO for thin-film 
Si solar cells: Towards understanding the thickness effect of AZO films 
on the surface texturing properties. ICMAT 2015, Singapore, 28 Jun-
3 Jul 2015  

Li, W., Yan, X., Aberle, A. G., Venkataraj, S. Analysis of microstructure 
and surface morphology of sputter deposited molybdenum back 
contacts for CIGS solar cells. ICMAT 2015, Singapore, 28 Jun-3 Jul 2015
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Lim, F. J., Set, Y. T., Krishnamoorthy, A., Ouyang, J., Luther, J., Ho, G. 
W. Addressing the light soaking issue in inverted organic solar cells by 
interfacial layer modifications. ICMAT 2015, Singapore, 28 Jun-3 Jul 2015

Set, Y. T., Zhang, T., Birgersson, E., Luther, J. What parameters can be 
reliably deduced from the electrical measurements of an organic bulk-
heterojunction solar cell? ICMAT 2015, Singapore, 28 Jun-3 Jul 2015

Li, M., Adams, S. Coarse-grained Forcefield for Poly (9, 9-dioctylfluorene-
co-benzothiadiazole) (F8BT) Copolymer. ICMAT 2015, Singapore, 
28 Jun-3 Jul 2015  

Li, M., Adams, S. Molecular Dynamics Simulations of cation-controlled 
aggregation in the conjugated polyelectrolyte TFB. ICMAT 2015, 
Singapore, 28 Jun-3 Jul 2015  

Tan, J. K., Png, R. Q., Chua, L. L., Ho, P. Contacts optimization for 
Organic Solar Cells. ICMAT 2015, Singapore, 28 Jun-3 Jul 2015

Tang, G. C. Ultrahigh Workfunction Hole Extraction Layers for Solution-
Processed Organic Solar Cells. ICMAT 2015, Singapore, 28 Jun-
3 Jul 2015  

Ang, C. M. Efficient n-doped conducting polymer as electron extraction 
layer in inverted organic solar cells. ICMAT 2015, Singapore, 28 Jun-
3 Jul 2015  

Reindl, T. Panel discussion: Rooftop PV: making it work. Solar Finance 
& Investment Asia, Singapore, 29-30 Jun 2015 (invited speaker) 
       
Hellwig, R. T. Design and applications. SCPTA/SIDTEC Training Programme 
on Clean Energy and Emission Reduction, Singapore, 20-24 Jul 2015 
(invited speaker) 

Hellwig, R. T. Introduction to solar technologies. SCPTA/SIDTEC Training 
Programme on Clean Energy and Emission Reduction, Singapore, 
20-24 Jul 2015 (invited speaker) 

Reindl, T. China’s technological capabilities in the clean-tech sector. 
6th FutureChina Global Forum, Singapore, 22-21 Jul 2015 
(invited speaker) 

Rodríguez, C. D., Walsh, T. M. Conceptural design for a stand alone 
solar photovoltaic powered peltier air conditioner. World Engineers 
Summit on Climate Change (WES) 2015, Singapore, 22-21 Jul 2015

Kumar, D. S., Radhakrishnan, B. M, Srinivasan, D., Reindl, T.,  “An Adaptive 
Fuzzy based Relay for Protection of Distribution Networks”, IEEE 
International Conference on Fuzzy Systems (FUZZ-IEEE) 2015-Istanbul, 
2-5 Aug 2015. 

Hellwig, R. T. Capitalizing on solar energy technology for energy 
efficient buildings. 2nd Green Building & Parks World 2015, Malaysia, 
4-5 Aug 2015 (invited talk) 

Kubis, M. Live solar irradiance map for irradiance forecasting for 
photovoltaics (PV) in Singapore. The 21st annual NIWeek conference, 
USA, 2-6 Aug 2015 

Pyae, S. A sky image collection system for solar PV applications in 
Singapore. The 21st annual NIWeek conference, USA, 2-6 Aug 2015

Reindl, T. National Solar PV Roadmap. Seminar Launch of SS 601 : 2014, 
Singapore, 26 Aug 2015 (invited talk) 

Reindl, T. Solar photovoltaics as integral part of sustainable buildings. 
International Conference on Building Energy Efficiency and Sustainable 
Technologies (ICBEST 2015), Singapore, 31 Aug-1 Sep 2015 (invited talk)

Shang, C., Srinivasan, D., Reindl, T. Joint generation and multiple demand 
scheduling in off-grid buildings. International Conference on Building 
Energy Efficiency and Sustainable Technologies (ICBEST 2015), 
Singapore, 31 Aug-1 Sep 2015 

Hanif, S., Melo, D. F. R., Maasoumy, M., Massier, T., Hamacher, T., 
Reindl, T. Model Predictive Control Scheme for investigating Demand 
Side Flexiblity in Singapore. University Power Engineering Conference, 
UK, 1-4 Sep 2015 

Reindl, T. The solarisation of Singapore. International Green Building 
Conference (IGBC) 2015, Singapore 2-4 Sep 2015 (invited talk) 
       
Liu, Z., Peters, I. M., Khoo, Y. S., Shanmugam, V., Stangl, R., Aberle, 
A. G., Wong, J. Luminescence imaging analysis of light trapping in 
crystalline silicon PV modules. EU PVSEC 2015, Germany, 
14-18 Sep 2015 

Aberle, A. G. Making solar PV a trusted and reliable source of electricity. 
World Solar Congress, P. R. China, 28-29 Sep 2015 (invited talk)

Hellwig, R. Solar technologies - introduction. MFA-JICA JSPP21 on 
Climate Change and Energy Sustainability, Singapore, 5-16 Oct 2015

Hellwig, R. Solar technologies - design and application. MFA-JICA JSPP21 
on Climate Change and Energy Sustainability, Singapore, 5-16 Oct 2015

Wahed, A. M., Bieri, M., Hellwig, R. Solar thermal application for industrial 
process heat in the tropics: prospects and challenges. National Energy 
Efficiency Conference (NEEC) 2015, Singapore, 6-7 Oct 2015 

Nandakumar, N., Hoex, B., Dielissen, B., Liu, Z., Aberle, A. G. Resistive 
intrinsic zinc oxide films deposited by ultrafast spatial ALD for 
phtotovoltaics. PV Asia Scientific Conference, ACES 2015, Singapore, 
27-28 Oct 2015 

Basu, P. K., Li, J., Shanmugam, V., Khanna, A. Efficiency improvement 
for tube-diffused multicrystalline silicon wafer solar cells using a novel 
industrial approach of phosphorus gettering. PV Asia Scientific 
Conference, ACES 2015, Singapore, 27-28 Oct 2015 

Liu, H., Peters, I. M., Aberle, A. G. Fast energy yield calculation for Si 
based tandem solar cells. PV Asia Scientific Conference, ACES 2015, 
Singapore, 27-28 Oct 2015 

Shanmugam, V., Khanna, A., Basu, P. K., Mueller, T., Wong, J., 
Aberle, A. G. Screen-printed Ag front-side metallisation induced 
recombination losses in silicon wafer solar cells. PV Asia Scientific 
Conference, ACES 2015, Singapore, 27-28 Oct 2015 

Kumar, A. Interface Phenomena in Organic Photovoltaics. PV Asia 
Scientific Conference, ACES 2015, Singapore, 27-28 Oct 2015 

Zhao, L., Aryaputera, A. W., Yang, D., Walsh, W. M., Reindl, T. Modeling 
of solar variability and geographic smoothing effect. PV Asia Scientific 
Conference, ACES 2015, Singapore, 27-28 Oct 2015 

Kumar, D. S., Tianyi, H., Srinivasan, D., Reindl. T “Optimal distributed 
generation allocation using evolutionary algorithms in meshed network”, 
IEEE PES Innovative Smart Grid Technologies-Asia 2015, Thailand, 
4-6 Nov 2015.  

Li, C. Hardware-assisted malware detection for embedded systems in 
smart grid. IEEE PES Innovative Smart Grid Technologies in Asia 2015, 
Thailand, 4-6 Nov 2015  

Li, C. Real-time scheduling of time-shiftable loads in smart grid 
with dynamic pricing and photovoltaic power generation. IEEE PES 
Innovative Smart Grid Technologies in Asia 2015, Thailand, 
4-6 Nov 2015  

Kumar, D. S. Optimal distributed generation allocation using evolutionary 
algorithms in meshed network. IEEE PES Innovative Smart Grid 
Technologies in Asia 2015, Thailand, 4-6 Nov 2015  

Bieri, M. Real-time display of data from a smart-grid on geographical 
map using a GIS tool and its role in optimization of game theory. IEEE 
PES Innovative Smart Grid Technologies in Asia 2015, Thailand, 
4-6 Nov 2015  

Bieri, M. GIS as a tool for enhancing the optimization of demand side 
management in residential microgrid. IEEE PES Innovative Smart 
Grid Technologies in Asia 2015, Thailand, 4-6 Nov 2015  
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Li, W., Yan, X., Aberle, A. G., Venkataraj, S. Effect of TiNx alkali diffusion 
barrier layer on the physical property modifications on Mo back electrodes 
for CIGS solar cell applications. 25th Photovoltaic Science and 
Engineering Conference (PVSEC-25), Republic of Korea, 16-20 Nov 2015

Xin, Z., Tang, M., Aberle, A. G., Stangl, R. An improved methodology 
for extracting the interface defect density (Dit) of passivated silicon 
solar cells. 25th Photovoltaic Science and Engineering Conference 
(PVSEC-25), Republic of Korea, 16-20 Nov 2015 

Stangl, R., Anand, G., Aberle, A. G. An online, web based solar 
cell simulation interface for the personalized simulation of various 
solar cell architectures, using various simulation programs, free of 
charge for public use. 25th Photovoltaic Science and Engineering 
Conference (PVSEC-25), Republic of Korea, 16-20 Nov 2015 

Aryaputera, A. W., YANG, D., ZHAO, L., WALSH, W. M. Very short-term 
irradiance forecasting at unobserved locations using spatio-temporal 
kringing with polynomial anistropy fitting. 25th Photovoltaic Science 
and Engineering Conference (PVSEC-25), Republic of Korea, 
16-20 Nov 2015 

Tang, G. C. Solution-processable air-stable p-doped polymers with 
ultrahigh workfunctions larger than 5.4 ev. 2015 MRS Fall Meeting & 
Exhibit, Singapore, 29 Nov-4 Dec 2015  

Ang, C. M. Solution-processable air-stable n-doped polymers with 
ultralow effective workfunction as shallow as 3.7 ev. 2015 MRS Fall 
Meeting & Exhibit, Singapore, 29 Nov-4 Dec 2015  

Reindl, T. Future Trends in Solar PV. IEM-IET Electrical Conference 
2015 (IIEC 2015), Malaysia, 30 Nov-2 Dec 2015 (invited talk) 

Hellwig, R. Towards resilient buildings for the urbanised Tropics. 5th Int’l 
Conference on Sustainable Tropical Environmental Design 2015, Malaysia, 
2-3 Dec 2015 (invited talk) 

Wahed, A., Bieri, M., Hellwig, R. T. Potential of solar thermal system for 
industrial process heat applications in the tropics. 5th International 
Conference on Sustainable Tropical Environmental Design 2015, 
Malaysia, 2-3 Dec 2015 

Zhao, L. Modeling of solar variability for PV grid integration. ASEAN 
Smart Grid Congress 1, Thailand, 16-18 Dec 2015 (invited talk) 
       

POSTERS	AT	CONFERENCES	
AND SEMINARS   
Li, W. Molybdenum back contact with TiNx diffusion barrier layer for CIGS 
solar cells. 5th Graduate Student Symposium (GSS), Singapore, 
13-14 May 2015 

Wang, P., Peters, I. M. Impact of structure symmetry on the light 
trapping properties of periodic nanostructures for ultra-thin silicon 
solar cells. 42nd IEEE PVSC, USA, 14-19 Jun 2015 

Liu, Z., Ren, Z., Mailoa, J. P., Sahraei, N., Liu, H., Siah, S-C., Buonassisi, 
T., Peters, I. M. Light management in mechanically-stacked 
GaAs/Si tandem solar cells:optical design of the Si bottom cell. 
42nd IEEE PVSC, USA, 14-19 Jun 2015 

Guo, S., Wu, C., Danner, M., Peters, I. M. Modelling of integrated 
standalone streetlamp PV system. 42nd IEEE PVSC, USA, 14-19 
Jun 2015 

Mueller, T., Tang, M., Ge, J., Wong, J. Interface investigations of hydrogen 
plasma eteched silicon surfaces for heterojunction silicon solar cell 
applications. 42nd IEEE PVSC, USA, 14-19 Jun 2015 

Wong, J. Two dimensional solar cell simulator with facile 
definition of spatial distribution in cell parameters and bifacial 
calculation mode. 42nd IEEE PVSC, USA, 14-19 Jun 2015 

Duttagupta, S. Progress with surface passivation of heavily doped 
n+ silicon by industrial PECVD SiNx films. 42nd IEEE PVSC, USA, 
14-19 Jun 2015 Ren, Z. Device impact of photon recycling and 
luminescent coupling on InGaP/Si tandems. 42nd IEEE PVSC, USA, 
14-19 Jun 2015 

Li, M., Ma, F-J., Shetty, K. D., Hoex, B., Aberle, A. G. Samudra, G., 
S. Modelling and characterisation of BBr3 boron diffusion process 
for n-type Si wafer solar cells. EU PVSEC 2015, Germany, 
14-18 Sep 2015 

Baker, R., Bieri, M., Tan, J., Liu, L., Cher, W. K., Zhang, K., Rüther, 
R., Riendl, T., Nobre, A. M. National Solar Repository (NSR) - 
5-year country-wide assessment of PV systems’ performance 
in Singapore. EU PVSEC 2015, Germany, 14-18 Sep 2015 

Luerssen, C. Use of NiFe batteries in Solar PV Systems. EU 
PVSEC 2015, Germany, 14-18 Sep 2015  

Koh, L. J. J., Ho, J. W., Wong, J. Large area uniformed LED 
illumination for solar cell spectral response and reflectance 
measurements. PV Asia Scientific Conference, ACES 2015, Singapore, 
27-28 Oct 2015  

Liu, Z., Stangl, R., Wong, J. Spectroscopic ellipsometry characterization 
of thin films on textured Si wafers. PV Asia Scientific Conference, 
ACES 2015, Singapore, 27-28 Oct 2015 

Li, W., Yan, X., Xu, W-L., Zheng, X., Aberle, A. G., Venkataraj, S. 
Predicted efficiency improvement of ultra-thin CIGS solar cells via 
an intermediate layer at the Mo/CIGS interface. PV Asia Scientific 
Conference, ACES 2015, Singapore, 27-28 Oct 2015 

Zheng, X., Li, W., Yan, X., Xu, W-L., Aberle, A. G. Theoretical 
Prediction of optimum bandgap profiles for efficiency enhancement 
in chalcopyrite CIGS solar cells. PV Asia Scientific Conference, 
ACES 2015, Singapore, 27-28 Oct 2015 

Yan, X., Set, Y. T., Krishnamoorthy, A., Aberle, A. G., Venkataraj, S. 
Effects of front Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) electrode resistance on the 
performance of PTB7:PCBM bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells. 
PV Asia Scientific Conference, ACES 2015, Singapore, 27-28 
Oct 2015 

Ho, J. W., Heuken, M., Tay, A. A. O., Wong, J., Chua, S-J. Nano 
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